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Preface
This master thesis has been executed to finalise the master Architecture, Building and Planning, chair
Real Estate Management and Development at the department of the Built Environment of Eindhoven
University of Technology.
The master thesis is focused on asset management in housing associations. The government and
society are asking more substantiation on how public money is spend. By developing the real estate
management of housing associations, public money can be spend more effective and can also
contribute to the increasing demand of substantiation. I believe that there is a lot of room for
optimisation in the real estate management of housing associations. The development of asset
management in the sector and this master thesis support that observation.
I would like to thank both of my graduation supervisors, Pauline van den Berg and Stephan Maussen
from Eindhoven University of Technology, for their support and for the pleasant meetings in this longterm process. I would also like to thank Ingmar Box from housing associations Bergopwaarts for his
support during, and after the internship.
Den Bosch, 6 June 2018
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Motive
The social housing sector has been going through a lot of deployments in recent history which had a
negative impact on the financial state of the sector and the trust of society and the government in the
sector. This negative trend has put pressure on the social housing sector to use their means as
effectively as possible and be transparent regarding their operations. Housing associations responded
with the introduction of asset management which is transferred from the commercial real estate
sector and is a real estate management method that focuses on optimising the financial return. It can
also help substantiate the decision making regarding the real estate management process of housing
associations. Asset management has been gaining momentum in the social housing sector. The share
of housing associations that want to implement or are implementing asset management is increasing.
Another important development in the social housing sector took place in 2015 when the new Housing
Act was introduced. The new Housing Act makes the rules and regulations of the social housing sector
more strict to prevent future financial problems in the social housing sector and to prevent new
malpractices from happening. Because of the more strict rules and regulations, the new legislation has
a significant impact on the policy freedom of housing associations. To successfully utilise asset
management, a certain level of policy freedom is needed in which can be tweaked. The extent to which
asset management is applicable in the organisations of housing associations after the introduction of
the new Housing Act and the resulting demarcation of the policy freedom is unclear. The applicability
of asset management after the introduction of the new Housing Act needs to be researched to ensure
that asset management is a development in which housing associations have to invest. The following
research goal was developed in order to research the applicability of asset management after the
introduction of the new Housing Act:
The goal of this research is to determine the applicability of asset management in housing associations
in the framework of the new Housing Act in order to optimise the financial result of the exploitation of
the real estate of housing associations.

Methods
The basis needed to research the applicability of asset management after the introduction of the new
Housing Act was formed by analysing different facets of the social housing sector and different
methods of real estate management. The development of the social housing sector was analysed in
order to understand how the social housing sector operates and to understand how it rules and
regulations developed into the current new Housing Act. After that, the real estate management of,
respectively, housing associations and investors were analysed to understand how both methods
function. Thereafter, both real estate management methods were compared to determine what
aspects of commercial real estate management are applicable in the real estate management of
housing associations and to what extent they can improve the financial result.
The development of the social housing sector
The social housing sector was established in 1901 with the introduction of the first Housing Act with
the goal to provide quality homes for the working class who could barely afford a house. The mission
statement of the social housing sector changed frequently between the introduction of the Act in 1901
and the first real set of rules and regulations in 1975. Financial crises, two World Wars and regularly
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changing political views on the sector influenced the function of the sector. In 1975 the sector got its
first set of rules and regulations in which the tasks of housing associations were described for the first
time. From this moment in time the social housing sector flourished financially which ultimately made
the government decide to privatise the social housing sector. The privatisation was realised in 1995
when the Grossing and Balancing Operation was executed which made the social housing sector
financially and administratively independent from the government. This meant that housing
associations had to bear the financial and exploitation risks themselves for the first time in their
existence. The ensuing period characterised itself with a growth in capital and a rapid
professionalisation of the real estate management. In this time of financial wealth in the social housing
sector, the government decided to broaden the tasks of the housing associations which gave them an
extensive policy freedom.
The positive state of the social housing sector turned around from 2008 onwards, when a double crisis,
both financially and politically, hit the sector. The housing market crashed, there were numerous largescale abuses in the sector and politics began interfering with the sector. These developments in the
sector ultimately led to the introduction of the new Housing Act. The Act transforms housing
associations from organisations with a broad set of tasks and extensive policy freedom, to
organisations that have to turn back to the core tasks while facing more government control.
What can be learned from the development of the social housing sector is that when the sector is
performing positively, particularly financially, the government gives the sector more tasks, and
thereby, more policy freedom. When the sector is performing negatively, the government interferes
and creates more strict control and gives the sector a smaller task package. Currently there is a high
level of government control because of a strict Housing Act. But when the history of the sector is taken
into account, there is a high probability that government control will decrease when the performance
of the sector is improved.
The real estate management of housing associations
The real estate management method of housing associations can be generalised and is called ‘strategic
housing stock management’. The strategic housing stock management was introduced in the nineties
when the social housing sector started to professionalise the real estate management after the
privatisation of the social housing sector in 1995. In the development of the strategic housing stock
management, several models were developed to support the development of strategic housing stock
management. The model of Van Os (2007) corresponds best with practice after being compared
extensively with two other well-known models, the models of Van den Broeke (1998) and Eskinasi
(2006). After a literature research into the real estate management of housing associations, the
findings from literature were combined with model of Van Os (2007) to develop a new model called
the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0. The result is showed in figure 1.
The real estate management of housing associations starts with the formulation of company objectives
which are then translated to portfolio objectives. The most important portfolio objectives are
concerned with the solvability, liquidity and the minimum size of the core housing stock. The portfolio
objectives have to give direction to the tactical level by setting clear goals. However, the portfolio
objectives are set as preconditions in which there is a lot of room for interpretation. One of the main
reasons for these loose portfolio objectives is that the area-based approach is commonly used in the
social housing sector, which means that real estate policy is made from the tactical level, instead of
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the strategic level. Housing
associations leave this room
for interpretation in the
portfolio objectives so that
there is a certain freedom in
the strategy making on the
neighbourhood level. Policy
is often made on a
neighbourhood
level
because
housing
associations often own
houses concentrated in
neighbourhoods. This makes
the creation of strategies on
a neighbourhood level seem
like a more logical approach
than creating strategy on a
portfolio level.
The real estate management
process
of
housing
associations
characterises F IGURE 1: R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT MODEL OF H OUSING A SSOCIATIONS 1.0
itself as a cyclic process that is not as strict and unequivocal as it suggests. Social objectives are leading
in the process while financial objectives are formulated as a guideline or framework instead of goals
to achieve. This means that social objectives are leading and financial objectives are facilitating. Two
things stand out in the real estate management process of housing associations. The first one is that
there is not an unequivocal process which starts at the top and ends at the bottom, the process can
start from multiple places. The second matter to standout is that there is limited hierarchy in the
process. This is caused by a lot of horizontal influence during the process. Both of these matters
decrease the probability that portfolio objectives are being achieved.
The real estate management of investors
The commercial real estate sector consists of real estate investors which let their real estate to
individuals or companies to make a profit. The goal of investors is to manage the given capital in the
best possible way by creating an optimal return given a certain risk by effectively investing the capital
on the basis of a long-term vision (Driel, 2010).
The real estate management method used by investors is based on the real estate management
pyramid. The commercial real estate sector has professionalised the real estate management before
housing associations started with the development of the strategic housing stock management in the
nineties. This is one of the main reasons that the real estate management of the commercial sector is
further developed.
The real estate management of investors starts with the development of the strategic investment plan
which consists of the company and portfolio objectives. The most important objectives in the plan
have a financial nature, like the desired return/risk profile and how much capital there has to be
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invested. The strategic investment plan is actualised and specified every year into an operational
investment plan. In this plan specific goals are set, so asset management knows the preconditions in
which it has to operate. The ultimate goal of asset management is optimising the return during an
exploitation period of the concerned (sub)portfolio. The operational investment plan is translated to
object policies by the asset management. The two most important outcomes of the object policy plans
are: keep exploiting in current state and the sales of the houses. The object policy plans are set specific
for the operational management which is almost always outsourced by investors.
The real estate management of investors characterises itself with a real estate management process
which has a cyclic and hierarchical structure in which financial objectives are leading. Hierarchy has a
strong presence in the real estate management process of investors. This expresses itself in a
demarcation of the strategic and tactical level, the two levels have a client-contractor relationship. In
this way, the real estate management is optimally equipped to control and steer the process in order
to achieve the goals set in the strategic level. The operational management is almost always
outsourced by investors.

Comparison of real estate management methods
The real estate management of housing associations and investors are compared by using five aspects.
These aspects are respectively: organisations, real estate management models, strategic management,
tactical management and operational management. The comparison produced fifteen preconditions
for housing associations that can create a basis for asset management and, directly and indirectly,
optimise the financial result. Some preconditions are aimed at an optimisation of the organisation;
some are aimed at an optimisation of the processes; and some are aimed at an optimisation of the
activities. The following preconditions were determined after the comparison of the real estate
management of housing associations and investors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit
Allocate to the largest possible target group
Start policy making on the portfolio level
Implement more hierarchy in the real estate management process
Set financial goals in the strategic management level
Set tangible goals for the tactical level
Compare the results to other housing associations by using benchmarks
Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process
Minimise the effect of external influence
Use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in the tactical level
Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold
Have insight in the current financial and social performance of the complexes
Optimise the rent setting policy
Valuate on market value rented state
Outsource the operational management

The new Housing Act
The new Housing Act creates clarity in the social housing sector by setting clear rules. The policy
freedom of housing associations is reduced because everything from target groups to rent setting is
more strict because of the introduction of the new Housing Act. It also cuts off certain possibilities for
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commercial activities. The focus of the housing associations returns to the core task, which is providing
affordable housing for low income groups on a local level. From the three groups of preconditions,
organisational optimising preconditions, process optimising preconditions and activity optimising
preconditions, the new Housing Act merely influences the activity optimising preconditions.
The new Housing Act negatively influences six preconditions. These are all preconditions that are
focussed on an optimisation of the activities. The preconditions that are focussed on an optimisation
of the organisation and processes are not affected by the Act and are still applicable in housing
associations. These preconditions are focussed on creating an optimal climate to achieve a more
structured real estate management and thereby optimise the financial result.

Preconditions and the model
The preconditions were researched with the help of semi-structured interviews with housing
associations. The selection of the respondents has led to interviews with four housing associations that
are actively implementing or using asset management. The interviews were held with employees of
housing associations that are responsible for the implementation of asset management. The
preconditions were tested by giving statements and asking questions. Additional questioning took
place depending on the answers of the respondents. In this way, detailed information was gathered
and the underlying ideas and motives of the respondent were determined. The interviews had a
duration of two hours. The results of the interviews can be seen in table 1 on the next page.
The results showed that the preconditions for asset management, that are influenced by the new
Housing Act, are indeed influenced by the new Housing Act. The new Housing Act does not decrease
the possibilities for asset management, but it has a negative effect on the results these possibilities
can deliver. The respondents stated that the policy freedom, and thereby, the financial leeway is
limited. However, the respondents did not see this limitation of policy freedom as a negative
development. The limitation of policy freedom was seen as guidance that make the implementation
of asset management manageable. The limitation of opportunities for housing associations makes it
easier for the respondents to implement asset management. Despite the decreased policy freedom
and financial leeway, the preconditions affected by the new Housing Act are still applicable. However,
the effect of these preconditions is significantly decreased by the new Housing Act
The preconditions that are not affected by the Act can be categorised in three groups, categorised in
the extent in which they are operational. The first group are the preconditions that are already in
operation. The respondents already use scenarios in the tactical level to determine the complex policy.
The preconditions that are partly in operation are: policy making on a portfolio level; hierarchy; and
outsource operational management. The third and last group of preconditions all have financial
aspects in the tactical level in common. The preconditions ‘set tangible goals for the tactical level’ and
‘set financial goals in the strategic management levels’ are intertwined, because setting a financial goal
is one of the goals in the tactical level. The setting of financial goals is merely done on a neighbourhood
level or higher, in every interviewed housing association. The lack of insight in the performance on a
tactical level is also one of the main reasons why the respondents currently are not using a benchmark.
All respondents are establishing or have established the preconditional elements of asset
management. However, the respondents still lack three essential elements of asset management,
which are insight in the financial performance on a complex level, financial return goals on a complex
level and hierarchy in the real estate management process.
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Precondition
Engage in letting
houses above the
liberalisation limit

Judgment of housing associations
Moderate to substantial effect on policy freedom
3.25/5.
Marginal to moderate effect on income 2.25/5.

Applicability
Limited applicability, opportunities
in the non-SGEI sector are
significantly limited

Allocate to the largest
possible target group

Marginal to substantial effect on policy freedom 2.75/5.
Marginal to moderate effect on income 2.5/5.

Applicable, but with significant
lessened financial leeway

Start the policy making
process in the strategic
level

Three of four respondents agree that the decision
making needs to start from the top. Main remark made
is that bottom-up information is essential.

Yes, already partly in operation

Implement more
hierarchy in the real
estate management
process

Three of four respondents agree that hierarchy is
required for successful asset management. The owner
role has to be clear. Main remark made is that bottomup information is essential.

Yes, already partly in operation

Minimise the effect of
external influence

Marginal to moderate effect on policy freedom 2.5/5.
No effect to strong effect on income 2.5/5.

Applicable, when there is properly
consulted with the stakeholders

Set financial goals in
the strategic
management level

Financial return goals are set for the portfolio as a
whole, but not for complexes.

Yes

Set tangible goals for
the tactical level

Three of four respondents agree. Only two respondents
currently set sufficient objectives.

Yes

Compare the results to
other housing
associations by using
benchmarks

Not at the moment, but all respondents want to use
one in the future.

Yes

Put more weight on
the location choice of
the houses in the
acquisition process

No effect 1/5 on policy freedom and income
(respondents state a potential significant effect for
other housing associations)

Use more scenarios
with financial and
social aspects in the
tactical level in the
tactical level

All respondents completely agree.

Applicable, but location limited to
the housing market region in
which they are active. Also has
influence on other housing
associations according to the
respondents.
Yes, already in operation

Properly substantiate
the decision of which
houses could be sold

All respondents use scenarios in which social and
financial aspects are compared.

Yes, already in operation

Have insight in the
current financial and
social performance of
the complexes

Not at the moment, but all respondents are working
towards it.

Yes

Optimise the rent
setting policy

Marginal effect on policy freedom 2/5.
Moderate effect on income 3/5.

Applicable, but with significant
lessened financial leeway

Valuating on market
value rented state

All housing associations use the full-version from the
new Housing Act to valuate their real estate.

Outsource the
operational
management

All respondents agree that outsourcing can bring
financial advantages and can create higher customer
satisfaction.

Applicable, the new Housing Act
obliges the market value rented
state
Yes, already partly in operation

T ABLE 1: O VERVIEW OF THE APPLICABILITY OF THE PREC ONDITIONS
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The Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 was adjusted to better anchor the
process of asset management, which resulted in the Real estate management model for Housing
Associations 2.0. The model has to explicitly show that the real estate management process starts at
the portfolio level. In order to show this, two alterations were made. The first is that the model has to
show that the policy cycle starts at the top level of the model. The second alteration is that
neighbourhood policies are inserted in the strategic level as input for the portfolio policy, instead of
being input in the complex policy on a tactical level.

Conclusion
The research has resulted in fifteen preconditions and a model that both contribute to the
strengthening of asset management in the real estate management of housing associations. These
fifteen preconditions can be split into two groups; six preconditions that are influenced by the new
Housing Act and nine preconditions that are not influenced by the new Housing Act. The model is an
altered version of the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 and is called the
Real estate management model for Housing Associations 2.0. The adjusted model is used to show and
anchor asset management in the real estate management process of housing associations.
The new Housing Act constricts almost all policy instruments that can create income, which means
that the space in which can be tweaked is decreased. This means that the six preconditions affected
by the new Housing Act are influenced negatively by the Act. Asset management as an instrument is
still as applicable as it was before the introduction of the new Housing Act, however, the result of the
instrument asset management is decreased. Optimising the financial result is still possible, but the
effect is less because of the decreased financial leeway.
The nine preconditions that are not affected by the new Housing Act are all applicable in the
organisation of housing associations. These nine preconditions do not directly contribute to the
optimisation of the financial result, but are important as a basis to execute asset management and
thereby, indirectly, optimise the financial result.
Hierarchy and having insight in the financial performance on a complex level are two preconditions of
asset management which are crucial in order to successfully implement asset management. However,
these preconditions are partly or not applied in the real estate management of the respondents. There
seems to be a relation between the stage of implementation of asset management and the level of
hierarchy in the organisation, but further research is needed to confirm this. The other crucial
precondition of having insight in the financial performance on a complex level is currently not present
in any of the interviewed housing associations. The main reason for this absence is a lack of data and
a lack of data quality. This is remarkable because financial steering on a complex level is the core of
asset management and is currently not present in any of the respondents organisations.
The Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 was adapted to integrate three
preconditions which resulted in the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 2.0.The
three integrated preconditions are: hierarchy; using financial and social aspects in the development of
the complex policy; and developing performance agreements after developing the portfolio policy. In
this way asset management is anchored within the real estate management process model.
The introduction of the new Housing Act does not make asset management less applicable, but does
constrict the optimisation of the financial result. However, the decrease in policy freedom and financial
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leeway was not seen as a negative development by the respondents. The decrease of policy freedom
was seen by the housing associations as a development that makes it easier to implement asset
management. It makes the implementation more manageable because the range of policy instruments
in which can be tweaked is decreased.
If the history of the social housing sector is taken into consideration, there can be concluded that if the
rules and regulations are adjusted, they are altered because of a changed financial or political state of
the sector. The rules and regulations are currently strict. When the state of the social housing sector
keeps improving as it is doing now, the rules and regulations will probably be less strict in the future.
When that time comes, housing associations have implemented asset management to a certain extent
and can use asset management to utilise the potential of the increased financial leeway.
Asset management is not only seen as optimising the financial return by housing associations, it serves
another motive for housing associations. It serves as an instrument to more comprehensively
substantiate decisions made in the real estate management process. By using asset management,
social and financial aspects are being weighed so transparent choices can be made by using real
numbers instead of using gut feeling. Asset management for housing associations can be described as:
‘think like an investor, act like a housing association’. All the same processes and analyses are done
like investors do, but when actual decisions are made, there is acted like a housing association.

Recommendations
The research resulted in several recommendations for housing associations and recommendations for
future research. These recommendations are elaborated below.
The first recommendation for housing association is that the development of the portfolio policy
should start in the strategic level in which the strategic level has to give clear assignments to the tactical
level. The tactical level should consist of one or more asset managers that have the responsibility of
the whole or a share of the portfolio. To further support hierarchy, neighbourhood plans should be
inserted in the strategic level when the portfolio policy is made instead of being inserted in the tactical
level after the portfolio plan has already been developed. By implementing more hierarchy, housing
associations create more grip in the process of real estate management and create a higher chance
that portfolio goals are achieved.
Insight in the financial performance on a complex level is not present in any of the interviewed housing
associations. The main reason for this is a lack of data on a complex level and an insufficient data
quality. Housing associations should start to complete and improve their data as soon as possible in
the process of implementing asset management. To support the improvement of the data, housing
associations should choose the full version of the market valuation. These gives two advantages to
housing associations: the data has to be supplemented and improved; and a housing association learns
what adds value to a house which improves the steering on financial return.
In the operational level there is also room for improvement. The possibility and effect of outsourcing
the operational activities should be tested by housing associations. Some housing associations already
proved that it can improve the quality of operational services with lower costs without losing the social
quality in the services.
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The first recommendation for follow-up research is conducting more interviews. Taking more
interviews improves the reliability of the results of the research. By doing this, the results could be
generalised across the whole social housing sector. It is also interesting to research the view of asset
management of housing associations with different portfolio sizes, like portfolio’s with less than 7500
houses or more than 15.000 houses.
Benchmarking is a tool to compare the performance of one organisation with another. This stimulates
housing associations to improve their performance. The current benchmark that contains financial
return is insufficient because data is delivered in all kinds of forms. It is interesting to research the
current benchmark of the commercial real estate sector and adapt it so it can be implemented in the
social housing sector in order to stimulate housing associations to optimise their performance.
Some respondents stated that there already are a number of housing associations which are
outsourcing the larger part of their operational management. They achieved to outsource their
operational management at lower costs while getting a higher customer valuation. When there can be
proved that outsourcing can improve the customer valuation and lower the cost, more housing
associations will outsource which can improve the quality of the services social housing sector at lower
costs.
Several subjects in the new Housing Act induce a shortage of rental housing for middle income. The
separation of SGEI and non-SGEI activities and the market test result in less supply for middle income
households. All respondents acknowledge that this is a developing problem in the rental housing
sector. Research into the supply and demand in the middle housing sector is necessary to determine
the gravity of the problem and how a future problem, in the form of a major shortage, can be avoided.
Although more research into asset management in housing associations is required, this research helps
with the development of asset management in the social housing sector and with the implementation
of asset management. The results give housing associations certain preconditions and a model which
can help with the implementation of asset management. It proved that asset management can fill
existing gaps in the real estate management of housing associations and can improve the
substantiation of real estate management decisions which becomes more and more important. The
research also shows that an unequivocal view on asset management in housing associations is
currently not present, so future research is needed to further develop asset management. This
research is a basis for further research into asset management for housing associations.
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Samenvatting

Samenvatting
Aanleiding
Er zijn in de recente geschiedenis van de sociale woningsector vele ontwikkelingen geweest die een
negatieve invloed hebben gehad op de financiële staat van de sector en het vertrouwen van de
maatschappij en de overheid in de sector. Deze ontwikkelingen hebben de sociale woningsector onder
druk gezet waardoor woningcorporaties gedwongen worden om zo effectief mogelijk om te gaan met
hun middelen en om transparant te handelen. Woningcorporaties hebben hierop geantwoord met de
introductie van asset management wat is overgenomen vanuit de commerciële vastgoedsector. Asset
management is een vastgoedmanagement methode wat focust op het optimaliseren van het financieel
rendement. De methode kan woningcorporaties, naast efficiënter omgaan met de middelen, ook
ondersteunen in het onderbouwen van de besluitvorming. Asset management voor woningcorporaties
is in een stroomversnelling terecht gekomen. Het aandeel woningcorporaties dat asset management
wil implementeren of aan het implementeren is neemt toe.
Een andere invloedrijke ontwikkeling in de sociale woningsector vond plaats in 2015 met de invoering
van de nieuwe Woningwet. De nieuwe Woningwet maakt de wet- en regelgeving in de sociale
woningsector strenger om toekomstige financiële problemen in de sector te voorkomen, en om de
ontwikkeling van nieuwe misstanden te voorkomen. Door de strengere wet- en regelgeving heeft de
wet een significante invloed op de beleidsvrijheid van woningcorporaties. Om succesvol gebruik te
maken van asset management is een bepaald niveau van beleidsvrijheid nodig waarin gestuurd kan
worden. De mate waarin asset management toepasbaar is in de organisatie van woningcorporaties na
de introductie van de nieuwe Woningwet en de daaruit resulterende afname van de beleidsvrijheid is
onbekend. De toepasbaarheid van asset management na de introductie van de nieuwe Woningwet
moet onderzocht worden om te kunnen garanderen dat asset management een ontwikkeling is waarin
woningcorporaties zouden moeten investeren. Het volgende onderzoeksdoel is ontwikkeld teneinde
de toepasbaarheid van asset management na de introductie van de nieuwe Woningwet te
onderzoeken:
Het doel van dit onderzoek is om de toepasbaarheid van asset management bij woningcorporaties te
bepalen in het wettelijke kader van de nieuwe woningwet ten einde het financiële resultaat van de
exploitatie van het vastgoed van woningcorporaties te optimaliseren.

Methode
De benodigde basis om de toepasbaarheid van asset management na de introductie van de nieuwe
Woningwet te onderzoeken is gevormd door het analyseren van de sociale woningsector en door het
analyseren van verschillende vastgoedmanagement methodes. De ontwikkeling van de sociale
woningsector is geanalyseerd ten einde de werking van de sociale woningsector te doorgronden en
om te doorgronden hoe de wet- en regelgeving zich ontwikkeld heeft tot de nieuwe Woningwet.
Daarna is het vastgoedmanagement van respectievelijk woningcorporaties en beleggers geanalyseerd
om te begrijpen hoe beide methodes functioneren. Als laatste zijn beide vastgoedmanagement
methodes, van respectievelijk woningcorporaties en beleggers, vergeleken om te bepalen welke
aspecten van vastgoedmanagement van beleggers toepasbaar zijn in het vastgoedmanagement van
woningcorporaties.
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De ontwikkeling van de sociale woningsector
De sociale woningsector is opgericht in 1901 met de introductie van de eerste Woningwet met het
doel om te zorgen voor kwalitatieve woningen voor de arbeidersklasse die zich nauwelijks een eigen
woning konden veroorloven. De taakomschrijving van de sociale woningsector is frequent veranderd
tussen de introductie van de Woningwet in 1901 en de eerste uitgebreide verzameling van regelgeving
in 1975. Financiële crises, de tweede wereldoorlog en regelmatig veranderende politieke opvattingen
omtrent de sociale woningsector hebben de functie van de sector beïnvloed. In 1975 kreeg de sector
de eerste verzameling van regelgeving waarin de taken van woningcorporaties voor de eerste keer
beschreven werden. Vanaf dat moment breekt er een tijd van financiële voorspoed aan in de sector
waardoor de overheid besluit om de sociale woningsector te privatiseren. Deze privatisering werd
gerealiseerd in 1995 wanneer de Bruteringsoperatie werd uitgevoerd wat de sociale woningsector
financieel en bestuurlijk onafhankelijk maakte van de overheid. Dit betekende dat woningcorporaties
de financiële en exploitatie risico’s zelf moesten dragen voor het eerst sinds hun bestaan. De
daaropvolgende periode karakteriseert zich met een groei in kapitaal en een snelle professionalisatie
van het vastgoedmanagement. In deze tijd van financiële voorspoed besluit de overheid om het
takenpakket van woningcorporaties uit te breiden.
De positieve staat van de sociale woningsector draait om vanaf 2008 wanneer een dubbele crisis, zowel
financieel als politiek, de sector raakt. De woningmarkt stort in, er waren vele grootschalige
misstanden in de sector en de politiek begon zich meer te bemoeien met de sector. Deze
ontwikkelingen in de sector hebben er uiteindelijk toe geleid dat de nieuwe Woningwet is
geïntroduceerd. De wet transformeert woningcorporaties van organisaties met een breed takenpakket
en uitgebreide beleidsvrijheid naar organisaties die terug moeten keren naar hun kerntaken met
strengere controle vanuit de overheid.
Wat er geleerd kan worden van de ontwikkeling van de sociale woningsector is dat wanneer de sector
positief presteert, in het bijzonder financieel, de overheid de sector meer taken geeft, en daardoor
meer beleidsvrijheid. Als de sector negatief presteert, dan bemoeit de overheid zich met de sector en
stuurt aan op strenger toezicht en een kleiner takenpakket. Heden ten dagen is er vergaand toezicht
vanuit de overheid door de strenge Woningwet. Als de historie van de sector in beschouwing genomen
wordt, dan is er een grote kans dat de bemoeienis van de overheid afneemt wanneer de prestaties van
de sector zich positief blijven ontwikkelen.
Het vastgoedmanagement van woningcorporaties
De vastgoedmanagement methode van woningcorporaties kan gegeneraliseerd worden en wordt
‘strategisch voorraadbeheer’ genoemd. Het strategisch voorraadbeheer is geïntroduceerd in de jaren
negentig toen de sociale woningsector zich in hoog tempo professionaliseerde door de privatisering
van de sector in 1995. In de ontwikkeling van het strategisch voorraadbeheer zijn er verschillende
modellen ontwikkeld om het strategisch voorraadbeheer te ondersteunen. Het model van Van Os
(2007) correspondeert het beste met de praktijk na uitgebreid vergeleken te zijn met twee andere
welbekende modellen, respectievelijk de modellen van Van den Broeke (1998) en Eskinasi (2006). Na
een literatuuronderzoek naar het vastgoedmanagement van woningcorporaties zijn de bevindingen
uit het literatuuronderzoek gecombineerd met het model van Van Os (2007) om een nieuw model te
ontwikkelen, genaamd het ‘Vastgoedmanagement model voor Woningcorporaties 1.0’. Het resultaat
is te zien in figuur 2 op de volgende pagina.
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Het
vastgoedmanagement
van
woningcorporaties begint met de
formulering
van
bedrijfsdoelstellingen welke vertaald worden naar
portefeuille
doelstellingen.
De
belangrijkste portefeuille doelen
hebben betrekking op de solvabiliteit,
liquiditeit en de minimum omvang
van de kernvoorraad. De portefeuille
doelstellingen moeten richting geven
aan het tactische niveau door het
stellen van duidelijke doelen. Echter
worden de portfolio doelstellingen
gesteld als randvoorwaarden waarin
veel ruimte is voor interpretatie. Een
van de grootste redenen van deze
losse portefeuille doelstellingen is dat
woningcorporaties veelvuldig gebruik
maken van de gebiedsgerichte
aanpak,
wat betekend dat F IGUUR 2: V ASTGOEDMANAGEMENT MODEL VOOR WONINGCORPORATIES 1.0
vastgoedbeleid gemaakt wordt vanuit het tactische niveau, in plaats van het strategische niveau.
Woningcorporaties laten deze speelruimte in de portefeuille doelstellingen zodat er een bepaalde
vrijheid in het tactische niveau is om beleid te maken. Het beleid van woningcorporaties wordt vaak
gemaakt vanuit het wijkniveau omdat woningcorporaties van oudsher bezit hebben wat zich
concentreert in woonwijken. Dit lijkt de ontwikkeling van strategie op een buurtniveau een logische
benadering te maken, in vergelijking met het ontwikkelen van strategie vanuit het portefeuille niveau.
Het vastgoedmanagement proces van woningcorporaties karakteriseert zichzelf als een cyclisch proces
dat niet zo strikt en eenduidig is als het model suggereert. Sociale doelstellingen zijn leidend in het
proces terwijl financiële doelstellingen slechts dienen als een kader of richtlijn in plaats van
daadwerkelijk te behalen doelen. Dit betekend dat de sociale doelstellingen leidend zijn en de
financiële doelstellingen faciliterend. Twee zaken vallen op aan het vastgoedmanagement van
woningcorporaties. Het eerste wat opvalt is dat er geen eenduidig proces is dat start aan de bovenkant
en eindigt aan de onderkant, het vastgoedmanagement proces kan starten vanuit meerdere niveaus
in het proces. Het tweede wat opvalt is dat er beperkte hiërarchie in het proces is. Dit wordt
veroorzaakt door veel horizontale beïnvloeding gedurende het proces. Deze beide zaken zorgen ervoor
dat de kans dat portefeuille doelstellingen behaald worden afneemt.
Het vastgoedmanagement van beleggers
De commerciële vastgoedsector bestaat uit vastgoedbeleggers die vastgoed verhuren met het doel om
het gegeven kapitaal zo goed mogelijk te beheren door het creëren van een optimaal rendement met
een bepaald risico door het gegeven kapitaal te investeren op basis van een lange termijn visie (Driel,
2010). De vastgoedmanagement methode van beleggers is gebaseerd op de vastgoed piramide. De
commerciële vastgoedsector is al langer bezig met de ontwikkeling van het vastgoedmanagement dan
de woningcorporaties. Dit is een van de hoofdredenen waarom het vastgoedmanagement van de
commerciële sector verder ontwikkeld is.
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Het vastgoedmanagement van beleggers start met de ontwikkeling van het strategische
investeringsplan dat bestaat uit bedrijfs- en portefeuille doelstellingen. De belangrijkste doelstellingen
in het investeringsplan zijn van financiële aard, zoals het gewenste rendements/risico profiel en
hoeveel kapitaal er geïnvesteerd moet worden. Het strategische investeringsplan wordt elk jaar
geactualiseerd en gespecificeerd in een operationeel investeringsplan. In dit plan worden specifieke
doelen vastgesteld zodat het asset management weet waarin het moet opereren. Het ultieme doel
van asset management is om het rendement te optimaliseren gedurende een exploitatieperiode van
een bepaalde (deel)portefeuille door het operationeel investeringsplan te vertalen naar object beleid.
De twee belangrijkste uitkomsten van het object beleid zijn: blijven exploiteren in de huidige staat en
het verkopen van het desbetreffende vastgoed. Het object beleidsplan zet specifieke doelen voor het
operationeel management wat haast altijd uitbesteed wordt door beleggers.
Het vastgoedmanagement van beleggers karakteriseert zichzelf met een cyclisch
vastgoedmanagement proces en een hiërarchische structuur waarin financiële doelstellingen leidend
zijn. Hiërarchie heeft een sterke aanwezigheid in het vastgoedmanagement proces van beleggers. Dit
uit zichzelf in een afbakening tussen het strategische, tactische en operationele niveau. Deze niveaus
hebben een opdrachtgever-opdrachtnemer relatie met elkaar. Op deze manier is het
vastgoedmanagement optimaal uitgerust om het proces te controleren en sturen ten einde de
doelstellingen van het strategische en tactische niveau te bereiken. Het operationele management
wordt haast altijd uitbesteed door beleggers.

Vergelijking van vastgoedmanagement methodes
Het vastgoedmanagement van woningcorporaties en beleggers is vergeleken met behulp van vijf
aspecten, deze aspecten zijn: organisaties, vastgoedmanagement modellen, strategisch management,
tactisch management en operationeel management. De vergelijking heeft vijftien randvoorwaarden
voor woningcorporaties geproduceerd die een basis kunnen creëren voor asset management en die,
direct en indirect, het financiële resultaat kunnen optimaliseren. Sommige randvoorwaarden zijn
gericht op een optimalisatie van de organisatie; sommige zijn gericht op een optimalisatie van de
processen; en sommige zijn gericht op een optimalisatie van de activiteiten. De volgende
randvoorwaarden zijn bepaald na de vergelijking:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maak gebruik van het verhuren van woningen boven de liberalisatiegrens
Wijs toe aan een zo groot mogelijke doelgroep
Begin het maken van beleid op het portefeuille niveau
Implementeer meer hiërarchie in het vastgoedmanagement proces
Stel financiële doelen in het strategisch management
Stel concrete doelen vast voor het tactische management
Vergelijk de resultaten met andere woningcorporaties met behulp van benchmarks
Geef meer gewicht aan de locatiekeuze in de acquisitie van woningen
Minimaliseer het effect van externe invloed
Gebruik meer scenario’s met daarin financiële en sociale aspecten op het tactische niveau
Maak doordachte keuzes met betrekking tot welke woningen verkocht worden
Heb inzicht in de huidige financiële en sociale prestaties van de complexen
Optimaliseer het huurprijsbeleid
Waardeer de portefeuille op marktwaarde verhuurde staat
Besteed het operationele management uit
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De nieuwe Woningwet
De nieuwe Woningwet creëert duidelijkheid in de sociale woningsector door het zetten van duidelijke
regels. De focus van woningcorporaties keert terug naar het uitvoeren van de kerntaak, het aanbieden
van betaalbare woningen voor huishoudens met een laag inkomen op een lokaal niveau. De
beleidsvrijheid van woningcorporatie neemt af omdat alles van de doelgroepen tot het huurprijsbeleid
strenger gemaakt is in de nieuwe Woningwet. De Wet verminderd ook de mogelijkheden tot het
ontplooien van commerciële activiteiten. Van de drie groepen met randvoorwaarden, organisatie
optimaliserende randvoorwaarden; proces optimaliserende randvoorwaarden; en activiteit
optimaliserende randvoorwaarden, heeft de nieuwe Woningwet enkel invloed op de activiteit
optimaliserende randvoorwaarden welke bestaan uit zes randvoorwaarden. Dit zijn allen
randvoorwaarden die een focus hebben op het optimaliseren van de activiteiten. De randvoorwaarden
die focussen op het optimaliseren van de organisatie en de processen worden niet beïnvloed door de
Wet en zijn vooralsnog toepasbaar in woningcorporaties. Deze randvoorwaarden zijn gefocust op het
creëren van een optimaal klimaat om daarin een meer gestructureerd vastgoedmanagement te
bereiken en daardoor het financiële resultaat te optimaliseren.

Randvoorwaarden en het model
De randvoorwaarden zijn onderzocht met behulp van semigestructureerde interviews bij
woningcorporaties. De selectie van de respondenten heeft geleid tot interviews bij vier
woningcorporaties die actief bezig zijn met het implementeren van asset management of asset
management geïmplementeerd hebben. De interviews zijn gehouden met werknemers van
woningcorporaties die verantwoordelijk zijn voor het asset management. De randvoorwaarden zijn
getest door het voorleggen van stellingen en door het stellen van vragen. Afhankelijk van de
antwoorden van de respondenten is er doorgevraagd om meer gedetailleerde informatie omtrent een
bepaald onderwerp te verzamelen en om onderliggende ideeën en motieven te bepalen. De interviews
hadden een duur van twee uur. De resultaten staan in tabel 2 op de volgende pagina.
De resultaten bevestigen dat de randvoorwaarden voor asset management die beïnvloedt worden
door de nieuwe Woningwet inderdaad beïnvloed worden door de nieuwe Woningwet. Door de nieuwe
Woningwet nemen de mogelijkheden om asset management uit te voeren niet af, maar de wet heeft
wel een negatieve invloed op de resultaten van asset management. De respondenten stelden dat de
beleidsvrijheid en daardoor de financiële speelruimte beperkt worden. Echter zien de respondenten
deze beperking niet als een negatieve ontwikkeling, maar zien ze de beperking van de beleidsvrijheid
als begeleiding voor het implementeren van asset management. De beperking van de mogelijkheden
van woningcorporaties maakt het makkelijker voor de respondenten om asset management in te
voeren. De randvoorwaarden beïnvloed door de woningwet blijven toepasbaar, ondanks de
afgenomen beleidsvrijheid en de afgenomen financiële speelruimte. Echter zijn de effecten die de
randvoorwaarden kunnen creëren significant afgenomen door de nieuwe Woningwet.
De randvoorwaarden die niet beïnvloed worden door de nieuwe Woningwet kunnen gecategoriseerd
worden in drie groepen, gecategoriseerd in de mate waarin ze operationeel zijn. De eerste groep
randvoorwaarden zijn al operationeel. De respondenten maken al gebruik van scenario’s op het
tactische niveau om het complex beleid te bepalen. De randvoorwaarden die al deels operationeel zijn:
beleid maken op portefeuille niveau; hiërarchie; en het uitbesteden van het operationele
management. De derde en laatste groep randvoorwaarden hebben allen financiële aspecten in het
tactische niveau gemeen. De randvoorwaarden ‘stel concrete doelen voor het tactische niveau’ en
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Randvoorwaarde
Gebruik maken van het
verhuren van woningen
boven de liberalisatiegrens

Oordeel van woningcorporaties
Middelmatig tot substantieel effect op de beleidsvrijheid
3.25/5.
Marginaal tot middelmatig effect op inkomen 2.25/5.

Toewijzen aan een zo
groot mogelijke doelgroep

Marginaal tot substantieel effect op de beleidsvrijheid
2.75/5.
Marginaal tot middelmatig effect op inkomen 2.5/5.

Begin het maken van
beleid op het portefeuille
niveau

Drie van de vier respondenten zijn het ermee eens dat
de besluitvorming op het hoogste niveau moet starten.
Hoofd opmerking gemaakt door de respondenten is dat
bottom-up informatie essentieel is.

Ja, reeds deels in operatie

Implementeer meer
hiërarchie in het
vastgoedmanagement
proces

Drie van de vier respondenten zijn het ermee eens dat
hiërarchie benodigd is voor het succesvol uitvoeren van
asset management. De eigenaarsrol moet duidelijk zijn.
Hoofd opmerking gemaakt door de respondenten is dat
bottom-up informatie essentieel is.

Ja, reeds deels in operatie

Minimaliseer het effect
van externe invloed

Marginaal tot middelmatig effect op de beleidsvrijheid
2.5/5.
Geen tot sterk effect op inkomen 2.5/5.

Toepasbaar, wanneer er
adequaat overlegd wordt met
de belanghebbenden.

Stel financiële doelen in
het strategisch
management

Financiële rendementsdoelen worden vastgesteld op
portefeuille niveau, maar niet op complex niveau.

Ja

Stel concrete doelen voor
het tactische management

Drie van de vier respondenten zijn het ermee eens.
Slechts twee respondenten stellen momenteel
voldoende doelen.
Niet op dit moment, maar alle respondenten geven aan
een benchmark te willen gebruiken in de toekomst.

Ja

Geef meer gewicht aan de
locatiekeuze in de
acquisitie van woningen

Geen effect 1/5 op de beleidsvrijheid en het inkomen.
De respondenten stellen dat er een potentieel significant
effect te behalen is voor andere woningcorporaties.

Toepasbaar, maar de
locatiekeuze is beperkt tot de
woningmarkt regio waarin ze
actief zijn.

Gebruik meer scenario’s
met daarin financiële en
sociale aspecten op het
tactische niveau

Alle respondenten zijn het er helemaal mee eens.

Ja, reeds deels in operatie

Maak doordachte keuzes
met betrekking tot welke
woningen verkocht worden

Alle respondenten gebruiken scenario’s waarin sociale
en financiële aspecten worden vergeleken.

Ja, reeds deels in operatie

Heb inzicht in de huidige
financiële en sociale
prestaties van de
complexen

Niet op dit moment, maar alle respondenten werken
ernaartoe.

Ja

Optimaliseer het
huurprijsbeleid

Marginaal effect op de beleidsvrijheid 2/5.
Middelmatig effect op inkomen 3/5.

Waardeer de portefeuille
op marktwaarde in
verhuurde staat

Alle Woningcorporaties gebruiken de full-versie vanuit
de Wet voor de marktwaardering.

Toepasbaar, maar met
significant afgenomen
financiële speelruimte.
Toepasbaar, de nieuwe
Woningwet verplicht het.

Besteed het operationele
management uit

Alle respondenten zijn het ermee eens dat uitbesteden
financiële voordelen kan brengen en dat het de
klanttevredenheid kan doen toenemen.

Vergelijk de resultaten met
andere woningcorporaties
met behulp van
benchmarks

Toepasbaarheid
Beperkte toepasbaarheid,
mogelijkheden in de nietDAEB sector zijn significant
beperkt.
Toepasbaar, maar met
significant afgenomen
financiële speelruimte.

Ja

Ja, reeds deels in operatie

T ABEL 2: O VERZICHT VAN DE TOEP ASBAARHEID VAN DE RA NDVOORWAARDEN
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‘stel financiële doelen in het strategisch management’ zijn verweven, omdat het zetten van een
financieel doel een van de doelen is in het tactische niveau. Het vaststellen van financiële doelen wordt
enkel gedaan op wijkniveau of hoger bij elke geïnterviewde woningcorporatie. Het gebrek aan
financieel inzicht op een complex niveau is ook een van de redenen waarom de respondenten
momenteel niet gebruik maken van een benchmark.
Alle respondenten zijn bezig met het invoeren van de randvoorwaarden voor asset management of
hebben deze al ingevoerd. Echter zijn drie essentiële elementen van asset management niet of niet bij
allen toegepast, dit zijn het inzicht hebben in de financiële presentaties op een complets niveau, het
vaststellen van financiële rendementsdoelen op een complex niveau en hiërarchie in het
vastgoedmanagement proces.
Het Vastgoedmanagement model voor woningcorporaties 1.0 is aangepast om het proces van asset
management beter te verankeren wat geresulteerd heeft in de ontwikkeling van het
Vastgoedmanagement model voor woningcorporaties 2.0. Het model moet expliciet aangeven dat het
vastgoedmanagement proces start op het portefeuille niveau. Om dit voor elkaar te krijgen zijn er twee
aanpassingen doorgevoerd. De eerste aanpassing is dat het model laat zien dat de beleidscyclus
bovenaan het model start. De tweede aanpassing is dat het wijkbeleid ingevoegd wordt in het
strategisch niveau als input voor het portefeuille plan, in plaats van het zijn van input voor het complex
beleid op het tactische niveau.

Conclusie
Het onderzoek heeft geresulteerd in vijftien randvoorwaarden en een model dat kan bijdragen aan het
implementeren of versterken van asset management in het vastgoedmanagement van
woningcorporaties. Deze vijftien randvoorwaarden kunnen opgesplitst worden in twee groepen; zes
randvoorwaarden die beïnvloed worden door de nieuwe Woningwet en negen randvoorwaarden die
niet beïnvloed worden door de Wet. Het Vastgoedmanagement model voor woningcorporaties 2.0 kan
worden gebruikt om asset management te tonen en verankeren in het vastgoedmanagement proces
van woningcorporaties.
De nieuwe Woningwet vernauwd bijna alle beleidsinstrumenten van woningcorporaties welke
inkomsten kunnen genereren, wat betekend dat de financiële speelruimte afgenomen is. Dit betekend
dat de zes randvoorwaarden die beïnvloed worden door de nieuwe Woningwet allen negatief
beïnvloed worden door de Wet. Asset management als instrument is nog steeds even toepasbaar als
het was voor de introductie van de nieuwe Woningwet, echter is het te behalen resultaat van het
instrument asset management afgenomen. Het optimaliseren van het financiële resultaat is nog steeds
mogelijk, maar het effect is afgenomen door de verminderde financiële speelruimte.
De negen randvoorwaarden die niet beïnvloed worden door de Woningwet zijn allen toepasbaar in de
organisatie van woningcorporaties. Deze negen randvoorwaarden dragen niet direct bij aan een
optimalisatie van het financiële resultaat, maar zijn belangrijk als basis om asset management uit te
voeren en daarbij, indirect, het financiële resultaat te optimaliseren.
Hiërarchie en inzicht in de financiële prestaties op een complex niveau zijn twee randvoorwaarden van
asset management die cruciaal zijn bij het succesvol implementeren van asset management. Echter
zijn deze twee randvoorwaarden niet of niet in zijn geheel toegepast in het vastgoedmanagement van
de respondenten. Er lijkt een relatie te zijn tussen de mate van implementatie van asset management
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in de organisatie van een woningcorporatie en de mate van hiërarchie toegepast in de organisatie, hoe
meer asset management geïmplementeerd is des te meer hiërarchie aanwezig is. Meer onderzoek is
nodig om dit te bevestigen. De andere cruciale randvoorwaarde van het hebben van inzicht in de
financiële prestatie op complex niveau is afwezig bij elke respondent. De hoofdreden voor deze
afwezigheid is het gebrek aan data en het gebrek aan data kwaliteit. De afwezigheid van deze
randvoorwaarde is opmerkelijk omdat het sturen op financiële prestaties op een complex niveau de
kern van asset management is.
Het Vastgoedmanagement model voor woningcorporaties 1.0 is aangepast om drie randvoorwaarden
te integreren in het vastgoedmanagement proces en heeft geresulteerd in het Vastgoedmanagement
model voor woningcorporaties 2.0. De drie geïntegreerde randvoorwaarden zijn: hiërarchie; het
gebruiken van financiële en sociale aspecten in het ontwikkelen van het complex beleid; en het
ontwikkelingen van prestatie afspraken nadat het portefeuille beleid ontwikkeld is. Door het
integreren van deze drie randvoorwaarden is het proces van asset management meer verankerd in het
vastgoedmanagement model.
De introductie van de nieuwe Woningwet heeft asset management niet minder toepasbaar gemaakt,
maar verminderd wel de mogelijkheden om het financiële resultaat te optimaliseren door een
afgenomen financiële speelruimte. Echter wordt deze afname van beleidsvrijheid en financiële
speelruimte niet gezien als een negatieve ontwikkeling door de respondenten. De afname van
beleidsvrijheid wordt gezien als een ontwikkeling die het makkelijker maakt om asset management te
implementeren. Het maakt de implementatie van asset management meer behapbaar omdat de
ruimte waarin gestuurd kan worden afgenomen is.
Als de geschiedenis van de sociale woningsector in beschouwing wordt genomen, kan er
geconcludeerd worden dat wanneer de wet- en regelgeving aangepast wordt, deze aangepast wordt
omdat de financiële of politieke staat van de sector is veranderd. De wet- en regelgeving is momenteel
streng. Wanneer de staat van de sociale woningsector blijft verbeteren zoals nu het geval is, dan zal
de wet- en regelgeving in de toekomst waarschijnlijk minder streng worden. Als die tijd komt kunnen
woningcorporaties die asset management geïmplementeerd hebben gebruik maken van de ruimere
beleidsvrijheid en de daardoor toegenomen financiële speelruimte.
Asset management wordt niet alleen gezien als het optimaliseren van het financieel rendement door
de respondenten, het dient nog een ander doel. Het dient ook als een instrument om meer doorgronde
en onderbouwde keuzes te maken in het vastgoedmanagementproces. Door het gebruiken van asset
management kunnen sociale en financiële aspecten tegen elkaar afgewogen worden en kunnen er
daardoor transparante keuzes gemaakt worden. Asset management voor woningcorporaties kan
beschreven worden als: denken als een belegger, acteren als een woningcorporatie. Alle processen en
analyses worden uitgevoerd zoals beleggers dat doen, maar wanneer er daadwerkelijk keuzes gemaakt
moeten worden, wordt er gedacht als een woningcorporatie.

Aanbevelingen
Het onderzoek heeft geresulteerd in verschillende aanbevelingen voor woningcorporaties en
aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek. De aanbevelingen zijn hieronder benoemd.
De eerste aanbeveling voor woningcorporaties is dat de ontwikkeling van het portefeuille beleid moet
starten op het strategische niveau waarin het strategisch niveau concrete doelen meegeeft aan het
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tactische niveau. Het tactische niveau moet bestaan uit een of meerdere asset managers die elk
verantwoordelijk zijn voor de gehele portefeuille of een deel van de portefeuille. Om hiërarchie nog
meer te ondersteunen moeten wijk strategieën input zijn van het portefeuille plan, in plaats van input
in het complex beleid nadat de portefeuille strategie al is vastgesteld. Door het implementeren van
meer hiërarchie creëren woningcorporaties meer grip in het proces van vastgoed management en
creëren ze een grotere kans dat portefeuille doelen behaald worden.
Inzicht in de prestaties op een complex niveau is niet aanwezig in de organisatie van een van de
respondenten. De hoofdreden hiervoor is een gebrek aan data op een complex niveau en een gebrek
aan datakwaliteit. Woningcorporaties moeten beginnen met het complementeren en verbeteren van
de data zo vroeg als mogelijk in het implementatieproces van asset management. Om het verbeteren
van de data te ondersteunen zouden woningcorporaties moeten kiezen voor de full-versie van de
marktwaardering. Dit geeft twee voordelen aan woningcorporaties: de data moet hierdoor aangevuld
en verbeterd worden, en een woningcorporatie leert wat waarde toevoegt aan een woning wat het
sturen op financieel rendement verbeterd.
In het operationele niveau is ook ruimte voor verbetering. De mogelijkheid en het effect van het
uitbesteden van operationele activiteiten zou onderzocht moeten worden door woningcorporaties. Er
zijn al voorbeelden van woningcorporaties die bewezen hebben dat het de kwaliteit van de
operationele activiteiten kan verbeteren terwijl de kosten voor deze activiteiten afnemen en de sociale
kwaliteit gewaarborgd blijft.
De eerste aanbeveling voor toekomstig onderzoek is het onderzoek herhalen met meer respondenten.
Het afnemen van meer interviews verbeterd de betrouwbaarheid van de resultaten van het
onderzoek, hierdoor zou de generaliseerbaarheid van de resultaten beter zijn. Het is ook interessant
om te onderzoeken hoe woningcorporaties van verschillende groottes aankijken tegen asset
management. Specifiek woningcorporaties met minder dan 7.500 woningen of meer dan 15.000
woningen.
Benchmarken is een instrument om de prestaties van een woningcorporatie te vergelijken met andere
corporaties. Dit kan woningcorporaties stimuleren om beter te gaan presteren. De huidige benchmark
met daarin financieel rendement is ontoereikend omdat de data aangeleverd wordt in allerlei vormen.
Het is interessant om te onderzoeken hoe de huidige benchmark van de commerciële vastgoedsector
in elkaar zit en werkt, om deze aan te passen om het vervolgens te implementeren in de sociale
woningsector.
Sommige respondenten stellen dat er momenteel al een aantal woningcorporaties zijn die het grootste
deel van het operationeel management uitbesteden. Deze corporaties bereiken een afname van
kosten terwijl de klanttevredenheid toeneemt. Als er bewezen wordt dat uitbesteden de
klanttevredenheid kan verhogen terwijl de kosten afnemen, dan zouden andere woningcorporaties
eerder gaan uitbesteden. Dit kan de kwaliteit van de service van de woningcorporaties verbeteren.
Verschillende artikelen van de nieuwe Woningwet veroorzaken een tekort in huurwoningen voor de
middeninkomens. De scheiding van het DAEB en niet-DAEB bezit en de markttoets resulteren in een
afname van het aanbod voor middeninkomens. Alle respondenten erkennen dat dit probleem zich aan
het ontwikkelen is. Onderzoek naar de vraag en het aanbod van het midden huur segment is nodig om
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de ernst van het probleem te bepalen en om te bepalen hoe de huidige en mogelijke toekomstige
problemen opgelost kunnen worden.
Hoewel er meer onderzoek nodig is naar asset management bij woningcorporaties, helpt dit onderzoek
met de ontwikkeling van asset management in de sociale woningsector en helpt het met de
implementatie van asset management. De resultaten geven woningcorporaties bepaalde
randvoorwaarden en een model die kunnen bijdragen aan de implementatie van asset management.
Het onderzoek bewijst dat asset management bestaande gaten in het vastgoedmanagement kan
vullen en dat het de onderbouwing van keuzes omtrent vastgoed kan verbeteren, wat steeds
belangrijker wordt voor corporaties. Het onderzoek laat zien dat er momenteel geen eenduidige visie
van asset management in woningcorporaties is. Meer onderzoek is nodig om asset management
verder te ontwikkelen. Dit onderzoek fungeert als basis voor toekomstig onderzoek naar asset
management bij woningcorporaties.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1

Motive

The social housing sector has been going through a lot of developments recently. The financial state
of many housing associations developed negatively from 2008 onwards because of a financial- and real
estate crisis. On top of that there were numerous malpractices in the sector which negatively
influenced the trust of society and government in the sector and also influenced the financial state of
the sector negatively. This negative trend in the social housing sector has put pressure on housing
associations to use their means as effectively as possible and to be transparent about their operations.
Housing associations responded to this negative trend with a professionalisation of the real estate
management by implementing asset management. Asset management, transferred from the
commercial real estate sector, is a real estate management method that focuses on maximising the
financial return of the real estate portfolio and helps to substantiate the decision making regarding the
real estate. Asset management can also fill gaps that are currently present in the real estate
management process of housing associations, which currently lacks a systematic for financial steering.
Asset management is gaining momentum in the social housing sector. The share of housing
associations that want to implement or are implementing asset management is increasing.
In 2015 there was another important development that influenced the social housing sector, the new
Housing Act was introduced. The new legislation has an impact on the policy freedom of housing
associations, because it sets strict rules and regulations. To successfully utilise asset management, a
certain level of policy freedom is required. The extent to which asset management is applicable and
effective in the social housing sector after the introduction of the new Housing Act needs to be
researched.

1.2

Context of housing associations

A housing association is a private, non-profit organisation that focuses on building, managing and
letting affordable housing, better known as social housing. The tasks of housing associations are given
by the Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations and are covered in the Housing Act. The core
business of housing associations is to provide affordable housing with a rent up to €710,68 to
households with an income below €36.798 (price level 2018) (Blok, 2017a). In 2015 there were 350
housing associations operating in the Netherlands that owned a total of 2.39 million lettable units,
making the average portfolio size of a housing association 6828 lettable units. The smallest housing
association manages 22 lettable units, while the largest manages around 77.000 units. When this
statistic is combined with the fact that 38% of the total social housing stock is owned by the 24 largest
housing associations, while the 227 smallest housing associations only own 17% of the stock, it shows
that there are substantial differences in the sizes of housing associations (ILT, 2016).
The Netherlands has the largest share (32%) (2011 situation) of social housing in the national
residential market compared to other European countries. Other countries with a large share of social
housing are: Austria (23%), Denmark (19%), Sweden (18%) and the United Kingdom (18%). The social
housing sector of the Netherlands is almost twice as large as the average share in Europe and has a
high degree of government involvement in comparison to other European countries (Laino & Pittini,
2011). The Dutch social housing stock has the highest quality in Europe (Dijol et al., 2015).
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1.3

Problem definition

In 1993 housing associations became politically and financially independent from the government for
the first time in the history of the social housing sector in the Netherlands. From that point on, housing
associations had to make decisions regarding the housing stock themselves. Because of this, housing
associations increasingly used strategic housing stock management in which they indicate and plan in
which direction they want to develop the housing stock (Broeke, 1995). Strategic housing stock
management filled the gap in housing associations left by the loss of government control. In the years
hereafter, the development of the strategic housing stock management was stimulated by changing
market conditions and the emancipation of the housing consumer (Broeke, 1998). At the start of this
century, the strategic housing stock management was developing fast and was one of the most
important policy themes in housing associations. Including financial and economic considerations in
the housing stock management increased, but systematics for this kind of decision making were still
absent or were only just starting to develop (Nieboer, 2003). In 2009, Nieboer examined the
relationship between the desired development of the housing stock and the actual investments on a
building level to support and reach the desired development. Nieboer concluded that this relationship
is weak or absent. Nieboer states that this is not necessarily a negative phenomenon, because in this
way the local factors, which are important factors for housing associations, like neighbourhood
strategies and liveability, are present in the considerations that have to be made in the housing stock
management. However, housing associations are facing certain risks by having this weak or absent
relationship, like the failure of portfolio ambitions or a disproportionate distribution of budgets
(Nieboer, 2009).
Besides housing associations facing risks in their housing stock management, another problem was
developing in the social housing sector. Around 2008 the social housing sector was hit by a double
crisis, both financially and politically (Gruis & Kuij, 2012). This crisis was mainly caused by the crashed
financial market; the crashed housing market; the newly introduced Landlord Levy by the government;
and several substantial malpractices in the social housing sector. The double crisis had a negative
impact on the financial state of the sector and the trust of society in the social housing sector. Ortec
Finance (2015) states that the solvency of housing associations drops under critical levels within a
couple of years, when the average remaining lifespan of all social houses is kept on the same level. The
Autoriteit Woningcorporaties (2015) supports that and writes that substantial investments are needed
to bring the quality of social houses back to standard levels, which will also have a negative effect on
the solvency. Regnault (2015) states that the introduction of the new Housing Act will have a negative
impact on the revenue model, and thereby the financial state of housing associations. These studies
from Autoriteit Woningcorporaties (2015), Ortec Finance (2015) and Regnault (2015) support that the
finances of housing associations are under pressure. If housing associations continue their current
policy, the financial state of the sector will develop negatively and this will eventually have a negative
impact on the quality of social housing.
The negative development of the financial state of housing associations, and to a lesser extent the risks
that housing associations are facing in their housing stock management, has forced housing
associations to use their means as efficiently as possible. This started a professionalisation in the social
housing sector. A growing number of housing associations are engaging in asset management as a
corollary to the aforementioned professionalisation. Asset management introduces or enhances the
focus on financial return and control of the housing stock, and can thereby contribute to the
professionalisation of real estate management in housing associations. A survey from KPMG in 2014
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reveals that 77% of the responding housing associations will employ an asset manager before 2020,
which indicates that they are implementing or want to implement asset management (KPMG, 2014).
A different survey from Ortec Finance in 2014 supports this demand for asset management and states
that 78% of the respondents is implementing or wants to implement asset management. According to
the survey, major goals of implementing or enhancing asset management are: increasing the efficiency
of the exploitation of the housing stock and to introduce or enhance the control on return of the
housing stock (Ortec Finance, 2014). In a survey of Segers (2015), held among housing associations
which are implementing or have implemented asset management, the major goals of asset
management are a more professional operation (75%), more transparent decision making (71%) and
that it leads to a more efficient organisation (50%). These surveys and researches support that a great
number of housing associations are planning to use or are already using asset management (KPMG,
2014; Ortec Finance, 2014). The major goals according to the sector itself are increasing the efficiency
of the exploitation of the housing stock; introducing or enhancing the control on return; and a more
transparent decision making (Ortec Finance, 2014; Segers, 2015). These goals all have in common that
they are aimed at a professionalisation of the real estate management of housing associations.
The asset management that is implemented or used by housing associations is in general transferred
from the commercial real estate sector, where it is a well-known phenomenon. Asset management is
a real estate management method that focuses on optimising the financial return of the real estate
portfolio.
The real estate management of the commercial
real estate sector is divided into three aggregation
levels: the strategic level which consists of
portfolio management and covers the total
portfolio; the tactical level which consists of asset
management and covers the neighbourhood- or
area level; and the operational level which
consists of property management and covers the
complex- or building level (Kuij, 2014; Vermeulen
& Wieman, 2010). This threefold division in real
estate management is visualised in figure 3 on the
right using the real estate pyramid. The pyramid
form suggests that portfolio management is
smaller in scale than asset- and property F IGURE 3: R EAL ESTATE PYRAMID (A DAPTION OF V AN
management, but is the highest in hierarchy in D RIEL , 1998)
terms of decision making (Van Os, 2007). In housing associations the threefold division in real estate
management levels is less clear, the different real estate management levels are more interwoven.
The strategic housing stock management of housing associations can be positioned on the strategic
and tactical level, as can be seen figure 3 above (Nieboer, 2003; Smeets, 2010).
Asset management in itself can contribute to the professionalisation of real estate management in
housing associations. However, asset management is implemented in the social housing sector in
which the Housing Act plays a significant role. The framework created by the Housing Act largely
determines the policy freedom of housing associations and indirectly the degree in which asset
management can be executed. The introduction of the new Housing Act in 2015 has altered this
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framework. The new legislation affects, among other things: the composition of the target groups; the
allocation of houses; the commercial activities that are allowed; and the operating areas of housing
associations (Overheid, 2015). All these measures in the new Housing Act affect the framework in
which housing associations operate and thereby influences the extent to which asset management can
be effective.

1.4

Research goal

Around 2008 the social housing sector was hit by a double crisis, both financially and politically. This
crisis had a negative impact on the financial state of housing associations. As a result, the social housing
sector started a professionalisation in real estate management in the form of asset management. Asset
management focuses on the optimisation of the financial return of the housing stock. It can fill gaps
that are currently present in the process of real estate management of housing associations and in
systematics for financial steering. The development of asset management is currently in an early
phase. Ideally, asset management requires a certain level of policy freedom which is largely
determined by the Housing Act. This framework changed in 2015 when the new Housing Act came into
force. The Act affects the operations of housing associations and thereby influences to what degree
asset management can be effective. Asset management in the framework of the new Housing Act is
researched to understand if asset management can be applied and how effective asset management
can be. The research question and goals are elaborated in section 1.4.1.
1.4.1 Research goal
The goal of this research is to determine the applicability of asset management in housing associations
in the framework of the new Housing Act in order to optimise the financial result of the exploitation
of the real estate of housing associations.
1.4.2 Research question
Which aspects of asset management are applicable in housing associations in the legal framework of
the new Housing Act and to what extent can these aspects optimise the financial result of the
exploitation of the real estate of housing associations?
1.4.3 Research sub-questions
• How did the rules and regulations in the social housing sector develop into the current legal
framework and how did the rules and regulations influence the real estate management of
housing associations?
• How can the real estate management within the social housing sector be characterised?
• How can the real estate management within the commercial real estate sector be
characterised?
• Which characteristics of the real estate management of investors can help optimise the real
estate management of housing associations in order to optimise the financial result?
• Which articles of the new Housing Act influence the preconditions that can optimise the real
estate management and thereby the financial result of housing associations and what is the
effect of these articles?
• To what extent are the preconditions applicable in the real estate management of housing
associations after the introduction of the new Housing Act and to what extent do they
contribute to the optimisation of the financial result?
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1.5

Social and scientific relevance

The social housing sector houses 32% of the households in the Netherlands (Laino & Pittini, 2011).
Most of these households depend on the social housing sector for their homes. In order to maintain
the social housing sector, and its quality, the sector has to keep developing and improving itself and
be as effective as possible with the means they have. Asset management is a new development that
can further improve and professionalise the sector by making real estate management more effective.
It has caught attention in the sector, but opinions regarding the usefulness of asset management differ
widely. This research examines the applicability of asset management in housing associations. With
the help of this research, well-considered decisions can be made in the operations of housing
associations regarding the implementation and use of asset management. Ultimately, the higher goal
is to optimise the real estate management of housing associations so substantiated, socially as well as
financially, decisions can be made regarding the real estate.
Scientific knowledge regarding asset management in housing associations is relatively small. Research
into the actual functionality of asset management has not been done to date. Some exploratory
research and surveys have been done, but with the rules and regulations of the previous Housing Act
in mind. The new Housing Act significantly changed the legal framework in which housing associations
have to operate. Therefore research is needed to explore the applicability of asset management in the
new Housing Act era, so the real estate management of housing associations can keep improving.

1.6

Research plan

The research plan in figure 4 below shows the structure of the research and visualises the relations
between the different aspects of the research. The research plan starts with the problem definition
and is followed by a theoretical and a practical part. The theoretical part provides a scientific
background with the help off the available literature, and eventually leads to a number of aspects of
asset management that housing associations can apply in their real estate management. The practical
part tests and evaluates the aspects of asset management in practice with the help of expertise from
relevant parties. The aspects of asset management are tested and evaluated and thereby improved.
Ultimately, conclusions are drawn about the applicability of asset management in housing associations
and recommendations for further research are given.

F IGURE 4: R ESEARCH STRUCTURE

The social housing sector largely consists of houses owned by housing associations. However real
estate investors are also active in the sector, because they also own a share of the total social housing
stock. When the social housing sector is mentioned in this research, it refers to housing associations
on
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1.7

Bergopwaarts

Bergopwaarts is a housing association based in Deurne with approximately 5000 lettable units in the
southeast of North-Brabant (municipalities Deurne, Asten, Helmond, Laarbeek, Gemert, Someren) and
Delft. This research is partially realised during an internship at Housing Association Bergopwaarts.

1.8

Structure of the thesis

In chapter one the foundation of the research is created. The following subjects are addressed: motive
of the research, problem definition, research goal and questions, research plan, social and scientific
relevance and a brief explanation regarding the internship at housing association Bergopwaarts.
The second chapter explores the historical development of the social housing sector, in order to
understand why the Housing Act is changed and how the real estate management of housing
associations is developed.
Chapter three examines the development of the real estate management of housing associations and
characterises the real estate management in order to facilitate a comparison to the real estate
management of the commercial real estate sector.
In chapter four the real estate management in the commercial real estate sector is characterised in
order to create a basis for a comparison to the real estate management of housing associations.
The real estate management methods of housing associations and commercial real estate investors
are compared in chapter five, in order to understand what aspects of commercial real estate
management can improve the real estate management of housing associations. This creates
preconditions for housing associations which can be seen as preconditions for asset management.
The sixth chapter examines the new Housing Act. The articles in the new Housing Act that can influence
asset management for housing associations, as characterised in the previous chapter, are selected. The
articles that have an influence are elaborated to find out in what way and to what extent they influence
asset management of housing associations.
The practice is introduced in chapter seven. In this chapter the research method is developed and
elaborated. The preconditions for asset management in housing associations are tested and evaluated
with the help of interviews. Feedback is given to see to what extent the derived aspects of asset
management for housing associations are seen as preconditions for asset management and what the
influence of the new housing act is on these preconditions.
Finally, chapter eight draws conclusions about the applicability of asset management in housing
associations and gives recommendations for housing associations, the social housing sector and future
research.
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2. The development of the social housing sector
Chapter two examines the development of the social housing sector to understand why the new
Housing Act is developed and how the real estate management method of the social housing sector is
developed. This helps put the new Housing Act and the real estate management method of housing
associations in a historical perspective. This is examined with the help of the following sub question:
How did the rules and regulations in the social housing sector develop into the current legal framework
and how did it influence the real estate management of housing associations?
Section 2.1 elaborates on the history of the social housing sector. The historical development is
examined with a focus on: government involvement, the mission statement of housing associations,
the policy space of housing associations and the financial state of housing associations. Section 2.2
draws conclusions regarding the history of the social housing sector.

2.1

Historical context

2.1.1 The introduction of the Housing Act
The first housing associations in the history of the Netherlands were the result of private initiatives in
the 19th century to provide a solution for the housing shortage and poor living conditions of many
workers in particular. Concerns about the health and employability of workers was the reason for
wealthy citizens and industrialists to take initiative for healthy housing. There was no question of
governmental involvement in those days. It was a period in which the liberal ideology was dominant
(Elsinga et al., 2012).
The government decided to regulate the housing sector at a national level and established the Housing
Act in 1901. This Act was the foundation on which the current social housing sector is built. The aim of
the Act was to improve the quality and quantity of housing. Improving the housing was thus defined
as a public interest. Institutions that were authorised under the Act were eligible for low-interest loans
from the government (Elsinga et al., 2012).
2.1.2 Pre-WWII
At the time of the introduction of the Housing Act there was not a clear demarcation of the field of
work of housing associations. To prevent the leakage of public money, a condition was set that the
authorised institutions should act exclusively in the interest of public housing and any profit made
must be used in the benefit of public housing (Elsinga et al., 2012). At that time, the building production
of housing associations did barely get going as can be seen in figure 5 on the next page. This was mainly
caused by the dominant liberal ideology of the government (Gerrichhauzen, 1990).
In 1919 the government introduced a subsidy in which the difference in the cost of rent and actual
rent was covered. This subsidy was triggered by a stagnating housing production after WWI and a more
socially oriented government. In 1924 most of the subsidies were cancelled because the effects of
World War I on public housing were less than initially expected. The mission of housing associations
shifted to clearing poor-quality houses which caused a major decrease in the production of new houses
which can be seen in figure 5 on the next page (Elsinga et al., 2012).
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A change was made in the Housing Act in 1934 which retrospectively, from 1901, sets a refund
obligation on the contributions made by the government to the housing associations to cover the
exploitation costs. The preparation and decision of this amendment was solely made by the
government, housing associations were not heard in the process (Elsinga et al., 2012). Because of this
amendment, little remained of the original idea of autonomous, financially strong housing associations
(Gerrichhauzen, 1990). The sector was in a crisis that would last until after World War II (Faber, 1997).
2.1.3 Post-WWII
The building stop during, and the damage of, the Second World War caused a major housing shortage.
Rents were frozen on the 1940 level until 1950, while building costs tripled and loans doubled. The
frozen rent made the construction of houses less attractive, so other policy measures were needed to
stimulate the building production. Subsidies were deployed to cover exploitation shortages and the
Living Space Act was installed in 1947, which had to ensure that available houses were distributed as
effectively and righteous as possible (Gerrichhauzen, 1990).
The combination of frozen rents and high construction costs kept investments from investors out of
the social housing sector, while there was a major housing shortage. To solve this problem, the
government saw housing associations as the solution. Housing associations became crucial actors in
the housing reconstruction in the forties and fifties. However, this crucial role has gone hand in hand
with increasing government interference in housing associations and the social housing sector. The
government planned, subsidised, distributed and controlled social housing (Elsinga et al., 2012). Little
remained of the private nature of housing associations (Gerrichhauzen, 1990).
In the fifties there was a crisis in the social housing sector which was mainly caused by the fast growth
of the sector. The existential question arose on which population groups housing associations should
focus. There was also a discussion about the relation between investors and housing associations
regarding the return to normal market ratios (Elsinga et al., 2012). The government decided to keep
the current system, because the introduction of a new subsidy system would be too expensive and the
political support for the social housing sector was strong at the time (Faber, 1997).
2.1.4 The first steps to privatisation
At the end of the fifties there was a threefold of problems: the building production of housing
associations was lagging behind the building production of municipalities; there was a desire to return
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to pre-war conditions in which Housing Act construction was additional to private construction; and
the pursuit of broad support, including the support of the commercial sector, for social housing (Faber,
1997). Committee de Roos was established in 1958 to give advice on how to increase the independence
of the housing associations and to find solutions to the aforementioned problems. After six years the
report was published which stated that housing associations and private investors should act side by
side, so both parties could stimulate each other to perform optimally. The committee emphasised that
the government should not perform any tasks that can be executed by organisations that have
emerged from society. The committee underlined the fundamental idea of the Housing Act, that
housing associations should stand on its own two feet and should be economically independent
(Elsinga et al., 2012).
A lot of propositions from the advice of the committee de Roos were converted to policies in the
Housing Act of 1965. With the introduction of the law, housing associations got the opportunity to
build for the more expensive market segments with financial support from the government.
Conversely, investors got the same opportunities as housing associations to realise social housing. The
difference in treatment between investors and housing associations thus disappeared (Gerrichhauzen,
1990).
From 1969 onwards there was a period of growth in the social housing sector caused by the building
primate which was transferred from the municipalities to the housing associations (Faber, 1997). Since
then housing associations could develop and exploit their own houses. Previously this was largely the
task of municipalities (Elsinga et al., 2012). Housing associations transformed from an executing party
to a policy-making party. As a result, the share of newly built houses by housing associations rose from
1969 onwards (Faber, 1997).
The policy framework of housing associations was strengthened in 1975 with the introduction of the
Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing. The three main pillars of the Decree Authorised
Institutions Social Housing were: increasing the independency; extend the rights and empowerment
of tenants; and to ensure the social objectives of the social housing policy. The policy of housing
associations was set, restricted with rules and expanded with supervision to develop the sector and to
protect it against, among others, municipalities. Housing associations had the opportunity to develop
itself (Elsinga et al., 2012).
2.1.5 The grossing and balancing operation
From the mid-eighties the financial position of housing associations improved greatly, mainly because
loans could be refinanced at more favourable interest rates (Boelhouwer, 1991). The improved
financial state made a withdrawal out of the social housing sector from the government a possibility.
This has led to another revision of the relationship between housing associations and the government
(Faber, 1997). This revision resulted in ‘the parliamentary inquiry into construction grants (1988)’ and
‘the Memorandum Heerma (1989)’, which marked the beginning of the end of an era of subsidised
public housing. There was a fundamental discussion on the necessity, effectiveness and efficiency of
subsidies for social housing (Elsinga et al., 2012).
The Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing was replaced with the Social Housing Management
Decree in 1993. With the introduction of the Social Housing Management Decree, the tasks and powers
of the social housing sector were fundamentally reordered. The Social Housing Management Decree
included a description of the responsibilities of housing associations, in the form of four performance
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areas. The Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing did not know such a description. In principle,
the activities of housing associations may not be outside of one of these four performance areas:
exclusively working in the interest of social housing and give priority and adequate housing to the
primary target group, which are households with an income up until the housing allowance limit;
sustain a qualitative housing stock; involve tenants in the management and policymaking; and ensuring
financial continuity. For the first time since the introduction of the Housing Act in 1901, a target group
was appointed for housing associations by the government (Elsinga et al., 2012).
Housing associations became financially independent from the government by the Grossing and
Balancing Operation in 1995. Under the act, the outstanding grant obligations from the government
were balanced against outstanding government loans to housing associations. Thus, housing
associations became largely financially independent from the government, bearing the operation risks
and having to finance new activities largely from their own resources (Priemus, 1995). A big advantage
of the Grossing and Balancing Operation was that the Dutch government could easier comply with the
demands of the treaty of Maastricht, signed in 1992 by European member states. The treaty set strict
requirements about the allowed amount of national debt. The elimination of social housing on the
national budget was a huge aid in meeting the requirements set by the treaty (Priemus, 2015).
The Social Housing Management Decree was extended with the addition of a fifth performance field,
liveability, in 1997. This performance field was closely related to the urban renewal task, because
housing associations traditionally own property in neighbourhoods where the urban renewal challenge
is the greatest. The capital of housing associations could be used for the urban renewal task (Elsinga
et al., 2012). The addition of the fifth performance area was contradictory to previous regulations
changes, the government first tightens the policy space with the introduction of the Social Housing
Management Decree, and then extends it (van der Schaar, 2003).
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The administrative and financial independence triggered housing associations to distinguish
themselves from each other and they took on many additional tasks. Housing associations initiated,
developed and managed projects themselves. Many housing associations merged, which can be seen
in figure 6, to strengthen their positions and the sector rapidly professionalised (Elsinga et al., 2012).
Part of the professionalisation process was: that they were developing the real estate management
with the use of the strategic housing stock management; that the sale of houses and developing
commercial real estate became part of the core business; and that real estate experts were increasingly
hired within the sector (Elsinga et al., 2012; Koolma, 2008).

0

Total number of housing associations
Average number of dwellings
F IGURE 6: N UMBER OF HOUSING ASS OCIATIONS AND THE AV ERAGE NUMBER OF LETT ABLE UNITS (D ATA OBTAINED FROM A UTORITEIT
W ONINGCORPORATIES , 2014)
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2.1.6 Thriving start of the 21st century
The social housing sector was thriving financially in the beginning of the 21st century. Housing
associations could benefit financially by refinancing loans at lower interest rates. In addition, there was
a boom in the housing market in which housing associations could benefit through the sales of houses.
Partially caused by the financial growth, the Social Housing Management Decree was extended with
the addition of a sixth performance field in 2001 (Jong, 2013). The sixth performance field consisted of
housing and care, and means that the tasks of housing associations were extended with the
construction and exploitation of special housing for the elderly, the disabled and the persons in need
(Elsinga et al., 2012). The tasks of the housing associations grew, but the borders of these performance
fields were not properly demarcated. The concern if housing associations could survive financially
changed to the concern if housing associations used their extensive capital sufficiently and effective
(Elsinga et al., 2012).
The mission statement of housing associations was again a topic of discussion in 2005, when there was
a mutual desire to revise the relationship between housing associations and the government. This
discussion took place against a background of economic recession in 2003 and austerity policies of the
government. Governmental parties were talking about skimming the capital of housing associations,
because of the strong financial growth of the sector in the last decade. Governmental parties also
thought that housing associations were not or wrongly spending their capital (Beekers, 2012). The
discussions did not lead to a structural change in the relationship between government and housing
associations, or to an adjustment of the legal framework regarding the performance fields and mission
statement (Elsinga et al., 2012).
Changes were made in the social housing sector because of a new government in 2007. The coalition
agreement of February 2007 (Balkenende IV) stated that housing associations should invest more in
newly built housing and in the transformation of deprived neighbourhoods to stronger
neighbourhoods. For the financial underpinning of the latter, an annual tax of €750 million was charged
on the capital of housing associations. In that context, Aedes and the Minister of Housing, Spatial
Planning and Environment, had consulted on the modernisation of the relationship between housing
associations and the Ministry. After negotiations, the contribution of housing associations to the
‘Neighbourhood Fund’ was set on €2.5 billion in ten years. In 2013, the contribution was ended by
Rutte I (Beekers, 2012). The steering group Meijerink reported about the modernisation of the
arrangement between the government and housing associations in 2008. The basic idea of the steering
group was that housing associations are private parties with a public interest; the hybrid position was
maintained. This public interest was divided into three domains: what needs to be done, in other words
the social responsibility; what can be done, in other words the living environment and social real
estate; and what can be considered to be done locally, in other words the neighbourhood approach
(Stuurgroep Meijerink, 2008).
2.1.7 Crisis in the social housing sector
From 2008 onwards the focus on the relation between housing associations and the government
shifted to other subjects caused by a double crisis, both financially and politically, in the social housing
sector (Gruis & Kuij, 2012). In 2008 the real estate and economic crisis hit the social housing sector
hard. The value of real estate dropped significantly and the housing market crashed. The housing sale
policy of housing associations came to a standstill and the financial state of housing associations was
developing negatively because of this.
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Besides the double crisis, other problems were developing in the social housing sector. The European
Commission interfered with the Dutch housing market because of unfair competition between the
social housing sector and commercial real estate sector with the use of state aid, which had
consequences for the social housing sector in 2011. ‘The Decree Temporary Arrangement Services of
General Economic Interest Authorised Institutions Public Housing’ came into force in 2011 which
meant that housing associations were bound to European regulations regarding the use of state aid
(European Commission, 2009). The decree stated that housing associations may not conduct
commercial activities with the help of state aid, which meant a decrease in policy space and higher
costs for certain activities.
Another financial setback for the sector was the introduction of the Landlord Levy by the government
to reduce the national debt. The Landlord Levy is charged for every landlord that has 10 or more social
houses, which changed to 25 in 2017 (Blok, 2016). The Landlord Levy is costing the housing associations
annually 1,1 billion euro’s starting in 2014, and increasing yearly to 1,7 billion euro’s in 2017 as can be
seen in table 3 below. The Landlord Levy is calculated by taking a percentage of the total WOZ-value
of services of general economic interest (SGEI) units of a housing association (AEDES, 2013b). In the
case of Bergopwaarts this meant a charge of €2.978.000 (0,381% of a total WOZ-value of
€781.627.296) in 2014. The Landlord Levy forces housing associations to optimise their finances.
Year
Percentage of total WOZ value

2014
0,381%

2015
0,449%

2016
0,491%

2017
0,536%

2018
0,591%

2019
0,591%

Costs all housing associations combined (x
€1.000.000)

1.224

1.394

1.592

1.700

1.700

1.700

T ABLE 3: L ANDLORD LEVY ( DATA OBTAINED FROM A EDES , 2016 B AND B LOK , 2017 A )

Besides the external financial and political problems, there were also numerous problems caused by
the sector itself which revealed itself in the last decade. There were 15 to 20 important malpractices
which got a lot of attention and can be categorised in one of the following categories: mismanagement
of projects, like taking too much risks; financial mismanagement in the form of derivatives and
investments; and fraud and self-enrichment (Jong, 2013). The malpractices has cost the social housing
sector over a billion euros (Elsinga et al., 2012).
2.1.8 The new Housing Act 2015
As a result of the problems in the social housing sector, the House of Representatives set up a
Parliamentary Committee on Housing Associations in 2013. The research of the committee covered a
period of approximately 20 years, starting in the time of the grossing and balancing operation in the
nineties. The goal of the research was to make an assessment of the sector in order to contribute to
the development of future policy. The final report, named ‘Far from home’, was presented on October
30, 2014, to the House of Representatives (Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2016). The committee
recommended a set of measures that should lead to a more robust social housing sector, which has to
increase the effectiveness, efficiency, transparency and legitimacy. The committee proposed to set
clear limits, improve governance, improve control over the money and change the behaviour in
housing associations. The sector had to go from great freedom and self-regulation, to clear
responsibilities and clear public frameworks (Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2014).
The critical report of the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee was the last of many reports addressing the
problems in the social housing sector. In the meantime, an amendment of the Housing Act was already
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in development since 2012. Back in July 2012, the House of Representatives approved the revised
Housing Act from Minister Spies. Shortly after the approval the government fell, which stopped the
Act from going to a vote in the Senate. The Senate stalled the bill, because they wanted to wait for the
announced changes that would be made by the new House of Representatives (AEDES, 2015).
Upon the arrival of the new government, Rutte II, the House of Representatives changed certain
matters concerning the social housing system, with the result that the Senate asked for a revision of
the amended Housing Act from July 2012. The new coalition agreement of October 2012 and the
residential agreement of February 2013 led to adjustments of the Act. These adjustments, formulated
in a new revision, were simultaneously treated in the Senate with the initial amended Housing Act. The
Senate combined the two acts into a new bill, which is known as the new Housing Act (AEDES, 2015).
Ultimately, the new Housing Act was unanimously adopted by the House of Representatives, on
December 11, 2014, and the Senate on March 17, 2015. The Act gradually came into force, starting on
July 1, 2015 (Rijksoverheid, 2015).

2.2

Conclusion

The mission statement of housing associations has been constantly changing since the introduction of
the Housing Act in 1901 up until the introduction of the new Housing Act in 2015. The social housing
sector is established to provide quality homes for the working class who could barely afford a house.
This changed to the clearance of poor quality houses between the two World Wars, mainly caused by
a changed political view. After the Second World War the social housing sector was under tight
government control caused by the great housing shortage. The mission statement of housing
associations broadened in that time.
The Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing of 1975 is the first set of rules and regulations in
which the tasks of housing associations were described. Housing associations were still allowed to
serve more layers of the population than only the low income households. At the end of the eighties
the financial state of housing associations developed positively, which made it possible for the
government to privatise the social housing sector. This was realised in 1995 when the Grossing and
Balancing Operation was fulfilled which made housing associations financially independent. Housing
associations had to bear the financial and exploitation risks themselves for the first time in their
existence. The subsequent period characterises itself with a growth in capital and a rapid
professionalisation. The introduction of the Social Housing Management Decree in 1993 with its four
performance fields, which was extended with a fifth and sixth performance field, in respectively 1997
and 2001, gave housing associations a broad set of tasks. This meant housing associations had a high
level of freedom, which was possible because of the strong financial state of the sector.
From 2008 onwards the financial state of the social housing sector developed negatively when a
double crisis hit the sector, both financially and politically. The housing market crashed; the European
Commission intervened in the rental housing market; the landlord levy was introduced; and there were
many large-scale abuses in the sector that were exposed. The major problems in the sector ultimately
led to the introduction of the new Housing Act and the corresponding Decree Authorised Institutions
Social Housing. The Act and Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing transforms the housing
associations from organisations with a broad set of tasks and great freedom, to organisations which
have to turn back to the core tasks while facing more government control.
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A tendency can be seen in the social housing sector. When the sector is operating in a good manner
with a positive and growing financial state, then there is less government control and a lot of freedom
in activities. But when the sector is in a negative and decreasing financial state, government control
becomes strict and the activities housing associations can undertake are limited. What also stands out
in the history of the social housing sector is that the political direction of the government has a
significant influence in the extent of rules and regulations and thereby freedom of the social housing
sector. With the introduction of the new Housing Act in 2015 government control is strict again. This
is caused by a poor overall state of the social housing sector. When the aforementioned tendency is
projected on the current state of the social housing sector, there can be reasoned that the sector will
get more freedom in the future when the state of the sector improves.
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3. Real estate management of housing associations
The real estate management of housing associations is analysed to determine in what way asset
management can improve the real estate management of housing associations. This chapter
characterises the real estate management of housing associations in order to facilitate a comparison
of real estate management methods of housing associations and investors. The latter is characterised
in the next chapter. The real estate management method of housing associations is examined using
the following sub question:
How can the real estate management within the social housing sector be characterised?
The strategic housing stock management is the real estate management method of housing
associations, as mentioned before in the first chapter. The strategic housing stock management is
researched with the help of models to gain insight in the type of real estate management used
throughout the years in the social housing sector. The strategic housing stock model that reflects the
real estate management of housing associations in the best possible way is determined in section 3.1
and further elaborated on in section 3.2. In section 3.3 literature is reviewed in order to go deeper into
the strategic housing stock management and its content. The characterisation of the real estate
management of housing associations is created in section 3.4 of this chapter. The model from section
3.2 and the literature review of section 3.3 are combined to create the characterisation. Finally section
3.5 draws conclusions on the chapter.

3.1

Strategic housing stock management

3.1.1 Development of strategic housing stock management
Strategic housing stock management is already mentioned in the literature in 1977 by van der Schaar,
but it really started to develop in the nineties. This late development was caused by two major
developments in the social housing sector derived from chapter two. The first major development is
the introduction of the Social Housing Management Decree in 1993. The Social Housing Management
Decree was a regulatory framework which was much less prescriptive than its predecessor, the Decree
Authorised Institutions Social Housing. The administrative independence of housing associations
increased significantly. The second major development is the execution of the Grossing and Balancing
Operation two years later in 1995, which made housing associations also financially independent,
besides administrative independent (Overmeeren & Gruis, 2011). Now housing associations were
responsible for the management of their own real estate portfolio. In the years after the independency
of the social housing sector, there was a lot of interest in policy- and strategy making. This has led to
an accelerated development of strategic housing stock management. The strategic housing stock
management has filled the administrative and financial gap which was left by the loss of government
control (Dankert, 2011).
Strategic housing stock management has been extensively described by Van den Broeke (1998). Gruis
(2000) defines strategic housing stock management with the help of Van den Broeke (1998) as follows:
“strategic housing stock management includes all activities undertaken by a housing association to
bring the housing stock in line with the company objectives of a housing association and in line with
the demands of the housing markets in which they are operating”.
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Nieboer (2009) further specifies the definition of Van den Broeke (1998) and Gruis (2000) with the
following:
•

•
•
•

A specification of policy objectives for the housing stock (for example the size and
composition), an elaboration of an approach to reach these objectives and a specification of
the, for this purpose, available resources;
An integral approach of the housing stock: primary focus on the composition of the housing
stock (portfolio approach), secondary focus on the individual complexes;
Integration of policy: aligning the diverse policy sections like technical management, finances
and rental;
A market oriented and area-oriented approach that answers to the dynamics of the housing
demand.

Strategic housing stock management comes in a variety of forms but is characterised by a more or less
cyclic process. It is a form of integral management in which different aspects, like technique, usage,
comfort and type, are aligned with the wishes and demands of the residents and housing association
(Gruis, 2000; Nieboer, 2003).
The origin and goal of strategic housing stock management have been discussed and clarified in this
section. The next section examines the available strategic housing stock management process models.
3.1.2 Strategic housing stock management process models
In the second part of the nineties there was a high demand for strategic housing stock management,
caused by the aforementioned independency of the social housing sector. Given the complex nature
of the policy process of strategic housing stock management, process models were created to support
the development of real estate management in housing associations. Process models visualise the
steps that have to be executed in order to bring the housing stock in line with the company objectives
and the demands of the local housing market. Process models are transferred from commercial real
estate companies and adjusted for the use in the social housing sector.
The first process models known in literature are the models developed by Van Leent & Van Vliet (1992),
Van Vliet (1993) and Van den Broeke (1998), with the last one mentioned being a combined and
improved version of the aforementioned (Nieboer, 2009). The model developed by Van den Broeke
(1998) is seen as the foundation of strategic housing stock management process models which are
developed later. Other important process models have been developed by Eskinasi (2006) and Van Os
(2007), which is acknowledged by Dankert (2011), Nieboer (2009) and Van Overmeeren (2014). The
models developed by Van den Broeke (1998), Eskinasi (2006) and Van Os (2007) are the most
important process models and will all be elaborated to obtain insight in the real estate management
of housing associations. After the elaboration of the three process models, a comparison is made to
determine the process model that reflects the real estate management process the best possible.
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Process model 1: Van den Broeke (1998)
The process model developed by Van den Broeke (1998) is regarded as the foundation of process
models which were developed later. Van den Broeke uses the threefold phasing from the model
developed by Van Leent & Van Vliet (1992) as the basis for his model and adds two extra phases to
that. At the beginning Van den Broeke adds an extra phase and starts with the inventory to create a
general policy to support policy decisions that are made later in the process. Van den Broeke also adds
a phase at the end in which the complex plans are being implemented and the effects are being
monitored (Nieboer, 2009). So the process model developed by Van den Broeke (1998), which can be
seen in figure 7 at the bottom of the page, consists of five phases: inventory; analysis; strategy
formulation; assessment; and implementation and monitoring. The five phases of the model of Van
den Broeke (1998) are explained in more detail below:
1. Phase one is the starting point and consists of inventory and policy discussions. The goal of
phase one is to create a foundation for the strategic housing stock management and to support
policy decisions regarding the complex plans which are made later in the process;
2. Phase two analyses the letting- and exploitation risks and develops the first policy direction
per product group and market cluster;
3. The third phase focuses on the development of policy plans per market cluster or productmarket combination. Additional analyses are performed to gain more insight into the specific
qualities of, and possible issues in, segments of the housing stock. The additional analyses aim
at segments of the housing stock which show a letting- or exploitation issue;
4. Phase four assesses the policy plans, but in order to do that, the policy plans have to be
elaborated into measurable terms like rental prices, size of investments and remaining
lifespan;
5. In phase five the focus lies on the implementation of the complex plans and the monitoring of
it. The products resulting of the policy developments are implemented. On the basis of the
monitoring results, the housing association will adjust its plans in phase one with the help of
feedback from phase five.

F IGURE 7: P ROCESS MODEL V AN DEN B ROEKE (V AN DEN B ROEKE , 1998)
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Phase two, four and five of the process model of Van den Broeke (1998) can have a two-way interaction
between the different scale levels. The analysis is executed on every scale level, as well as the
assessment of the policy plans and the implementation and monitoring. The strategy formulation in
phase three only has a one-way interaction. This one-way interaction means that the portfolio plan is
not an overarching plan, because it is a merger of complex- or cluster plan. This creates the risk that
the company- and portfolio objectives are not achieved, because these overarching objectives are not
projected on the complexes and clusters of the housing association.
Process model 2: Eskinasi (2006)
The model developed by Van den Broeke (1998) is the basis for the development of the model of
Eskinasi (2006). Eskinasi states that existing process models lack anchoring within the organisation,
which is confirmed by Nieboer (2003). Eskinasi attempts to alleviate this problem by putting more
attention at the internal and external communication in housing associations and the annual cycle of
housing associations. Eskinasi also criticises the model developed by Van Den Broeke (1998) because
of the fact that the complex approach depends too much on the portfolio analysis. As a result, the
company policy does not receive the attention that it needs to actually be achieved (Eskinasi, 2006).
The process model developed by Van Den Broeke (1998) discusses the company policy in phase one in
the form of policy discussions. However, Van den Broeke (1998) does not explicitly mentions the
translation from company policy to further objectives as an intermediary. The model developed by
Eskinasi (2006), seen in figure 8 at the bottom of the page, explicitly addresses the steps to translate
the company policy into objectives (Nieboer, 2009). The four phases of the model developed by
Eskinasi (2006) are elaborated briefly below:
1. Phase one initiates the real estate management process;
2. Phase two combines the vision and mission of the housing association with the transformation
task. Different scenarios are analysed which leads to the portfolio strategy;
3. Phase three determines the housing stock policy and management plans of the housing
association;
4. Phase four anchors the real estate management in the company, controls the finances of the
portfolio plan and gives feedback to phase one.

F IGURE 8: R OADMAP REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
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Process model 3: Van Os (2007)
Similar to the model of Van Den Broeke (1998), the mutual influence of the three levels of real estate
management is of importance. In the model of Van den Broeke (1998) the three levels are occurring in
three of the five phases as a horizontal influence. The model of Van Os (2007) shows the three levels
of real estate management differently by showing them vertically throughout the process to clearly
show an overview of the process. Also the anchorage within the organisation is improved compared
to the models of Eskinasi (2006) and Van den Broeke (1998). The model of Van Os (2007) improves the
anchorage within the organisation by inserting concrete activities in the process model. Another
difference with the models of Van den Broeke (1998) and Eskinasi (2006) is that the model of Van Os
(2007) is the first model that shows that there can be horizontal influence from inside of the
organisation as well as influence from external actors, like municipalities or tenants organisations.
The model of Van Os (2007)
shows the steps in the real
estate
management
process of a housing
association as a policy cycle
that is visualised like an
eight, as can be seen in
figure 9. The eight can be
seen as two separate policy
cycles, which show that
housing associations not
only develop policy from
the top strategic level, but
also develop policy from
the lower strategic level.
The upper cycle runs from
the strategic- to the tactical
level and back, while the
lower cycle runs from the
tactical- to the operational
level and back. Both cycles F IGURE 9: P OLICY EIGHT - TRACK OF V AN O S (V AN O S , 2007)
meet on the tactical level which makes it a crucial part of the process. In the model of Van Os (2007),
five recurring elements can be seen in both cycles:
1. Exploration of the environment on the level of the policy environment and housing market in
step one, and on the level of districts and neighbourhoods in step four;
2. Formulation of objectives, which are strategic objectives for the portfolio in step two or setting
a framework for complexes in step six;
3. Drawing up plans. Portfolio and facet plans in step three, and complex plans in step seven;
4. Prognoses and simulations of the portfolio effects in step three a, and of the complex policy
effects in step seven a;
5. Performance measurements for the total portfolio in step nine, and for individual complexes
in step five.
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3.1.3 Comparison of strategic housing stock management process models
The models developed by Van den Broeke (1998), Eskinasi (2006) and Van Os (2007) are all elaborated
in the previous subsections and are compared in this subsection. The goal of the comparison is to
create a generalised view of the real estate management process of housing associations by finding
the process model which reflects the real estate management process in the most best possible way.
All process models show a basic and overlapping structure, which is: conducting an analysis,
formulating preliminary policy alternatives, testing these alternatives and formulating the definitive
policy. The models also have a top-down approach in which a general portfolio policy strategy is
translated into strategies for complexes or individual units.
The process model developed by Van den Broeke (1998) is characterised by its five phases and the
interaction between the different scale levels in these phases, which are: portfolio, product-market
combinations and complexes or clusters. The model developed by Van den Broeke (1998) is the
foundation of process models which are developed later. A major shortcoming of the model is that the
complex approach largely depends on the portfolio analysis. As a result the company policy does not
receive the attention it needs in order to be achieved. This leads to a strategy merely based on the
housing stock instead of a strategy based on company objectives and the housing stock. Another
shortcoming is that the model lacks anchorage in the organisation because it has no concrete activities
named in the model. The model is too conceptual and abstract. It also suggests that policy is developed
merely at the top of the organisation and by one single actor and, while there are many internal actors
and external stakeholders that have a considerable influence on the policy development of housing
associations.
The process model developed by Eskinasi (2006) can be seen as an expanded and improved version of
the model of Van den Broeke (1998). The model of Eskinasi (2006) shows more concrete activities but
not explicitly states the different scale levels in the real estate management process, like the model of
Van den Broeke (1998) does. Eskinasi puts the emphasis on the embedment of policy and on policy
elaboration into the primary work processes by putting concrete activities in the model. The model of
Eskinasi (2006) improves the embedment of day-to-day practice to some extent. However, it still lacks
a valid representation of the actual planning process, because further internal and policy determining
processes are not present. The model developed by Eskinasi (2006) also suggests that policy is
developed by one single actor and at the top of the organisation, just like the model developed by Van
den Broeke (1998).
The process model of Van Os (2007) characterises itself by using the threefold division in real estate
management, and by showing that there can be influence of external parties and internal actors at
every level and step of the planning process. The models of Van den Broeke (1998) and Eskinasi (2006)
have a top-down approach, which suggests that decisions are merely made at the top of the
organisation. The model of Van Os (2007) has a top-down and bottom-up approach, which suggests
that policy is made from the top and from the bottom of the organisation. The combination of a topdown and bottom-up approach is a better representation of the process.
The models of Van den Broeke (1998) and Eskinasi (2006) have four notable shortcomings, it looks like:
investment decisions originate or have to originate from a centrally developed policy, which can be
described as a top-down approach; a housing association is one undivided actor, without internal
differences regarding the approach and views; housing associations make decisions on their own
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instead of in cooperation with external parties; and the models lack a valid representation of the dayto-day practice (Nieboer, 2009). The model of Van Os (2007) does not contain these four shortcomings.
The model has a top-down and bottom-up approach; shows different actors in a housing association;
shows that stakeholders have influence; and represents the day-to-day practice with the help of
concrete activities. When the three models are compared, the model of Van Os (2007) is the best
possible representation of the real estate management process of housing associations.
The goal of this section is to find a process model which reflects the real estate management process
of housing associations in the best possible way, so that a generalised and systematic view of real
estate management of housing associations can be created. Out of the process model comparison is
concluded that the model of Van Os (2007) is the best representation of real estate management of
housing associations. The model of Van Os (2007) is used to examine the real estate management of
housing associations. In the following section the model of Van Os (2007) is elaborated in more detail.

3.2

Process model of Van Os (2007)

In section 3.1 is determined that the model of Van Os (2007) approaches the real estate management
of housing associations the best and is therefore further elaborated to gain more insight in the real
estate management process of housing associations. The model of Van Os (2007) consists of 11 steps
in which the company and portfolio objectives regarding the housing stock are translated into a policy
per object. The model has a top-down and bottom-up approach. Policy can be made from company
and portfolio objectives into complex plans in the top-down approach and policy can be made from
the individual objects into complex plans in the bottom-up approach.
The steps of the model of Van Os (2007) are examined using literature from Bortel & Os (2007).
1. Analysis of the market developments and policy-making environment
The policy-making environment consists of the (local) housing market as well as external
factors like demographical, political, social, cultural and economic developments that can
influence the market developments. The analysis of the housing market consists of research
into the current and future shortages and surpluses of the housing stock. Other parties that
are active in the housing market are also analysed. The market analysis uses the productmarket combination to match the different customer groups to the different product groups.
2. Formulation of company and portfolio objectives
Besides a market- and environmental analysis, the housing association itself is analysed.
Strategical plans are made with the help of a SWOT-analysis and are translated into concrete
objectives. The most important objectives are related to the desired social performance of the
housing stock, these are performances like affordability, availability and the quality of the
housing stock. These objectives are captured in the business plan. Besides a SWOT-analysis,
agreements are made with the municipality, tenants organisations and other stakeholders.
Objectives concerning the financial position of housing associations are set regarding the
equity position, liquidity and the available budget for social expenditures.
3. Drafting of the portfolio plan and formulating the facet policy
The portfolio objectives are translated into a desired portfolio. The transformation task is
derived from the comparison between the current- and desired portfolio. The transformation
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task of the portfolio is then translated into objectives on a product- market combination level
and is documented in the portfolio plan. There also is an evaluation of the current facet policy
following from possible policy changes and possible changes in laws and legislation. The facet
policy consists out of the: rent price policy; acquisition and disposal policy; demolition and
newly built policy; maintenance policy; housing improvement policy; rental policy; and
liveability policy.
3a. Forecast of the portfolio- and facet policy
The effects of the proposed portfolio- and facet policy are analysed with the help of policy
simulations and possibly with different policy scenarios. The evaluation consists out of
housing, social and financial objectives. The results of the evaluation determine if the portfolioand facet policy needs to be adjusted.
4. Formulation of neighbourhood strategies
The transformation task of the housing stock has to be allocated to neighbourhoods and
complexes. Therefore, a SWOT-analysis is made of the neighbourhoods in which the
complexes of the housing associations are located. The results of these neighbourhood
analyses can eventually be incorporated in the portfolio plan and/or be translated into a
neighbourhood plan.
5. Analysis of the current performance of the complexes
The performance of the complexes is measured and evaluated using the performance monitor.
The performance is monitored periodically, mostly once a year, and is supplemented with
information from the basis system, the financial administration, the housing distribution
system and possible tenant surveys. Possible performance indicators from the monitor
concern the financial- and public housing performance as well as the market position of the
complexes. A performance can only be determined when a performance standard is set. These
norms can be matched to the product-market combination wherein the complexes are
categorised. The results of this evaluation can be used in the next policy cycle to readjust the
complex strategies.
6. Labelling and positioning of the complexes
For every complex in the portfolio there is determined if the existing strategy regarding the
exploitation and (dis)investments still fulfil the objectives or that the existing strategy has to
be adjusted. This is done with the help of the results of step three, four and five. The results
of steps three and five form the framework for the complex policy. The results of step five
shows how the existing complex policy is performing. Examples of strategies or so-called labels
are: keep exploiting, reposition, improve, renovate, redevelop or sell. Also, the positioning of
the complex are evaluated. The positioning encompasses the for the complex: intended target
groups, desired quality level, desired financial result and remaining lifespan of the complex.
7. Drafting of complex plans
A plan is created for every complex on the basis of the results of step six. Such a complex plan
mostly consists of: the strategy and positioning; the results of the performance monitor; a
long-term activity plan regarding maintenance; management and renting; and a database of
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basis details encompassing the complex and its tenants. The long term maintenance- and
management plan is created or adjusted per complex. All adjusted and created maintenanceand management plans are combined in a new long-term maintenance planning for the total
portfolio. The (dis)investment strategies for the complexes are combined into a new or
adjusted long-term investment plan. The complex plans, long-term maintenance plan and
long-term investment plan are presented to the stakeholders of the housing association.
7a. Forecast of the complex policy effects
With the facet policy and the adjusted long-term maintenance and investment plans, it is
possible to simulate the effects of the policy on a complex level using policy simulations. The
future financial effects; the complex specific maintenance- and rental policy; the future
contribution of the complex to the core housing stock; and the housing allowance expenditures
can all be simulated.
8. Executing the complex policy
After the definitive determination of the adjusted complex plans and the long-term
maintenance and investment plans, the execution of the plans takes place. The complex- and
project plans are adjusted regularly. Also in this phase, the stakeholders can exert influence
on the execution- and projects plans in progress.
9. Evaluation of policy on a complex- and portfolio level
A performance monitor is an instrument to measure results from a certain policy on a complex
level and relate that to applicable norms. The results of this evaluation are inserted in the next
policy cycle to readjust the complex strategies and positioning of the complexes. On a portfolio
level the performance is related to the general objectives and the transformation task of the
total housing stock. The results of the complex monitor and the performance of the portfolio
as a whole, shape the starting point of the ex post evaluation of policy on a portfolio level to
ultimately start the next policy cycle. The portfolio objectives set at the beginning of the cycle
in the business plan and portfolio plan are most important in the evaluation.

3.3

The context of strategic housing stock management

In the previous section the process model of Van Os (2007) is examined in detail by which the real
estate management process in housing associations is elaborated extensively. In the following section
literature is examined to complement the literature regarding the process models and to see if the
model of Van Os (2007) needs to be supplemented or modified for a more realistic representation of
the real estate management process.
3.3.1 Portfolio policy and vertical steering
The strategic housing stock management translates the overarching portfolio policy into investments
on a complex level. Nieboer (2009) states that the distance between the portfolio policy and
investments on a complex level is enormous. Vertical control is barely present in housing associations,
because there are at least two actors that make the investment decisions. Classical models of strategic
planning, and most process models for strategic housing stock management, assume that there is only
one steering actor, but in practice there are more steering actors in housing associations. The director
is at the top of the organisation and makes decisions, but there are more actors that make decisions
lower in the organisational hierarchy (Nieboer, 2009). However, the portfolio policy of housing
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associations provides such a general direction that there is given a lot of room for interpretation and
decision making in the lower levels. Because of this, the policy notes and principles of the portfolio
policy are barely seen in complex investments. The principles on portfolio and neighbourhood level do
not conflict with each other, but neither steer each other (Nieboer, 2003; Nieboer, 2009). Vertical
control is even less present when external actors are also included. If there is any steering, then it
consists of horizontal steering of parties that are partly dependent on each other, but where no one is
the superior of another. In principle, horizontal influence can occur in every phase of the planning
process (Nieboer, 2009). In practice, vertical steering in the form of a portfolio policy is moderately
present. Only some matters are being controlled from the strategic level.
Matters that are determined internally in housing associations on a strategic level are (Nieboer, 2009;
Nieboer & Gruis, 2008; Van Os, 2007):
•

•

Solvability and liquidity (Solvability, ICR, DSCR and LTV)
The solvability on the basis of company value has to be 20% minimum. The Interest Coverage
Ratio has to be 1,4 minimum. The Debt Service Coverage Ratio has to be 1,0 minimum. The
Loan to Value on the basis of company value has to be 75% minimum (Conijn & 't Hek, 2016).
Budget ceilings
The amount of money spent on the real estate is set by the strategic level of the housing
association on the basis of historical budget data and budget prognoses of all the complexes.

Matters that are partly determined in consultation with external parties (Nieboer, 2009; Nieboer &
Gruis, 2008; Van Os, 2007):
•

•

•

•

•

Number of rentals to the primary target group
Are determined in consultation with the municipality and the tenants organisation and are set
in performance agreements on the basis of market research.
Minimum capacity of the core housing stock
Is determined in consultation with the municipality and the tenants organisation and are set
in performance agreements on the basis of market research.
Sales of housing
Is determined in consultation with the municipality and the tenants organisation and are set
in performance agreements. Can be determined on basis of, for example: financial grounds to
cover the costs of the housing stock policy plans; property which is outside a certain
neighbourhood; or differentiation of ownership certain neighbourhoods.
Differentiation of newly built
Is determined in consultation with the municipality and the tenants organisation and are set
in performance agreements on the basis of market research. the future demand, and on basis
of the current housing stock, the current supply. Differentiation can be on the basis on, for
example: ownership, rental fees and target groups.
Rebuild percentages
Is determined in consultation with the municipality and the tenants organisation and are set
in performance agreements on the basis of market research to future housing stock demand.

On a strategic-tactical level the facet policy is set. These are preconditions in which the tactical level
has to operate. The effects of policy changes of the housing associations itself and changes in laws and
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legislation are taken into account in the determination of the facet policy. The facet policy sets policy
regarding the following facets (Broeke, 1998; Dankert, 2011; Zijlstra, 2011):
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rent price policy
The rent price policy consists of the rent price determination for the houses. The rent prices
are regulated by law. The Housing Valuation System determines the maximum rent with the
help of a score system. Every element, from square meters to kitchen size, determines the
maximum rent that can be set. Housing associations ask an average of 70% of the maximum
rent that can be set according to the score system. Housing associations are obligated by law
to present their rent price policy to its tenants. This takes place every year on a collective level
in the form of negotiations with a delegation of tenants.
Acquisition and disposal policy
The acquisition and disposal policy consists of the realised composition of the housing stock of
a housing association by the buying and selling of property. One of the reasons to sell property
is to finance restructuring projects which indirectly means that property is sold to keep the
solvability and other financial parameters at acceptable levels. Property can also be sold to
stimulate home ownership or to achieve certain restructuring goals.
Demolition and newly built policy
The demolition policy in particular applies on houses with a weak market position caused by
an excess in supply and/or a lack of quality. Newly built is developed following the demolition
of houses to achieve the desired, differentiation in housing supply. Besides that, the
restructuring of existing neighbourhoods is a priority for housing associations. The newly built
policy depends on the need for replacement and to which extent new products are needed.
Demolition asks for consultation with tenants, but the decision for demolition is often made
without direct influence of tenants.
Maintenance policy
The maintenance policy is aimed at sustaining the housing stock, which can be divided in what
is technically necessary and what is necessary because of changed market demands.
Housing improvement policy
The housing improvement policy is aimed at an upgrade of the housing stock and characterises
itself by an approach in complexes or clusters of houses. Interim changes of the equipment or
changes when mutations take place are increasingly given to the tenant as a choice and are
not charged in the rental price. The Consultation Act obligates that housing improvements
which lead to a rent increase have to be discussed with a delegation of tenants to get approval.
Rental policy
The rental policy consists of the houses that will be let and thus the allocation of houses to the
future tenants. Most preconditions regarding the rental policy are given to the housing
association by law.
Liveability policy
The Housing Act determines that housing associations have to contribute to the liveability of
neighbourhoods. Housing associations have to contribute to the quality of living in and around
their houses. Performance agreements regarding liveability are made in consultation with the
municipalities and tenants organisations.
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3.3.2 Portfolio-based approach and area-based approach
The portfolio-based approach is a commonly used method by housing associations. In the portfoliobased approach, the policy considerations per complex are made with the idea of how much they
contribute to the total portfolio. In this approach the total housing stock is the primary integration
framework. In the area-based approach the considerations for complex actions are primarily made per
neighbourhood or district, possibly in cooperation with other actors, like other housing associations or
municipalities in the area. In this approach, the neighbourhood is the primary integration framework
(Nieboer, 2003; Overmeeren & Gruis, 2011). The area-based approach is scarcely seen in the process
models, while it is commonly used by many housing associations.
Six out of six housing associations in research of Nieboer (2009) state that they are trying to cover the
distance between portfolio policy and investments on a complex level by using an area-based
approach. However, the neighbourhood plans largely replaces the role of the portfolio plans, because
steering choices regarding the housing stock are made in the neighbourhood plans. The
neighbourhood plans are assessed in a broader framework set in the portfolio policy, but this
framework is set so broadly that most plans automatically fit in. So, policy is not developed centrally,
but is often developed in multiple places in the organisation (Nieboer, 2009).
Gruis (2006), Van Os (2007) and Nieboer (2009) all suggest that an area-based approach matches
better with the planning practice of housing associations. One of the main reasons for this is that
housing associations often have their houses concentrated in a number of neighbourhoods (Nieboer,
2003). Research from Nieboer (2009) and Overmeeren & Gruis (2011) states that the area-based
approach is dominant in the social housing sector. Plans developed by the area-based approach are
made in negotiation with different local parties, so social problems can be tackled more efficiently.
Policy for older neighbourhoods that have to be redeveloped is often made using an area-based
approach, because the redevelopment is done together with local actors like the municipalities. In
neighbourhoods where there is relatively less development needed, a portfolio-based approach is
often used (Nieboer, 2003; Overmeeren & Gruis, 2011). So not only the portfolio policy is important,
but also the neighbourhood policy. Most housing associations use a hybrid form of policymaking in
which the portfolio-based approach and the area-based approach are both used.
3.3.3 Overview of findings in literature
In this section the literature is assessed to supplement the literature regarding the housing stock
management derived in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The literature is also assessed to find additions for, or
improve, the model of Van Os (2007). Some improvements and additions are found in literature and
are elaborated below.
The model of Van Os (2007) shows portfolio objectives and the facet policy, but does not fill in what it
exactly means. The conditions that are set in the strategic and tactical policy are found in the reviewed
literature and are all listed in the previous subsection, so the content of the portfolio objectives and
facet policy is more clear. The list of conditions that can be set in the strategic and tactical level,
complements steps two and three of the model of Van Os (2007). Another important subject is
whether policy is made from a portfolio level or from a neighbourhood level, respectively the portfolio
approach and the area-based approach. The literature states that the area-based approach matches
best with the real estate management process of most housing associations and that it is commonly
used in the social housing sector. When the area-based approach is dominant, the portfolio objectives
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are set with room for
interpretation,
so
all
neighbourhood plans fit in.
This suggests that housing
associations are using a
hybrid form of real estate
management. The model of
Van Os (2007) does show
that policy can be developed
from the portfolio and the
neighbourhoods,
but
suggests that policy is made
from the total housing stock
because it is one of the
starting steps of the model
and is at the top of the
model. The development of
neighbourhood plans has to
be emphasised so that it is
clear that policy is also made
from a neighbourhood level.
The model of Van Os (2007) F IGURE 10: R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR H OUSING A SSOCIATIONS 1.0
is adjusted, so that it shows that the process can be started from step two, the portfolio based
approach, and also from step four, the area-based approach. This has resulted in a new model called
the ‘Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0’. Figure 10 above shows the newly
developed model.

3.4

Characterisation of real estate management of housing associations

The model of Van Os (2007) is elaborated to better understand the real estate management process
of housing associations. Thereafter, the literature is assessed to improve and supplement the model
of Van Os (2007) where needed which resulted in a newly developed model called the Real estate
management model for Housing Associations 1.0. Portfolio objectives, the facet policy and tactical
strategies are all listed in the previous section to supplement the model. The most important finding
in literature is that the area-based approach is dominant. In the model of Van Os (2007) an area-based
approach is possible, but is not visualised as such. It suggests that policy is always made from the
strategic level. The newly developed model has to show that the area-based approach is important.
The division in real estate management levels is made in the characterisation of the real estate
management of housing associations in this sector. It is made to improve the comparability to the real
estate management of investors.
Steps one, nine, two, three and three a of the model of Van Os (2007) set the portfolio objectives of
the housing association and can be seen as the strategic real estate management. The company
objectives are formulated with the help of analyses of the policy-making environment and the relevant
residential market, and with an evaluation of the previous portfolio plan. According to Van Os (2007),
the most important objectives are of a social nature, like: the affordability, availability and quality of
the housing stock. The portfolio plan is developed with help of company objectives and with help of
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the transformation task. The transformation task is determined by comparing the current portfolio to
the desired portfolio. The portfolio plan, which is developed in step three, sets the preconditions which
the tactical real estate management has to translate to concrete activities per object.
The facet policy is determined on a strategic-tactical management level in step three. The effects of
policy changes of the housing associations itself and changes in laws and legislation are taken into
account. Step three a tests the portfolio policy by forecasting the effects.
The transformation task and facet policy need to be translated to a complex policy in the tactical real
estate management level. Step three sets preconditions in which the labelling of the complexes has to
be executed. First, in step four, the neighbourhood strategies are formulated. Then, the effects of the
previous complex policy are evaluated and used for the labelling of the complexes. So with the
information form steps three, four and five, the complexes are labelled. The labelling of complexes is
widely used in housing associations. What strikes out is that housing associations have different ways
of labelling the complexes (Nieboer, 2009).
When the complexes are labelled, the complex policy has to be developed. Plans are made operational
for the maintenance and management of the complexes and are tested by forecasting the policy
effects on the complexes in step seven a.
The execution of the complex policy takes place in step eight. This is the operational level of the real
estate management of housing associations. The complex policy, long-term maintenance plan and
investment plans are executed. Housing associations mostly execute the activities on the operational
level themselves, with a few exceptions. Matchmaking when houses are sold and the management of
the Owner’s Association are increasingly being outsourced. Two arguments in favour of outsourcing
are that it is more cost-effective and that the quality of service of higher quality (Loon, 2014).

3.5

Conclusion

The real estate management method used by housing associations is called strategic housing stock
management. To help form the strategic housing stock management process, different process models
have been developed. The model of Van Os (2007) best matches the practice after being compared
extensively with the other available models. Also, literature is assessed to interpret the strategic
housing stock management and to research if the model needs to be adjusted. Finally, the process
model of Van Os (2007) is combined with the literature which has created a new model called the Real
estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0.
The real estate management of housing associations starts with the formulation of company objectives
which are then translated to portfolio objectives. The most important portfolio objectives are
concerned with the solvability, liquidity and the minimum size of the core housing stock. The portfolio
objectives have to give direction to the tactical level by setting goals. However, the portfolio objectives
are set as preconditions with a lot of room for interpretation. The reason for these loose portfolio
objectives is that the area-based approach is commonly used in the social housing sector. Policy is
often made on a neighbourhood level instead of a portfolio level. Housing associations leave this room
for interpretation in the portfolio objectives so that there is a high level of freedom in the strategy
making on the neighbourhood level. Portfolio objectives are in danger of not being achieved when
housing associations set portfolio objectives with a lot of room for interpretation. Another reason for
not achieving the portfolio objectives is that there is much horizontal influence in the organisations of
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housing associations. Multiple parties in the real estate management process can exert influence in
the policy making. This means there is limited hierarchy in the organisation and the control in the real
estate management process is weak.
The real estate management of housing associations characterises itself with a real estate
management process that has a cyclic character, that is not as strict an unequivocal as it looks on the
outside. Social objectives are leading in the process while financial objectives are formulated as a
guideline or framework instead of goals to achieve. This means that social objectives are leading and
financial objectives are facilitating. Two things stand out in the real estate management process of
housing associations. There is not an unequivocal process which starts at the top and ends at the
bottom, the process can start from multiple places, and there is limited hierarchy in the process
because there is a lot of horizontal influence in the process. Both of these remarks decrease the
probability that portfolio objectives are being achieved.
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4. Real estate management of commercial real estate investors
The commercial real estate sector started a professionalisation before housing associations started
developing real estate management in the nineties. Because of this, housing associations do not have
to invent a more professional real estate management themselves, but can analyse and use the real
estate management of investors and adjust it to fit their organisation and processes. Therefore, the
real estate management of commercial real estate investors is analysed and characterised in this
chapter using the following sub question:
How can the real estate management within the commercial real estate sector be characterised?
This chapter makes it possible to compare the real estate management of the commercial real estate
sector to the real estate management of housing associations, which has been characterised in the
previous chapter. The comparison is made in order to determine the applicability of asset management
in housing associations further on in the research, in chapter five.
The commercial real estate sector is introduced in the first section by examining the organisations
active in the sector and their goals. The second section examines the real estate management method
of the commercial real estate sector. Section three characterises the real estate management of
investors. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section four.

4.1

Context of the commercial real estate sector

The commercial real estate sector consists of real estate investors which let their real estate make a
certain profit. The goal of the investors is to manage the given capital in the best possible way by
creating an optimal return given a certain risk by effectively investing the capital on the basis of a longterm vision (Driel, 2010). In short, this means that the main goal of investors is to reach a given level
of financial return of the portfolio. Real estate investors are for-profit organisations, unlike housing
associations which are non-profit organisations.
There are two ways to invest in real estate, investing directly in real estate and investing indirectly in
real estate. Direct investments in real estate means that the investor becomes the owner of the real
estate and can control the management of the real estate. Indirect investments in real estate means
investing in real estate shares, which gives the investor the right on a share of the profit created by the
real estate. When there is indirectly invested in real estate, the investor does not have control over
the management of the real estate. Direct investments in real estate create more return than investing
in indirect real estate (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). Real estate investors can be placed
in one of the following four groups (Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010):
•

•

Private investors
Private investors invest in real estate with the following goals: assuring future earnings, sustain
the purchasing power of the given capital, maximising the earnings of the investment or a
combination of the aforementioned. The group of private investors is diverse, they can have a
few smaller objects as their portfolio as well as a multi-million euro portfolio;
Institutional investor
The two most important institutional investors are the insurance companies and pension
funds. They both invest the given premium in exchange for future earnings. These earnings
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•

•

have to be at least similar to the future payment obligations. The institutional investors mainly
invest in fixed yield assets like shares, bonds and real estate;
Property funds
These are companies that invest in direct real estate (and/or indirect) with money obtained
from issuing shares or by obtaining debt capital;
Real estate limited partnerships
These are unlisted investor funds with a limited partnership or a partnership structure that
have a small amount of objects in its portfolio. The funds are established for a certain period,
after which participants can decide to sell the real estate. Real estate limited partnerships aim
at the participation of private individuals.

The two largest parties in the Netherlands are the private investors and the institutional investors. The
private investors own 455.000 units, of which 75% is social rent. The institutional investors own
135.000 units, of which only 45% is social rent. Together the real estate investors own 19% of the total
rental housing market, while housing associations own 72%. The private and institutional investors
own a total of 19%, or 402.000 houses, of the total social housing stock (VGM NL, 2016).
An overview of the goal, actors and size of the commercial real estate sector is created in this section.
The next section analyses the real estate management method of the commercial real estate sector.

4.2

Real estate management of the commercial real estate sector

The parties in the commercial real estate sector all use the same real estate management method
which is the real estate management pyramid as shown below in figure 11 (Driel, 2010; Nieboer, 2003;
Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). The real estate management of investors shows a clear demarcation of
the three management levels, which are: portfolio management, the strategic level; asset
management, the tactical level; and property management, the operational level. Investors that invest
in other forms of investments like stocks and bonds, next to real estate, have another level of
management on top of the real estate pyramid which is called investment management. Investment
management is the management level which determines the desired mix of stocks, bonds and real
estate. After the share of real estate is determined, there is determined what will be invested in direct
real estate and what will be invested in indirect real estate (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010).
Investment management is not discussed in further detail because it falls outside the scope of this
research, the same applies to the determination of the share of direct and indirect real estate.

F IGURE 11: R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT PYRAMID (J ANSSEN , 2008)
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When portfolio management is mentioned in this research, it refers to a portfolio that is only
composed of real estate. Investment management is discussed shortly for the completeness of the
overview of real estate management of investors. In the next part, portfolio-, asset- and property
management are elaborated.
4.2.1 Portfolio management
Portfolio management determines the distribution of investments among the different real estate
segments on basis of the to be invested and the to be paid capital. The plan for the total real estate
portfolio is formulated on the strategic level. In portfolio management the starting-points and
company objectives, which are mostly financial for investors and set by investment management, are
translated into a strategic investment plan. The strategic investment plan indicates the following (Driel,
2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010):
•

•

•

•

•

The share of direct and indirect real estate
The allocation of capital between direct and indirect real estate is determined. Direct real
estate has the highest return, but is the most labour-intensive. Indirect real estate gives lower
returns, but is less labour-intensive. There is mostly chosen between a mix of direct and
indirect real estate because they are complementary to each other.
Allocation policy
Portfolio managers determine what is invested in which real estate segments on the basis of
a given return/risk-profile (a profile of return, risk, segment, volume, and land/region) and
cash flow information. In the first place an allocation is made between the different segments
on the basis of the desired return as well as the composition of the current portfolio and the
knowhow of the achievable return per segment.
Amount of investments and disinvestments
The amount of investments and disinvestments is determined by the chosen return/riskprofile. When real estate does not fit into the desired profile, it has a high probability that it
will be sold. Subsequently, the money from selling the non-fitting real estate needs to be
reinvested in real estate that does fit the desired profile.
Which locations will be (dis)invested in
Location is of high importance in the investment policy of investors. A considered location
choice is seen as a guarantee for a reliable rentability and a positive value development during
the exploitation period. Firstly, the land, region and city are determined. Elements like risk,
spread and the availability of proper locations play a significant role in the determination of
the location. Houses in areas in which there is a tight housing market and a strong and/or
growing economy are in high-demand for investors, because the probability for a positive
value development is high which stimulates the indirect return.
Specific type and age of real estate
The type and age of real estate is mostly determined by the return rate. Investors aim at highincome groups and growing target groups, like the elderly. Growing target groups means
growing demand, so more profit can be generated. Investors also aim at houses with high
comfort and a high equipment level, so the marketability is high. Investors are working towards
a young aged real estate in their portfolio, because older aged real estate generally needs more
maintenance, which has a negative effect on the direct return.
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The strategic investment plan is a long-term policy with a planning horizon varying around three to five
years. This long-term planning horizon is necessary because of the long acquisition term of real estate.
The strategic investment plan is annually actualised and specified into an operational investment plan,
in which concrete objectives regarding the return and cash flow are set for the coming year (Driel,
2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010).
A commercial real estate investor primarily focuses on an optimal return given a chosen risk. The
financial return that has to be achieved is central in the strategic and operational investment plan.
Portfolio management calculates the desired return per real estate segment using information from
their own portfolio and using market information. The market information uses the ROZ/IPD real
estate index. Using this index, the return score of the own portfolio can be compared to the average
return score of all investors combined. Return objectives can be formulated in one of these four ways:
Internal Rate of Return; Total Rate of Return; Gross Yield; and Net Yield. The two most important
criteria are the Internal Rate of Return and the Total Rate of Return (Driel, 2010).
The strategic and operational investment plan are to a large extent determined by the analyses and
information from asset management. Asset management has the knowledge regarding the actual and
expected performance of the individual real estate objects in the portfolio. Other sources of
information for the strategic and operational investment plan are the various real estate benchmarks,
market research and macro-economic developments (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010).
4.2.2 Asset management
The tactical level consists of asset management which translates the operational investment plan into
a concrete object policy. The ultimate goal of asset management is that the sum of all decisions lead
to a certain return that fulfils the formulated desired return set in the operational investment plan
(Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). Van Driel (2010) describes the primary goal of asset
management as ‘optimising the return during an exploitation period of the concerned portfolio and
maximising the value development per object’. The object policy generates general information for
the portfolio management as well as specific information to make substantiated decisions regarding
the objects in property management (Driel, 2010).
Asset management annually audits the (sub)portfolio and every object in it to determine whether the
objects in the portfolio fulfil the formulated criteria set in the operational investment plan. The objects
are evaluated on the basis of performance analyses in order to formulate object policies. The object
policy is a marketing plan for an object that leads to the most optimal future scenario. In this way the
investor determines, in close collaboration with the real estate manager: the method of exploitation;
the required budgets for the incoming and outgoing cash flows; and the right timing for an upgrade,
renovation, acquisition or sale (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). The development of an
object policy is the main task of asset management and will therefore be elaborated extensively (Driel,
2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). Van Driel (2010) distinguishes five phases in the formation of the
object policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inventory
Analysis
Determine future scenarios
Calculate scenarios
Propose and determine the object policy
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The five steps in the formulation of an object policy are described in detail below (Driel, 2010).
1. Inventory
The first step in the development of an object policy is to gather management information. A part of
the management information is related to portfolio management. This information consists of
parameters that are used in the calculation model and are matters like: discount rate; return goal;
future projections of inflation; and price index.
Another part of the management information comes from property management which consists of
object- and tenant related information, like: number of square meters, rent prices, expiration dates,
vacancy, rental income, maintenance costs, taxes, energy costs and other. Besides that, the asset
manager uses the available valuation reports with respect to the commercial and reinstatement value
of the real estate.
Market information is essential for the development of a competitive analysis. This concerns, for
example, the current market in the near environment of the object, future developments, new
construction plans and zoning plans. The asset manager also needs to be informed about national,
regional and local developments regarding the economy (e.g. inflation, interest rate), politics (e.g.
developments in spatial planning, fiscal legislation) and social factors (e.g. demographic developments,
social trends).
2. Analysis
The management information gathered in the inventory phase is actualised annually or biannually and
thereafter interpreted and analysed. The income and expenses, and the vacancy information is
compared to indicators of similar objects. A budget is made for the income and expenses for the next
10 years. From a commercial point of view this has to be done with the rental income, loss of rental
income by vacancy and possible investments. Technical inspections are used to set the budgets for
small- and planned maintenance, and energy usage. The costs of possible upgrades or renovations are
balanced against the possible rent increase and the expected value development.
3. Determine future scenarios
The future scenarios are determined on the basis of the foregoing analyses executed in the previous
phase. The coming or expected phenomena and trends regarding the tenants, the object and the
surroundings of the object are translated into possible scenarios. The costs of these scenarios, and the
possible changes in rental income because of these scenarios, are determined in the analysis phase
and are translated to scenarios in this phase. This can lead to a range of possible future scenarios. The
begin scenario is always keep exploiting in current state and the sale of the object in the shortest
reasonable time. The sales of the object can occur as individual sales or project-based sales and can
occur as selling the object as a whole. Between the two extremes, keep exploiting in current state
versus sales in the shortest reasonable time, there can be numerous scenarios in terms of
constructional changes, like renovating, upgrading and transformation, as well as numerous scenarios
in terms of the timing of these changes.
For the determination of future scenarios, asset management may be assisted by internal and external
involved experts. In this way the scenarios get a practical addition, so the scenarios get more realistic
which increases the quality of the scenarios.
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4. Calculate scenarios
All possible scenarios are calculated in phase four using the discounted cash flow method. The timing,
height of the future cash flows, residual value and risks connected to the cash flows are important
when calculating the scenarios. The discounted cash flow method uses future cash flow projections
and discounts them to create a present value estimate, which is used to evaluate the financial potential
of an object or investment. The most important variables that have to be inserted in the discounted
cash flow calculation are: theoretical rental income; rent loss due to vacancy and rent reduction;
exploitation costs; investments; disinvestments; vacant value or market value rented state; and the
discount rate. The total return out of the exploitation including the sales on the short- and long term
is calculated for all scenarios.
After the calculations of the various scenarios, a sensitivity analysis can be executed in order to predict
the impact on the return when for example the market rent, interest rate or sales price changes. The
sensitivity analysis provides insight into the bandwidth of the return forecast. On the basis of the
calculated scenarios and the sensitivity analysis, asset management makes a decision about which
scenario to use and translate the relevant scenario into an object policy.
5. Propose and determine the object policy
In the previous phase the asset manager chose a certain scenario. Asset management translates this
chosen scenario in policy proposals with respect to the method of exploitation, budgets for
investments, budgets for the short- and long-term regarding income and expenses, and various others.
This results in the so-called object policy, which is presented to portfolio management for approval.
The outcome of the object policy can roughly be categorised in one of these six possibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales of houses
Keep exploiting in current state
Renovation
Upgrade
Redevelopment
Transform

After the approval of the portfolio management, asset management translates the object policy into
an assignment for property management for the exploitation of the object in the coming year. On
behalf of steering to the operational level, asset management formulates unequivocal objectives that
are monitored on the basis of output norms, with the main objective being the budgets for income
and expenses.
4.2.3 Property management
The execution of the object policy takes place in the operational level. Property management executes
all day-to-day activities, like rent collection, service costs and all kinds of maintenance, to sustain one
or more real estate objects as commissioned by asset management. The property manager contributes
to the exploitation return of one or more real estate objects by staying between the borders of the
given budgets for income and expenses (Driel, 2010). The following disciplines can be distinguished in
the operational level (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010):
•
•

Administrative management
Financial management
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•
•

Technical/facility management
Commercial management

Besides that, all concrete activities on behalf of the buying and selling of real estate take place in
property management. If the buying of real estate means a new, to develop object, then project
management also belong to the operational level. The sales or dispositioning of real estate objects can
take place per object as well as per complex as project-based sales. Managing the project-based sales
of houses is a typical activity of property management (Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010).
Most investors outsource property management to specialised real estate management companies
(Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010). Outsourcing is determined by geographical region or speciality (Driel,
2010). There are two key arguments why investors outsource property management. The first
argument for outsourcing is the financial aspect. Large specialised property management organisations
with nationwide coverage can often execute property management at less cost with the same or even
a better level of quality, because of economies of scale. The second argument has to do with flexibility.
The operational level is the most laborious level and thus has the largest size in the organisation. An
investor has a fluctuating portfolio size, so the investor wants to move the potential risks to external
parties if possible (Loon, 2014).

4.3

Characterisation of commercial real estate management

The plan for the total real estate portfolio of an investor is formulated by the portfolio management.
The company goals and starting-points are set in the strategic investment plan. The strategic
investment plan is annually actualised and specified into an operational investment plan, in which
concrete objectives are set for the coming year. These objectives are all set with the goal to achieve a
certain return given a certain risk. Concrete objectives of the operational investment plan are:
return/risk profile; share of segments in which will be invested; share of direct and indirect real estate;
amount of investments and disinvestments; locations of real estate there will be invested in; and the
type and age of real estate (Driel, 2010; Vermeulen & Wieman, 2010).
Asset management annually audits the (sub)portfolio, and every object in its portfolio, to determine
whether the objects in the portfolio fulfil the formulated objectives set in the operational investment
plan. The primary goal of asset management is to optimise the financial return during an exploitation
period of the concerned portfolio and maximise the value development per object (Driel, 2010). The
most important activity of asset management is the determination of the object policy. The object
policy consists of five phases: inventory, analyses, determine future scenarios, calculate scenarios, and
propose and determine the object policy. Results of the object policy are: sales of houses, keep
exploiting in current state, renovation, upgrade, redevelop and transform. The most commonly used
object policies are the sales of houses and keep exploiting in current state.
The approved object policy is translated into an operational object plan, so property management can
execute it. The operational object plan is concrete and specific because most real estate investors
outsource the property management and therefore have to set specific targets, so the performance of
the property management party can be monitored. Outsourcing is mainly done for two reasons,
services have a higher quality and it costs less.
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4.4

Conclusion

The real estate management method used by investors is based on the real estate management
pyramid. The method of real estate management is used by all parties in the commercial sector, so no
comparison is made between different real estate management methods. The commercial real estate
sector has professionalised the real estate management before housing associations started with the
development of the strategic housing stock management in the nineties, which is one of the main
reasons why the real estate management of investors is further developed.
The most important objectives in the portfolio plan of investors have a financial nature, like the desired
return/risk profile and how much capital there has to be invested. In the real estate management
process of investors specific goals are given to asset management, so that asset management knows
the preconditions in which it has to operate. The ultimate goal of asset management is optimising the
return during an exploitation period of the concerned (sub)portfolio and maximising the value
development of the (sub)portfolio. The two most important outcomes of the object policy of investors
are: keep exploiting in the current state and the sales of houses. The tactical level translates the
operational investment plan into object policies with the help of information from the operational
level, and reports back to the strategic management to check if the object policy fits in the portfolio
policy. When the object policy is approved by the strategic management, asset management gives
clear assignments to the operation level. Clear assignments are given in order to monitor and steer the
operational management. The operational management is almost never executed in-house by
investors, nine out of ten times the operational management is outsourced. Arguments for outsourcing
are that it is cost effective and that specialised parties offer higher quality services.
The real estate management of investors characterises itself with a real estate management process
which has a cyclic, hierarchical structure. Financial objectives are leading in the real estate
management process of investors. The strategic level sets clear goals that the tactical level has to
achieve. Hierarchy has a strong presence in the real estate management process of investors. This
expresses itself in a demarcation of the strategic and tactical level, the two levels have a clientcontractor relationship. The strategic level is the client and gives assignments to the tactical level which
is the contractor. The tactical level executes this assignment and reports back to the strategic level. In
this way, the real estate management is optimally equipped to control and steer the process in order
to achieve the goals set in the strategic level.
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5. Comparison of the real estate management methods
The real estate management of housing associations and investors have been elaborated and
characterised in respectively chapter three and four of this research. In this chapter the two real estate
management methods are compared in order to understand the similarities and differences between
the methods of both parties. The differences in the methods that can help improve the real estate
management of housing associations and thereby optimise the financial result are determined and
examined. The comparison results in preconditions for an improved real estate management of
housing associations. Ultimately, this chapter answers the following sub question:
Which characteristics of the real estate management of investors can help optimise the real estate
management of housing associations in order to optimise the financial result?
In section 5.1 the organisations of both parties are compared to understand the fundamental
differences of both parties. After that, the real estate management models are compared in section
5.2 to explore if there are differences in the processes that can improve the real estate management
of housing associations. Subsequently, the strategic-, tactical- and operational management levels are
compared in respectively section 5.3, section 5.4 and section 5.5. The differences that can improve the
real estate management of housing associations and thereby help optimise the financial result of
housing associations, the so-called preconditions, are examined after every section. Section 5.6
concludes the chapter.

5.1

Organisation and goals

When the organisations of housing associations and investors are compared, three matters stand out.
There is a contrast in the goal of both organisations; the means that both organisations have to reach
their goal differs; and the rules and regulations which they have to comply with are different.
The first difference is the goal of both companies. The goal of housing associations is to build, manage
and let affordable housing to financially vulnerable people with an income below a certain income
level. Housing associations are non-profit organisations with a social task that receive financial support
from the government in the form of guarantees on their loans. This means that loans can be obtained
against lower interest rates. The goal of investors is to manage the given capital, mostly obtained by
pension premiums, insurance premiums or private equity, in the best possible way by optimising the
return given a certain risk by effectively investing the capital on the basis of a long-term vision.
Investors let houses to not only the vulnerable people, but to all people that want to rent a house.
Housing associations are also allowed to let a certain amount of their houses with a rent above the
liberalisation limit to other groups of people than the financially vulnerable. When housing
associations let houses above the liberalisation limit, there are less rules and regulations. Housing
associations can, for example, ask higher rents if possible in the current rules and regulations or
allocate to a larger target group, to achieve an optimisation of income for these houses.
The second difference is the means that both organisations have to reach their goal. Housing
associations can only use real estate, houses to be specific, as a mean to achieve their goal of housing
the financially vulnerable people. Investors can also invest in other types of real estate than houses
and they can also invest in numerous other forms of investments, for example stocks and bonds, to
achieve their goal of optimising the financial return given a certain risk.
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The last difference are the rules and regulations that both organisations have to comply with. In the
social housing sector, housing associations have to comply with the Housing Act, while investors do
not have to comply with the Housing Act. This means that investors have a much greater level of
freedom in the social rent sector than housing associations. In the commercial rent sector, houses with
a rent above the liberalisation limit, the rules and regulations are the same for both organisations.
5.1.1 Preconditions for housing associations
Two differences from which housing associations can learn are allocating to a larger target group and
invest in houses above the liberalisation limit besides investing in houses under the liberalisation limit.
Both matters are something housing associations are allowed to do to a certain extent. The degree to
which this is allowed is set by law.
Investors let houses under and above the liberalisation limit, while the core task of housing
associations is letting houses under the liberalisation limit. However, housing associations are also
allowed to let houses above the liberalisation limit. In this sector, the houses do not belong to the
social task and therefore fall under different rules and regulations. Housing associations are allowed
to have a certain percentage of houses above the liberalisation limit in their portfolio. Housing
associations could engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit. In this way housing
associations can optimise the financial result of their portfolio, if there is a demand for it in the housing
market in which they are active.
The target group of investors is potentially everyone who needs a house to live in, while the target
group of housing associations are the most vulnerable people with low incomes. This means that the
target group of housing associations is smaller and that they have less money to spend than the target
group of investors. Housing associations could allocate to the largest possible target group within the
boundaries of the rules and regulations to optimise the rental income.
The comparison of the organisations and goals produced two preconditions for housing associations:
•
•

5.2

Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit
Allocate to the largest possible target group

Real estate management models

The essence of the real estate management models of housing associations and investors, shown in
respectively figure 12 and 13 on the next page, is to a large extent the same, but the elaboration is
different. Both models have a cyclic character and have the goal to translate company and portfolio
objectives through a cyclic process into policy on an object level. The strategic-, tactical- and
operational level is visible in both models. When the portfolio and company objectives are translated
into object policies, both models evaluate the policy and the process starts again.
The greatest difference between the two processes is that the real estate management process of
housing associations can start from two places, on a portfolio level and on a neighbourhood level,
respectively steps two and four in the model of housing associations in figure 12 on the next page.
Housing associations often start on a neighbourhood level because they generally own large shares of
property concentrated in single neighbourhoods, for which they create neighbourhood plans. The
neighbourhood plans conflict with the real estate management process, because company and
portfolio objectives are set with a significant room for interpretation to create the possibility for all
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F IGURE 12: : R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR H OUSING A SSOCIATIONS 1.0

F IGURE 13: R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT PROCESS OF INVESTORS ( ADAPTION OF J ANSSEN ,2008)
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neighbourhood plans to fit in. Another way the real estate management process and neighbourhood
approach can conflict is because the neighbourhood plans can completely replace the portfolio policy.
When neighbourhood plans get the same or more priority than portfolio plans, company and portfolio
objectives are harder or impossible to achieve. The process in housing associations with
neighbourhood plans as the starting point of policy making can go both, top-down and bottom-up,
which creates a high chance that the company and portfolio objectives are not achieved because it is
hard to control such a process. There are also housing associations that use a hybrid form of real estate
management. They both use portfolio and neighbourhood plans. Here too, the company and portfolio
objectives are in danger of not being achieved because such a process is hard to control. The
neighbourhood approach, as can be seen in the process of housing associations, is not used by
investors. A possible explanation for this is that investors own real estate which is more spread across
the cities and country instead of concentrated in a few neighbourhoods. Another reason that investors
do not use neighbourhood plans is that the creation of liveable neighbourhoods does not have the
same priority that housing associations give it.
Another difference is that the threefold division in real estate management is less present in the
organisation of housing associations than it is present in the organisation of investors. Both models
explicitly show the strategic-, tactical- and operational management levels. However, the model of
investors is visualised, and is in reality, more separated and hierarchical. The threefold division is less
present in the organisation of housing associations, the process is not as hierarchical and separated.
The three management levels are more interwoven; people from different management levels and
different departments also have influence in the decision making throughout the real estate
management process. Investors have a much more strict decision making. The top level sets the
objectives for the level below.
5.2.1 Preconditions for housing associations
In general both models show a lot of similarities, but when the processes of both models are compared,
there are two differences from which housing associations can learn. The model of housing
associations often begins on a neighbourhood level instead of a portfolio level. It can also be a hybrid
form of portfolio and neighbourhood plans. The other difference is that the threefold division, and
thereby hierarchy, is less present in the real estate management of housing associations.
When the real estate management process starts on a neighbourhood level or a combination of the
neighbourhood- and portfolio level, an unclear process is created which is more difficult to control and
lowers the chance of achieving portfolio objectives. If an organisation wants to achieve strategic goals,
then the whole organisation has to work towards these goal. This cannot be achieved when policy is
made on multiple levels or in the middle of the real estate management process. Housing associations
could start policy making on the portfolio level instead of starting it on the neighbourhood level or a
combination of portfolio and neighbourhood levels, in order to create better conditions for the
company and portfolio objectives to be achieved.
Housing associations are characterised by a lot of horizontal influence inside the organisation. Most
departments are equal in decision making and all have a say in the policy making process. This makes
it harder to achieve goals set in the strategic level because nobody ensures or controls the overall
consistency of the company and portfolio objectives. Investors work in a more hierarchical way,
departments have a leading and steering role towards the lower departments. This makes the real
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estate management process more controllable and increases that chance that portfolio objectives are
being achieved. Housing associations could implement more hierarchy in the real estate management
process to create better conditions in order to achieve the portfolio and company goals.
The comparison of the real estate management models produced two preconditions for housing
associations:
•
•

5.3

Start the policy making process in the strategic level
Implement more hierarchy in the real estate management process

Strategic management

The strategic management of housing associations and investors contains the development of the plan
for the whole housing stock, the portfolio plan. Both organisations develop portfolio plans, but both
develop them in a different way.
Housing associations analyse their policy-making environment and the relevant residential markets.
They compare current as well as future shortages and surpluses in the housing stock and translate that
to a transformation task. Housing associations adjust their housing stock to the demand and size of
their target groups using product market combinations in which the target groups are combined with
the different product groups. Housing associations are also influenced by external parties in the
development of the portfolio policy. Municipalities, tenants organisations and other parties have a say
in the process. This means that the portfolio policy of housing associations cannot be developed
unitarily. Investors have a different motive by which they develop their portfolio policy. They
determine the distribution of investments on the basis of to be invested and to be paid capital. The
strategic management of investors translates the starting-points and company objectives, which are
set by investment management, into a strategic investment plan. Investors also determine the
transformation task, but not on basis of the social performance. The transformation task is based on
how well certain real estate fits in the return/risk-profile. The real estate that does not fit in this
return/risk-profile will be disinvested.
Housing associations show a lot of similarities with investors in the strategic management level. They
both formulate a portfolio plan with the help of certain analyses, to determine the strategy for the
total housing stock. The process looks the same, however, the content and the goal of the portfolio
plan is totally different. The strategic objectives of housing associations and investors can be seen in
table 4 on the next page. The biggest difference is the nature of the objectives set in the portfolio plan
as mentioned before in this section. Investors only set objectives that are linked to the financial
performance of its real estate, while housing associations set objectives which are linked to the social
performance. However, housing associations do set certain financial objectives, but they are not the
main objectives and are mostly set to support the social performance. Investors have financial
objectives for financial goals, but housing associations have financial objectives in support of social
goals. Investors use benchmarks to set their financial goals and to determine how well they perform.
There is also a comparable benchmark focussed on the return of housing associations, but most
housing associations use it for other matters than financial steering or they do not use it at all.
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Strategic objectives of housing associations
Solvability
Liquidity
Budget ceilings
Sales policy
Number of rentals to the primary target group

Strategic objectives of investors
Share of direct and indirect real estate
Financial return
Amount of investments and disinvestments
Which locations will be (dis)invested in
Specific type and age of the real estate

Minimum capacity of the core housing stock
Differentiation of newly built
Rebuild percentages

Return/risk-profile

T ABLE 4: S TRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

OF HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS AND INVESTORS

The financial objectives set by housing associations are the solvability, liquidity and budget ceilings.
These are all objectives that create a framework in which policy can be made on a lower management
level, they are not specific goals. The objectives of investors differ from the objectives of housing
associations and mainly focus on return and risk. After the share of direct and indirect real estate is
determined, an objective is set for the financial return of the portfolio. Investors analyse their portfolio
and compare the return of the objects to the return objective. With the help of this comparison, the
amount of investments and disinvestments are determined. The location choice is an important
strategic objective of investors. A substantiated location choice is seen as a guarantee for an optimal
rentability and a positive value development. Investors are active in housing areas in which the housing
market is tight and the economy is growing. The specific type and age of the real estate is also of
importance. Investors are aiming for high income groups or growing groups, like the elderly. Investors
idealistically want a portfolio with young real estate, because older real estate needs more
maintenance which lowers the direct return.
5.3.1 Preconditions for housing associations
The comparison of strategic management showed five differences which housing associations could
implement into their organisation and processes. Housing associations currently set financial goals
which are set to facilitate the social goals. Financial goals should be actual goals that have to be
achieved instead of being of a facilitating nature. Investors also set specific, tangible goals for the
tactical level to achieve. For the setting of these financial goals, investors use benchmarks to set their
goals and to compare their own financial performance. This stimulates the performance. Another
difference in the strategic management is the location choice of the to acquire or built real estate is
important for investors, because a considered location choice can guarantee a stable cash flow in the
future. The last difference is that investors are not influenced as much by external parties as housing
associations are influenced.
Housing associations set goals of a financial nature on the strategic level. These financial goals are
currently acting as a safety net instead of specific goals that have to be achieved. When a housing
association wants to optimise the financial result of the housing stock, clear financial objectives should
be set on a strategic level. Setting clear financial return objectives is the main objective of investors.
These return objectives can be set on the strategic and tactical level, so for the whole housing stock
and for individual complexes. Housing associations could also set financial goals in the strategic
management level, so they can steer and control the financial performance of their portfolio and
complexes. The financial return should not be set with the standards of investors, but should be set
with the nature of the organisation of housing associations in mind.
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This precondition is related to the precondition mentioned above. Not only financial goals have to be
set, but all kinds of goals developed from the company and portfolio policy. When strategic objectives
are set, tangible goals have to be created for the lower management level, so housing associations can
control and steer the performance and process in order to improve it in the next policy cycle.
Investors use benchmarks to compare their performance with other investors. In this way investors
know if their portfolio is under- or over performing, so they know if they have to adjust their processes.
There currently is a benchmark for housing associations, however, this benchmark is barely used.
Housing associations have no idea how they are performing. When an organisation does not know how
they are performing, then it is more difficult to optimise this performance. In order to optimise the
financial performance, housing associations could compare the performance to other housing
associations by using benchmarks.
The location of the real estate where investors invest in is an important factors in the decision to invest
in certain real estate. A substantiated location choice can guarantee a cash flow and create a value
development. It is also an important factor in the spreading of risks. When real estate is located in
different types of housing markets, the risk is lower. Housing associations could put more weight on
the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process, so they have a higher probability of
ensuring a cash flow and lower the risks.
Housing associations are organisations that are operating in the heart of society. This means that a lot
of external parties, especially municipalities and tenants organisations, have considerable influence in
the policy making of housing associations. Housing associations have to co-operate with these parties.
Investors have less external influence than housing associations, the policy making is more in their own
hands. Housing associations should try and minimise the effect of the external influence by adjusting
the to be made agreements to the developed policy. In this way housing associations create the highest
probability that company and portfolio objectives are being achieved.
The comparison of the strategic level produced five preconditions for housing associations:
•
•
•
•
•

5.4

Set financial goals in the strategic management level
Set tangible goals for the tactical level
Compare the results to other housing associations by using benchmarks
Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process
Minimise the effect of external influence

Tactical management

The systematics of the tactical management of housing associations and investors show a lot of
similarities. They both analyse the complexes and give them labels in which they state what actions
have to be taken with the complexes so that it fits in the overarching portfolio plan. However, there
are two major differences in the tactical management: investors do not create neighbourhood plans;
and housing associations have more differentiated labels than investors. The use of neighbourhood
plans by housing associations has already been discussed in section 5.2 ‘Real estate management
models’ and is therefore not discussed in this section.
Housing associations and investors both analyse and label their complexes. Both organisations
annually analyse and adjust their complex policies. The goals of the complex policy are, just like the
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portfolio objectives, of a different nature. Housing associations execute the complex policy to
effectively match their housing stock to the current and future demand of their primary target group.
The complex policy is executed to fulfil their social goals. Financial preconditions set in the portfolio
policy do not have a steering influence on the chosen complex policy, because the financial
preconditions are preconditions of a facilitating nature. The primary goal of the complex policy of
investors is optimising the return during an exploitation period of the concerned portfolio and
maximising the value development per object. Investors are able to set financial goals because they
have insight in the financial performance of all houses in their portfolio. Several future scenarios are
created and ultimately the scenario which adds most value to the financial performance is chosen. One
way of investors to maximise the income and thereby the direct financial return , is to aim at a, relative
to housing associations, high rent increase. Housing associations are bound to more extensive rules
and regulations regarding rent increase in comparison with investors.
Another difference is that housing associations and investors have different methods for the valuation
of their real estate. Housing associations have always valuated on the basis of the company value while
investors valuate on the basis of market value in rented state. The company value is too dependent on
the policy of housing association, it does not give an accurate presentation of the real market value.
Housing associations have to use the market value rented state for the first time over reporting year
2016 with the introduction of the new Housing Act. Investors have always valuated on the market
value in rented state. Market value rented state facilitates steering on financial return, because the
policy of companies does barely influence this market value. Besides having a more accurate valuation
method, investors also have more insight in the current (financial) performance of their portfolio.
Investors are able to steer on financial return because they have insight in the current (financial)
performance of their portfolio, mostly on a complex level. This makes it possible to make informed
choices regarding the policy of complexes because they actually know what the effects are.
The method of labelling of housing associations and investors is comparable. The main difference is
the number of labels used. Investors mostly label their complexes with the labels ‘keep exploiting in
current state’ and ‘selling of the complex’. Housing associations have more differentiation in the type
of labels, like ‘housing improvement’, ‘transformation’ and ‘renovation’ for example. The difference in
number of labels is caused by the difference in length of the investment horizon of housing associations
and investors. Another difference in the labelling of the complexes is the role of financial aspects in
the scenarios. Investors are more focussed on the financial aspects of the scenario, while housing
associations put more weight on the social aspects in the scenarios. In the complex policy, investors
mostly work with an investment horizon of 15 years, while housing associations mostly work with an
investment horizon of 50 years. With an investment horizon of only 15 years it is impossible to recoup
the investments in the housing stock, because the investment cannot be earned back through rental
income.
5.4.1 Preconditions for housing associations
Five matters came forward in the comparison of the tactical management. Investors put more weight
on financial aspects in the scenarios, while housing associations put more focus on social aspects.
Investors are able to steer on financial return because they have insight in the financial performance
of their houses and they valuate on market value rented state. By having this insight, thorough choices
can be made out of the scenarios. So when investors sell houses, this has been thoroughly determined
by comparing different scenarios. Investors also optimise the rent increase in the tactical level in order
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to increase the direct return of their houses. The tactical management of investors is more equipped
to steer on financial return, when compared to the tactical management of housing associations.
Investors and housing associations both work with the labelling of complexes in the development of
the complex policy on the tactical level. Housing associations could increase the use of different
scenarios. Currently housing associations mostly use social aspects in the decision making in the
tactical management. Housing associations could make more use of financial scenarios in the complex
policy. Housing associations could use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in the tactical
level, to see what the complexes can add to the social task and to the financial optimisation of the
portfolio, so more substantiated decisions can be made.
When the best financial scenario out of the complex policy is the selling of real estate, housing
associations could act on it and sell the houses if it is possible. They could sell when there is a demand
for specific types of houses and when it does not compromise the core social housing stock. The sales
of social houses can be to sitting tenants, it can be individual sales or it can be sold to private or
institutional investors. Housing associations should properly substantiate the decision of which houses
could be sold.
When developing different scenarios for a complex, investors have insight in the current performance
of the complexes. Housing associations should have insight in the current financial and social
performance of the complexes. Financially as well as socially, so better decisions can be made when
developing the complex policy. When a complex does perform positively socially, but it can also be
sold for a high amount of money, then housing associations need to be able to make a substantiated
decision regarding the chosen scenario for this complex. The information provision of housing
associations should be on an acceptable level in order to achieve this insight in the performance of
complexes.
Investors often aim at a maximisation of the rent increase to optimise the financial result. Housing
associations could optimise the rent setting policy to optimise the rental income which is allowed
within the rules and regulations that are in force. The rent increase in the social housing sector is
dependent on the household income, if households can pay more rent, then housing associations could
increase the rent. In this way housing associations optimise their rental income.
The last precondition in the tactical management is to valuate on market value rented state. Valuating
on market value rented state is required in order to make substantiated decisions in the development
of the complex policy. This valuation method is already introduced in the social housing sector when
the new Housing Act came into force. Housing associations have to valuate on market value rented
state for the first time in the annual report of 2016.
The comparison of the tactical level produced five preconditions for housing associations:
•
•
•
•
•

Use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in the tactical level
Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold
Have insight in the current financial and social performance of the complexes
Optimise the rent setting policy
Valuate on market value rented state
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5.5

Operational management

The essential difference in operational management between housing associations and investors is
that investors almost always outsource the operational management. Housing associations are
organisations that are mostly active on a local basis, so contact with the tenants is of importance.
Investors almost always outsource, with one of the reasons being that they are active on a larger
geographical scale.
5.5.1 Preconditions for housing associations
The comparison of the operational management showed one difference. Investors almost always
outsource the operational management in contrast to housing associations.
The operational management can be outsourced when the vertical steering in the real estate
management process is systematic and concrete goals are formulated, as is the case with investors.
Investors outsource the operational management which has certain advantages like flexibility and
scale advantages. If housing associations improve their real estate management process and create a
more systematic method, they can outsource the operational management. This can optimise the real
estate management and thereby indirectly optimise the financial result.
The comparison of the operational management produced one precondition for housing associations:
•

5.6

Outsource the operational management

Overview of preconditions

The comparison of the real estate management of housing associations and investors has produced
fifteen preconditions for housing associations. The preconditions are focussed on an optimisation of
the organisation, processes and activities of housing associations. This can optimise the use of financial
elements in the real estate management of housing associations in order to optimise the financial
result.
Comparison of organisations
•
•

Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit
Allocate to the largest possible target group

Comparison of the real estate management models
•
•

Start the policy making process in the strategic level
Implement more hierarchy in the real estate management process

Comparison of the strategic level
•
•
•
•
•

Set financial goals in the strategic management level
Set tangible goals for the tactical level
Compare the results to other housing associations by using benchmarks
Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process
Minimise the effect of external influence by adjusting the to be made agreements to the
already developed policy
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Comparison of the tactical level
•
•
•
•
•

Use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in the tactical level
Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold
Have insight in the current financial and social performance of the complexes
Optimise the rent setting policy
Valuate on market value rented state

Comparison of the operational management
•

5.7

Outsource the operational management

Conclusion

The real estate management of housing associations and investors have been compared in this
chapter. Five aspects of the real estate management are compared, these are respectively:
organisations, real estate management models, strategic management, tactical management and
operational management. The comparison of the aspects has produced fifteen preconditions for
housing associations that can help optimise the financial result. Some preconditions are aimed at an
optimisation of the organisation; some are aimed at an optimisation of the processes; and some are
aimed at an optimisation of the activities.
The preconditions aimed at an optimisation of the organisation are focussed on an unequivocal
process with more hierarchy and adding more control in the process. This facilitates a more systematic
real estate management which increases the chance that company and portfolio objectives are being
achieved.
Preconditions focussed on optimising the processes are also aimed at creating a more systematic real
estate management. These preconditions are to a great extent focussed on inserting financial elements
in the real estate management of housing associations. By inserting more financial elements into the
real estate management process, next to the existing social elements, more substantiated choices can
be made. This improves the quality of decision making and can thereby optimise the financial result.
When the decision making process is systematic and transparent, the decision-making can be properly
explained to stakeholders or to the management of housing associations.
The last set of preconditions are aimed at utilising the available policy space. The income opportunities
of housing associations are limited by rules and regulations. But inside these limited rules and
regulations, there are possibilities to optimise the financial result by utilising the policy leeway inside
these rules and regulations. Optimising the financial result is one the one hand accomplished by
developing the real estate management with financial aspects, but is on the other hand accomplished
by optimally utilising the leeway inside the rules and regulations. By utilising the leeway in the rules
and regulations, housing associations can optimise their financial result.
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6. The new Housing Act
The new Housing Act that came into force in 2015 has an impact on the activities that housing
associations are allowed to conduct. The new Housing Act is strict expected to have a significant
influence on the operations of housing associations. This can potentially have a significant influence
applicability or result of the preconditions obtained from the comparison of real estate management
of housing associations and investors in the previous chapter. The articles in the new Housing Act are
examined to determine the level of influence the new Housing Act has on the operations of housing
associations. The articles in the new Housing Act are examined and linked to the preconditions it
potentially influences. The sub question to examine this is:
Which articles of the new Housing Act influence the preconditions that can optimise the real estate
management and thereby the financial result of housing associations and what is the effect of these
articles?
The first section examines the functioning of the new Housing Act to understand how the Act functions.
The articles of the new Housing Act that can influence the preconditions are examined and linked to
the preconditions in section two of this chapter. In the third section the influence of the articles on the
preconditions is elaborated. The last section of this chapter draws conclusions on the influence of the
new Housing Act on the preconditions.

6.1

Functioning

The tasks of the housing associations are given by the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations
through the newly, in 2015, introduced Housing Act. The Housing Act consists of three layers: the
Housing Act, the Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing and the Ministerial regulations, and
respectively goes from abstract to concrete regulations as can be seen in figure 14. The new Housing
Act determines the framework in which housing associations have to operate and what sort of
activities can be conducted. The Act thereby influences to what extent housing associations can use
certain preconditions derived in the previous chapter.
The Housing Act is the basis of the law and consists abstract,
legislative text in the form of articles. The Housing Act refers to
articles of the Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing, which
is subordinate legislation wherein the details for the execution of
the law are explained. The Decree Authorised Institutions Social
Housing is a further elaboration of the Act which gives housing
associations more clarity about what is demanded and expected of
them. The Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing also refers
to subordinate legislation, namely to the ministerial regulations. F IGURE 14: E LABORATION OF THE NEW
This is a further elaboration which supports the Decree Authorised H OUSING A CT
Institutions Social Housing with an extensive explanation of certain subjects of the Act. The Ministerial
regulation are issued three times, on July 1st 2015, January 1st 2016 and on January 1st 2017 (AEDES,
2015).
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6.2

Relevant articles

The articles of the Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing are examined to determine which
articles of the new Housing Act influence the preconditions for housing associations. The Decree
Authorised Institutions Social Housing is a further elaboration of the new Housing Act and is thereby
more concrete than the Housing Act. Therefore, the articles of the Decree Authorised Institutions
Social Housing are examined. After the determination of the articles, the preconditions from chapter
five are linked to the articles.
In table 5 below, an overview of the different chapters, subjects and articles of the Decree Authorised
Institutions Social Housing can be seen. This table is a result of an analysis of the Decree Authorised
Institutions Social Housing, which is divided into nine chapters. Chapter V, activities of authorised
institutions, has the most influence on the activities of housing associations, and thereby on the
preconditions. Most articles examined come from this chapter of the Act. Other articles from other
chapters that have a considerable influence on the activities of housing associations are showed in
table 5 below and are also examined.
Chapter
Subject
1. General terms

BTIV
Article
1

Summary of the chapter and/or subject
Definition of terms

2. Housing cooperatives

2-4

Housing cooperatives

3. General terms concerning
authorised institutions

5-18

4. Legal form and organisation of
authorised institutions

19-33

Authorization and withdrawal of institutions, cooperation
partnerships, financial transactions, tenants consultation
and securing provisions
Legal form, approval of decisions by the Minister, the board,
the supervisory board, annual account and –report, public
housing report
For the sale of real estate to third parties, housing
associations often require permission from the Minister. In
some cases there is no need for permission. Other real estate
than houses or social real estate never need permission of the
Minister
Housing associations have to valuate their real estate using
the market value in rented state
Activities, SGEI, juridical or administrative separation,
operating area, rent setting, target groups, merger and
splitting, and various others
Municipalities have to form housing market regions with at
least two adjacent municipalities and a minimum size of
100.000 households
A municipality can make performance agreements with a
housing association when there is a municipal housing policy.
Municipalities are not obligated to make these agreements.
When the performance agreements are being set, the tenants
organisations are a full-fledged party in the negations
Housing associations may only perform non-SGEI activities
after it appeared that market parties are not interested. This
does only apply to administratively divided housing
associations, so not to juridical separated ones
Housing associations must allocate 95% of new leases to
housing allowance grantees to a house under the capping
limit

Rules regarding
sales of real
estate

Market value in
rented state
5. Activities of authorised
institutions

22-27

31
34-110

Regionalisation

34-37

Performance
agreements

38-40

Market test nonSGEI

41-45

Appropriateness
test

54-56
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90%-allocation
norm

57-60

Overcompensation

61

Separation or
division of SGEI
and non-SGEI
activities
Role of tenants
organisation

64-90

Rent sum
approach

101

6. Sanitation of and project
support regarding authorised
institutions
7. Supervision on authorised
institutions and subsidiaries
8. Further provisions concerning
authorised institutions
9. Transitional and final provisions

73, 74,
84 &
86

111119
120123
124 &
125
126148

80% of social houses should be allocated to the primary
target group (income < €36.798), 10% may be allocated to
the secondary target group (€36.798-€41.056), 10% may be
allocated to the tertiary target group (people who struggle to
find adequate housing like disabled people)
When housing associations unjustly receive too much state
aid for SGEI activities they are overcompensated.
Overcompensation is calculated with the use of formulas.
When there is overcompensated, the housing associations
have to reimburse the government for this
Housing associations have to separate their SGEI and nonSGEI activities juridical, administratively or a hybrid form of
the aforementioned. This separation has to make sure that
state aid is allocated to SGEI activities
Tenants organisations get a greater say in numerous fields
like: nominating commissioners for the board, negations in
performance agreements and the right of consent when
housing associations merge, split or change their holding
structure
The total sum of rents from all SGEI houses is allowed to
increase with inflation plus a percentage (1,5% for 2018) set
by the government
Sanitation- and project-support, mandating the sanitation
task, and supervision and regime
Supervision on authorised institutions and subsidiaries
Further provisions concerning authorised institutions
Transitional and final provisions regarding the Housing Act
and associated acts

T ABLE 5: S UBJECTS OF THE D ECREE A UTHORISED I NSTITUTIONS S OCIAL H OUSING THAT CAN INFLUENCE THE ACTIVITIES AND THEREBY
THE PRECONDITIONS OF HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS ( PRICE LEVELS OF 2018) (B LOK , 2017 A ; O VERHEID , 2016; R IJKSOVERHEID , 2017)

All articles that potentially influence the activities of housing associations and thereby the
preconditions derived in chapter five are listed in table 5 on this and the previous page. The
preconditions have to be linked to these articles in order to determine in what way these articles affect
the preconditions. In table 6 on the next page, the preconditions are linked to the articles and are listed
to create an overview of which precondition is influenced by which article.
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Precondition
Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit

Subject
Market test non-SGEI

BTIV Article
41-45
64-90

Allocate to the largest possible target group

Separation or division of
SGEI and non-SGEI activities
Appropriateness test
90%-allocation norm

57-60

Start the policy making process in the strategic level

Not influenced by the Act

-

Implement more hierarchy in the real estate management
process

Not influenced by the Act

-

Minimise the effect of external influence by adjusting the
to be made agreements to the already developed policy

Performance agreements

38-40

Role of tenants organisation

73, 74, 84 & 86

Set financial goals in the strategic management level

Over-compensation

61

Set tangible goals for the tactical level

Not influenced by the Act

-

Compare the results to other housing associations by
using benchmarks

Not influenced by the Act

-

Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in
the acquisition process

Regionalisation

34-37

Use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in
the tactical level

Not influenced by the Act

-

Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could
be sold

Rules regarding sales of real
estate

22-27

Have insight in the current financial and social
performance of the complexes

Not influenced by the Act

-

Optimise the rent setting policy

Rent sum approach

101

Valuate on market value rented state

Market value in rented state

31

Outsource the operational management

Not influenced by the Act

-

54-56

T ABLE 6: S UBJECTS OF THE D ECREE A UTHORISED I NSTITUTIONS S OCIAL H OUSING THAT CAN INFLUENCE THE
ACTIVITIES AND PRECONDITIONS OF HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS

All the preconditions are linked to articles of the Decree Authorised Institutions Social Housing of the
new Housing Act. To determine the influence of the articles, each precondition and the influence of
the corresponding articles of the new Housing Act on it are examined in the next section. Preconditions
that are not influenced by the new Housing Act are not discussed in this chapter. These preconditions
concern organisational or process-based improvements on which the new Housing Act does not have
an influence.

6.3

Effect on the preconditions

In this section the influence of the articles of the new Housing Act on the preconditions are examined.
First, a short summary is given of the precondition. Secondly, the effect of the BTIV article(s) that are
linked to the precondition are explained. At last, there is concluded to what extent the precondition
are applicable and can optimise the financial result.
6.3.1 Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit
Houses that have a rent above the liberalisation limit have less rules and regulations than houses with
a rent under the liberalisation limit. By engaging in letting houses above the liberalisation limit, housing
associations can strive for a maximisation of profit. Housing associations can use the profit made from
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non-SGEI activities to finance the SGEI activities. The new Housing Act contains two articles that
influence the operations of housing associations in letting houses above the liberalisation limit. The
subject of the articles are ‘separation or division of SGEI and non-SGEI activities’ and ‘market test nonSGEI’.
Before the new Housing Act came into force, housing associations could use state aid for SGEI and nonSGEI activities. This meant that housing associations had an advantage over investors in the non-SGEI
sector because investors did not receive state aid and housing associations did. There was unfair
competition in the non-SGEI sector according to the European Commission. The European Commission
ultimately obliged the social housing sector to separate the SGEI and non-SGEI activities.
Housing associations are now legally required to delink their non-SGEI activities from their SGEI
activities. This is accomplished by an administrative division within the housing association or by legally
splitting the non-SGEI activities into a separated partnership.
An administrative division means that housing associations have to administratively assign all of its
costs, benefits, assets and liabilities to a SGEI branch and a non-SGEI branch. All guaranteed loans,
loans guaranteed by the government and municipalities, are allocated to the SGEI branch. Housing
associations have to ensure that both, the SGEI and non-SGEI branch, are viable and financeable. To
achieve this, the SGEI branch provides the non-SGEI branch with an establishment loan, which must
be repaid by the latter. The amortisation schedule is equal to that of guaranteed loans that were raised
at the time of the provision of the establishment loan.
In a legal separation, the housing association separates all of its non-SGEI and SGEI activities, and
assigns the non-SGEI activities to one or more partnerships. Thereby, they must ensure a proper
allocation of costs between SGEI and non-SGEI activities. Housing associations must also ensure that
both, themselves and the partnership, are viable and self-financeable after the separation. The
partnership must amortise the loan, annuity or linear, within 15 years.
This division or separation must ensure that social destined capital is allocated to the SGEI activities,
which are assigned to the housing associations. This creates a level playing field in the non-SGEI sector,
but has taken away an opportunity for housing associations to earn money in the non-SGEI sector. In
the new Housing Act it is still possible to engage in the letting of houses above the liberalisation limit
in a few different ways, but it has become less profitable and more risky for housing associations.
A housing association, that has divided their SGEI and non-SGEI administratively, may only perform a
non-SGEI activity after it appeared that market parties are not interested. The municipality performs
the market test, and can then ask the housing association to carry out the activity. When the housing
association is willing to accept the activity, the Authority of Housing Associations assesses whether the
market test meets all the requirements and if the activities fit in the working field of the housing
association. In addition, the Social Housing Guarantee Fund assesses whether the non-SGEI activities
have a too large, negative impact on the SGEI activities. The market test is not required if a housing
association demolishes houses when they are restructuring and non-SGEI houses are built on the land
which is released at the request of the municipality. The market test does not relate to housing
associations that chose a legal separation.
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Before the enforcement of the new Housing Act housing associations could use state aid, in the form
of guarantees on loans, for both the SGEI and the non-SGEI sector. The new Housing Act changed this
because of an intervention of the European Commission that stated that there was not a level playing
field in the non-SGEI sector. Because of this, housing associations had to divide or separate their SGEI
and non-SGEI activities so they cannot use state aid for the non-SGEI sector anymore. When housing
associations have divided administratively they can only engage in non-SGEI houses after a market test
has been executed by the municipality. When there is chosen for a legal separation no market test has
to be executed, housing associations are free to engage in non-SGEI houses. Both, an administrative
division or a legal separation, cannot use state aid anymore in the non-SGEI sector, so housing
associations are exposed to the same risks as investors. This makes it a lot more risky and unattractive
for housing associations to engage in housing above the liberalisation limit. The new Housing Act has
a significant influence on this precondition.
6.3.2 Allocate to the largest possible target group
Housing associations are allowed to allocate houses to households with a limited income level. The
leeway between the levels, which are determined by the Act, can be optimally used to maximise the
financial result. The new Housing Act contains two articles that influence the possibility to choose the
target groups where houses are allocated to. These articles are ‘appropriateness test’ and ‘90%allocation norm’.
The first and most important article is the ‘appropriateness test’. It dictates that housing associations
must allocate 95% of the new leases to housing allowance grantees to a house with a rent under the
capping limit of €597,30 or €640,14 (Blok, 2017a), depending on the household composition and
income shown in table 7. This measure is introduced to keep social housing affordable for the main
target group and to lower the amount of housing allowance the government has to grant.

Household type
Single-person < O.A.P.-border
Multi-person < O.A.P.-border
Single-person > O.A.P.-border
Multi-person > O.A.P.-border
Appropriate

Annual
household
income
€22.400
€30.400
€22.375
€30.400
Not-appropriate

Price of rent in contract at the moment of
allocation
≤ €597,30
≤ €640,14
≤ €710,68
≥ 95%
< 5%
≥ 95%
< 5%
≥ 95%
< 5%
≥ 95%
< 5%

T ABLE 7: A PPROPRIATENESS TEST (P RICE LEVEL 2018, DATA OBTAINED FROM B LOK , 2017 A )

The appropriateness test can lead to a lower supply of houses for the primary target group. There is
not a minimum percentage in the Act that states what share of primary target groups have to be
housed. Housing associations could focus on the secondary target group with an income between
€30.000 and €36.798 (Blok, 2017a). For that group housing associations are free to set the rent up until
the maximum of €710,68 (Blok, 2017a). So housing associations can choose to house less households
of the primary target group and focus on the secondary target group.
The second article which influences the allocation of houses is the ‘90%-allocation norm’. This article
complements the ‘appropriateness test’. It dictates that housing associations have to allocate 80% of
the houses to the primary target group which are households with a maximum income of €36.798
(Blok, 2017a). 10% may be allocated to the secondary target group which are households with an
income between €30.000 and €36.798 (Blok, 2017a). The last 10% can be freely allocated, but priority
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has to be given to people who struggle to find adequate housing. This article also decreases the
freedom of housing associations regarding the allocation of houses to tenants.
The possibilities for allocating to the largest possible target group are reduced because the new
Housing Act prescribes a large amount of rules regarding the allocation of houses to tenants. There is
some room for housing associations to allocate to the secondary target group in the article
‘appropriateness test’, so they can ask higher rents. However, the ‘90%-allocation norm’ states that
only 10% can be allocated to the secondary target group and 10% freely, with priority to people who
struggle to find adequate housing. The new Housing Act has negatively influenced the level of freedom
regarding the allocation of houses. However, there is still some room for financial optimisation when
housing associations put more focus on the secondary target group. Housing associations can optimise
the financial result when they fully exploit this maximum of 10%.
6.3.3 Minimise the effect of external influence
Agreements with external parties can possibly determine the policy of housing associations on
different policy subjects before the policy is actually developed or executed. Housing associations
should minimise the effect of external influence by adjusting the to be made agreements to the already
developed policy. In this way a housing associations optimises the chances of policy objectives being
achieved. The new Housing Act contains two articles which have an external influence on the
operations of housing associations. The first and most important article is the subject ‘performance
agreements’, the second article is ‘tenants organisation’.
According to the new Housing Act, a housing association is deemed to reasonably contribute to the
execution of the municipal housing policy. To ensure this contribution, performance agreements can
be made between the housing associations, the municipalities and the tenants organisations.
However, the municipality is not required to establish this policy. When there is not a municipal
housing policy established, then performance agreements are not mandatory and the municipality in
question cannot appeal to the Minister whenever there is a conflict between them and a housing
association.
There are six themes that must be discussed in the performance agreements according to the Housing
Act. These six themes are: social housing stock: building and acquiring; sales and liberalisation of the
social housing stock; affordability and accessibility of the social housing stock; accommodating specific
target groups like students, seniors, disabled and priors like refugees; quality and durability of the
housing stock; and investing in liveability and social real estate.
The performance agreements are determined by completing four steps. First the public housing policy
is drafted. This policy is reassessed every four to five years. Secondly, the housing associations prepare
and make a bid which is reassessed every year. Then the performance agreements are determined. At
last the performance agreements are realised and evaluated.
Housing associations are obligated to make performance agreements if the municipality drafts a public
housing policy and wants to make performance agreements. The performance agreements sets goals
for housing associations which they have to try to fulfil. A number of activities that housing associations
want to execute has to be discussed with the municipality and the tenants organisation, and have to
be determined before they can be executed. The tenants organisation became a full-fledged party at
the negotiations on the performance agreements with the enforcement of the new Housing Act, just
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like the municipality. The making of performance agreements has three evenly matched parties at the
negotiation table. This potentially has a negative influence on the policy freedom of housing
associations.
Housing associations did not have to make performance agreements with the municipality and tenants
organisation before the introduction of the new Housing Act, but did already make certain agreements
with the municipalities before the introduction of the Act. Since the introduction of the new Housing
Act, the agreements became more official. This can potentially influence the policy freedom and
thereby the possibility to optimise the financial result. However, the influence of housing associations
on these agreements is high. The agreements are made in consultation with the municipality, so if a
housing associations has determined its portfolio policy, it can make agreements that fit the current
portfolio policy to minimise the external influence.
6.3.4 Set financial goals in the strategic management level
Financial goals have to be established in order to steer on financial return. The new Housing Act
contains one article which indirectly influences the setting of financial objectives named
‘overcompensation’. This article does not negatively influence the possibility of setting financial goals
nor does it block housing associations from setting financial goals, but it has an indirect influence on
the financial return of housing associations.
Housing associations receive state aid for the SGEI activities. When housing associations unjustly
receive too much state aid for these activities, they are overcompensated. Overcompensation occurs
when there is realised more than a reasonable annual profit on SGEI activities after the provision of
compensation from the government, in other words state aid. To determine the reasonable annual
profit, the return is compared to the IPD-index return on residential property. The IPD-index is the
average return of investors in the residential real estate sector. When the direct return of housing
associations is higher than the IPD-index, housing associations have to reimburse the government.
Initially, only the direct return is considered.
When housing associations outperform the average investor, they have to reimburse the government
according to the new Housing Act. The precondition ‘setting financial objectives in the form of setting
a return objective’ can help housing associations optimise their financial steering and thereby the
financial result. This precondition is not affected by the new Housing Act. However, the article
‘overcompensation’ in the new Housing Act counteracts the thought of an efficient organisation that
wants to achieve a high financial return. Housing associations can potentially be punished if they
outperform the IPD-index. This legislation does not stimulate housing associations to perform better.
6.3.5 Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process
The location of houses is one of the most determining factors for a guaranteed cash flow and value
development. Location choice is also of importance for the spreading of risks. When the houses in the
portfolio are located in different housing markets and different local economies, then the risk of the
total portfolio is low. A deliberate location choice can help housing associations lower the risks and
optimise the financial result. The new Housing Act contains one article that has an influence on the
location wherein housing associations are allowed to operate, the article is called ‘regionalisation’. The
article states that housing associations can only be active in the housing market region which they are
assigned to according to the new Housing Act. There are a total of 19 housing market regions in the
Netherlands, which can be seen in figure 15 and in more detail in table 8. Housing associations are
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allowed to conduct any type of activity in the housing
market region they are assigned to. However, housing
associations are merely allowed to keep exploiting,
maintaining, improving or selling houses that are outside
their housing market region. New housing cannot be
acquired and the development of newly built housing is
not allowed outside their housing market region.
Housing associations are merely allowed to develop
newly built housing outside their housing market region
on land already owned by housing associations.
Housing associations are appointed to one of the 19
housing market regions by the government and are
bound to the rules and regulations elaborated in the
previous paragraph. Because of this, housing F IGURE 15: H OUSING MARKET REGION S (B LOK , 2016)
associations are not allowed to acquire or develop newly built houses outside of their housing market
region. Risk cannot be spread anymore because housing associations can only be active in their own
housing market region, which mostly consists of comparable local economies and housing markets.
Choosing the location of newly to acquire or develop houses is an important factor for the future cash
flow and value development, which can optimise the financial result of the real estate of housing
associations. However, the new Housing Act has decreased the opportunities in location choice by
introducing the housing market regions. Inside these housing market regions, housing associations are
still allowed to invest in different kinds of locations. The location choice can still optimise the financial
result of housing associations despite the regionalisation. The extent of financial optimisation is less
because of the housing market regions in which housing associations are allowed to be active.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Housing market region
Friesland
Groningen/Drenthe
Noord-Holland Noord
Zwolle/Stedendriehoek
Metropoolregio Amsterdam
Amersfoort/Noord-Veluwe/Zeewolde
Holland Rijnland
Oost Nederland
U 16
Food Valley
Haaglanden/Midden-Holland/Rotterdam
Arnhem/Nijmegen
Woongaard
Drechtsteden/Hoeksche Waard/Goeree
Overflakkee
Noordoost Brabant
West-Brabant en Hart van Brabant
Zeeland
Metropoolregio Eindhoven
Limburg

Number of
municipalities
24
35
18
22
32
15
14
21
16
7
28
18
19
12

Number of housing
associations
10
19
13
23
30
9
15
18
24
7
45
17
14
10

Number of
Households
285.320
498.103
287.257
405.875
1.124.826
215.837
243.977
379.245
401.804
125.968
1.170.977
351.765
167.802
172.544

19
24
12
21
33

13
15
10
13
27

273.225
474.052
160.634
334.422
561.595

T ABLE 8: N UMBER OF MUNICIPALIT IES , HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS AND
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6.3.6 Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold
Housing associations should properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold. When
the best scenario out of the complex policy is the selling of real estate, housing associations could act
on it and sell the houses if it is possible. This can directly optimise the financial return.
The new Housing Act contains one article which has a moderate influence on the sales of houses which
is ‘rules regarding sales of real estate’. For the sale of real estate to tenants there is usually no need
for permission from the Minister. However, when real estate is sold to third parties, investors for
example, then permission is mostly needed. Housing associations have to ask permission to the
Minister as well as permission from the municipality.
The precondition of sales of real estate can possibly influence the decisions made of which houses are
sold. Sales to sitting tenants is almost always possible, but when there is sold to third parties
permission is often required. When the permission is granted it does not negatively influence the
precondition, when permission is not granted, it does. The new Housing Act has a negligible influence
on the sales of housing.
6.3.7 Optimise the rent setting policy
Housing associations could optimise the rent setting policy in a way that the rent income is as much
as allowed within the rules and regulations that are in force. The new Housing Act contains one article
that basically sets all the rules regarding rent increase. The subject of the article is ‘rent sum approach’.
The rent sum approach prescribes how much housing associations are allowed to increase the rent. It
states that housing associations may not increase the total sum of rent with more than 1% plus
inflation. The percentage of rent increase differs per income group, as can be seen in table 9.
Parameters 2018
Maximum rent increase

Maximum rent sum increase for housing associations

3,9% for households with an income below or equal
to €41.056
5,4% for households with an income above €41.056
2,4%

T ABLE 9: R ENT SUM APPROACH PAR AMETERS (D ATA OBTAINED FROM B LOK , 2017 B )

Optimising the rent setting policy optimises the financial result because the direct return is increased.
The new Housing Act protects the tenants from a too large increase in rent with the rent sum approach.
The rent sum approach does give housing associations an instrument to implement a higher rent
increase for households that have a too high income for a certain house. The rent sum approach does
leave some leeway for housing associations to tweak with. However, this leeway is decreased because
of the new Housing Act.
6.3.8 Valuating on market value rented state
When real estate is valuated on market value rented state, policy decisions of housing associations do
not influence the value of houses. Currently housing associations use the company value as the method
of valuation. The company value is a valuation method which is influenced by policy decisions.
Currently, the value of houses differs between housing associations because there is not an
unequivocal valuation method, caused by the company value valuation method. When the market
value rented state is used, the real value of the houses is shown.
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The new Housing Act contains one article which obliges housing associations to use the market value
rented state in the eponymous subject of the Act. This is one of the few articles in the new Housing
Act that stimulates the optimisation of the financial result. The Act obliges housing associations to
valuate using the market value rented state. Housing associations have to use the market value rented
state for the first time in reporting year 2016. Market value rented state is essential for steering on
financial result. It creates a foundation for real estate management focused on financial return.

6.4

Conclusion

The new Housing Act creates clarity in the social housing sector by setting clear rules. The policy
freedom of housing associations is reduced because everything from target groups to rent setting is
more strict because of the introduction of the new Housing Act. The focus of the housing associations
returns to the core task, which is providing affordable housing for low income groups on a local level.
It cuts off most possibilities for commercial activities. From the three groups of preconditions,
organisational optimising preconditions, process optimising preconditions and activity optimising
preconditions, the new Housing Act merely influences the activity optimising preconditions.
The new Housing Act has an influence on eight of the fifteen preconditions, which are all elaborated
in this chapter. Six of these preconditions are substantially influenced by the new Housing Act. The
preconditions regarding the rent setting policy, allocation policy, conducting SGEI-activities, location
choice and external influence are all negatively influenced. The preconditions are still possible to a
certain extent, but the leeway for the application of these preconditions has decreased. The sixth
precondition that is influenced by the Act is the valuation method. This is the only precondition that is
positively influenced. The new Housing Act obligates housing associations to use the market value
rented state. Two preconditions, the selling of houses and setting financial goals on a strategic level,
are influenced in an indirect way. This means that the preconditions are still applicable despite the
indirect influence. Notwithstanding the negative influence of the new Housing Act, there still is some
leeway for housing associations to optimise their financial result with the help of the preconditions,
despite the narrow bandwidth in which housing associations have to operate. The effect of the
preconditions will not be as great as they could be before the introduction of the new Housing Act, but
it can still help to optimise the financial result.
The seven preconditions that are not influenced by the act, which are not elaborated in this chapter,
are all focussed on the composition of the organisation and processes of housing associations. These
preconditions are focussed on creating an optimal climate to achieve a more structured real estate
management and thereby optimise the financial result. Therefore, these preconditions are, in theory,
still applicable in housing association.
Overall can be stated that the new Housing Act negatively influences six preconditions. These are all
preconditions that are focussed on an optimisation of the activities. The preconditions that are
focussed on an optimisation of the organisation and processes are not affected by the Act and are still
applicable in housing associations.
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The executed literature review and the following comparison between the real estate management of
housing associations and real estate investors in the context of the new Housing Act presented fifteen
preconditions. These fifteen preconditions can, in theory, be applied to the real estate management
of housing associations to improve the real estate management. This can subsequently improve the
financial optimisation of the real estate portfolio, which can be described as asset management. These
fifteen preconditions are tested in practice in this chapter, to research the applicability of these
preconditions. This leads to the following sub question:
To what extent are the preconditions applicable in the real estate management of housing associations
after the introduction of the new Housing Act and to what extent do they contribute to the optimisation
of the financial result?
The first section of this chapter determines research method. Section 7.2 elaborates and discusses the
interviews. In the third section, section 7.3, the results are analysed and directly linked to the
preconditions to discuss the applicability. Ultimately, conclusions are drawn from the results of the
interview.

7.1

Research method

This section elaborates on the research method. Firstly, the research design is elaborated. Thereafter,
the selection of respondents is explained. The data collection is set out in the third part. At last, the
method of analysis of the results is explained.
7.1.1 Research design
Because of the lack of literature regarding asset management in housing associations, due to the fact
that asset management is a relatively new phenomenon in the social housing sector, there are no
developed models for asset management in housing associations nor is there any data regarding asset
management in housing associations. Therefore, this research is explorative and of a qualitative
nature. This research combines a literature review with in-depth, semi-structured interviews to realise
the goal of the research.
7.1.2 Selection of respondents
The selection of respondents has been done by using other explorative research into asset
management. The research showed that the size of the housing associations has a significant influence
on the type of organisation and also on the extent to which asset management can be applied.
Organisations with less than 7.500 units are relatively small and have to determine if asset
management is functional in their organisation. Organisations with more than 15.000 units are
relatively large and can be certain that asset management can be functional in their organisation. So
the size of the housing associations that are going to be interviewed are housing associations with
approximately 7.500 to 15.000 units.
The selection of the respondents has led to interviews with four housing associations that are actively
implementing or using asset management. The interviews are held with employees of housing
associations that are responsible for the implementation of asset management. These employees are
active with asset management which increases the level of knowledge regarding asset management in
comparison to other employees.
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Housing associations which are active with asset management are determined with the help of a list
of respondents from the research “Asset management in housing associations; more than a hype” by
Segers (2015), and by directly contacting housing associations. This leads to the following list of
respondents, which can be seen in table 10.
Housing
association
Working region

Casade
Waalwijk e.o.

Groenwest
Northwest Utrecht

Zayaz
Den Bosch

Number of
units
Interviewee

+- 11.000

+- 12.000

+-13.000

Standvast wonen
Nijmegen, Beuningen en
Druten
+-9.000

Sander Kock

Gerco Jonker

Maarten Oomnes

Theo van Heulekom

Function

Portfolio manager
value based
management
Social housing sector
and accountant

Asset manager /
advisor real estate

Asset manager

Manager real estate and
strategy

Social housing sector

Institutional real
estate sector and
hotel sector

Social housing sector

Work history
interviewee

T ABLE 10: O VERVIEW OF PARTICIPATING HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS

7.1.3 Data collection
The first part of the research consists of a literature review. This literature review made use of different
types of documents: research, dissertations, professional literature and professional surveys. The
second part of the research, the testing of the theoretical findings, is done with the help of semistructured expertise interviews. The preconditions are tested with the help statements for and
questions to the respondents. Additional questioning takes place depending on the answers of the
respondents. In this way, detailed information can be gathered and the underlying ideas and motives
of the respondent can be determined. The interviews have a duration of one and a half hour up until
two hours. The interviews take place at the office of the respondent and is recorded, so the interviews
can be transcribed and no information is lost. The elaborated interview can be seen in appendix I.
7.1.4 Analysis
The interviews in this research are structured and analysed. The structuring consists of transcribing the
interview, subsequently labelling it and then ordering the labels. From here, the interviews are
analysed per label or theme. The results of this analysis are discussed in the following section.

7.2

Results

In the following paragraphs the results of the interviews are elaborated. The results are categorised
into seven subsections. The first subsection addresses asset management in housing associations in
general. In the following subsection, questions related to the allocation policy and separation of SGEI
and non-SGEI activities are discussed. Questions discussing the influence of the housing market region
and the role of municipalities and tenants organisations are addressed in the third subsection.
Subsequently, the real estate management pyramid and strategic level, the tactical level and the
operational level are discussed, in respectively subsections four, five and six. The last subsection
reviews the general influence of the new Housing Act on asset management in housing associations.
The goal of the results is to research if the preconditions derived in chapter five are applicable in the
real estate management of housing associations, to check the influence of the new Housing Act on the
preconditions and to adjust the preconditions if necessary.
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7.2.1 Asset management and housing associations
Asset management is defined as ‘the optimisation of the financial return of the housing stock’
according to the literature assessed in this research. It is important to check if the respondents define
the term ‘asset management’ the same as it is defined in this research. The definition is correct
according to all respondents, but some remarks were made that have the social nature of housing
associations as the connecting factor. Casade and Standvast Wonen gave their own interpretation to
asset management, which is: think like an investor, act like a housing association. All the same analyses
are done as investors, but when it comes to the decision-making phase, more aspects than finances
are taken into account. These aspect are social aspects such as the availability of houses, the
affordability of houses and sustainability. In this interpretation, asset management is used as a mean
to develop better insight in the consequences of proposed decisions, in order to better substantiate
decisions regarding real estate, towards the company itself and its stakeholders. Groenwest interprets
asset management as an evolution of the existing strategic housing stock management. The goal of
asset management is the same as Casade and Standvast Wonen, which is to better substantiate
decisions. The definition of asset management used in this research is acknowledged by the
respondents. However, remarks are made that the definition is a bit more nuanced and can be
summarised as ‘think like an investor, act like a housing association’.
All respondents started with the implementation of asset management in 2015, but the chosen
approach for the implementation and the phase of implementation differs significantly. The
respondents can be divided into two groups regarding the approach of implementation as well as the
implementation phase.
Groenwest and Zayaz both chose to hire a new employee for the function asset manager, and made
the new acquired asset manager, together with someone from the management team, responsible for
the implementation of asset management. Both housing associations are passed the starting phase,
but merely implemented limited aspects of asset management. The asset manager has more of an
advisory role, than really being a link in the process in the organisation.
Casade and Standvast Wonen chose another route for the implementation of asset management. They
both formed a core team with current employees, with the argument that it creates broad support in
the organisation. In the core team the future owners of the real estate take place, the so-called asset
managers. Current employees are educated and trained for their new owner role, instead of hiring
new personnel for the function. Casade is in a more advanced phase of implementation and is currently
giving asset management a full place in the organisation, while Standvast Wonen has already altered
the organisational structure of the company to position and anchor asset management in its
organisation.
What stands out in the approach of implementation and the implementation phase is the difference
between the two groups of respondents, while starting the process of implementation at the same
time. The two groups show a relation between the approach of implementation and the
implementation phase in which they are in. The housing associations that decided to start the
implementation process with the help of a core team composed by current employees coming from
different disciplines in the organisation are in a more advanced stage of implementation relative to
the housing associations who chose not to create a core team. A remark made by Zayaz fits well with
the formation of a core team. They stated that the approach of implementation has to be changed
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otherwise the implementation will fail. They opted the aforementioned approach of creating a core
team in which the future owners take place so that asset management starts to live in the organisation.
7.2.2 Allocation policy and the separation of SGEI and non-SGEI activities
One of the most encompassing changes in the new Housing Act is the change in the allocation policy,
specifically the 95% rule and the 80-10-10 rule. The allocation policy of houses is more strict than it
was before the introduction of the new Housing Act.
The new allocation policy has a marginal effect on the allocation policy of Standvast Wonen and Zayaz,
and hence, their income opportunities. Standvast Wonen and Zayaz have always paid attention to
keeping their housing stock affordable, so the transition from the old to the new allocation policy
merely had a small effect. The allocation of houses was an aspect of housing associations that could
be tweaked with, but the bandwidth in which can be tweaked has been decreased by the new Housing
Act according to Standvast Wonen.
Casade and Groenwest experience moderate to substantial effects on their allocation policy. Casade
states that the allocation policy is strict, but that it better suits the original objective of housing
associations, which is to provide affordable housing for households with low income. Casade reacted
to the change in allocation policy by decreasing operating expenses. Groenwest feels the effect of the
new allocation policy, in particular in the new building policy, which made them focus on the quality
to price ratio of the houses because less rent can be asked due to the new allocation policy.
Casade and Groenwest both state that the most potential income opportunities are in the mid and
high rent. These opportunities are now significantly less because of the new allocation policy. Less
opportunities for housing associations in the mid and high rent subsequently means that the supply of
rental houses for middle income households decreases. Zayaz acknowledges the decreasing supply of
rental houses for middle income households.
Zayaz and Standvast Wonen also stress that other housing associations, which did not allocate
appropriately before the introduction of the new Housing Act, experience a negative effect on their
income. Housing associations which ask a high percentage of maximum reasonable rent, like 90%, are
almost forced to lower rents, otherwise they do not comply with the requirements set in the new
Housing Act. The bandwidth of allocating is narrowed which means that the income opportunities out
of the allocation of housing associations in general are limited.
Some respondents stated that the most potential income opportunities are in the middle and high
rental sector. These opportunities are decreased because of the new allocation policy, as mentioned
in the previous paragraph, and are further decreased by another encompassing subject of the new
Housing Act, the separation of SGEI and non-SGEI activities. The separation of SGEI and non-SGEI
activities has influence on the non-SGEI portfolio size of all respondents. Three respondents state that
they are fixating the size of the non-SGEI portfolio because of the new Housing Act, while one
respondent states that it is going to decrease the size of its non-SGEI portfolio. Overall can be stated
that the separation has a substantial effect on the size of the non-SGEI portfolio. The separation fixates
or decreases the non-SGEI portfolio of all respondents, which further decreases the supply of rental
houses for middle income households as is the case with the new allocation policy.
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When the effect on the size of the non-SGEI portfolio is translated to the financial consequences of
this separation, marginal to moderate effects are seen. Most respondents experience a marginal
effect, but stress that there are certain risks caused by the separation which can lead to more
comprehensive financial consequences. One of the risks is that expenses increase when property is
moved from the non-SGEI to the SGEI portfolio. The expenses increase because of a heavier
administrative burden on SGEI property and because of the rental levy that has to be paid for SGEI
property. Another respondent states that the financial consequences are marginal if the products that
a housing association develops are adjusted to the possible rent levels. Another risk is that when
complexes, with SGEI and non-SGEI property in it, are split in the wrong way. This can increase the risk
of the SGEI portfolio because the value of the property can decrease.
Standvast Wonen puts the separation of SGEI and non-SGEI in a broader and historic perspective. If
the starting point is that housing associations were developing expensive rental houses and also
developing houses for sale, then the financial consequences are significant. But someone can also
reason that the situation of the last decade was not a proper situation in the social housing sector. The
financial consequences depend on the chosen starting point. This research takes the pre-new Housing
Act era as the starting point, so according to Standvast Wonen housing associations experience
moderate financial consequences because of the separation.
Before the new Housing Act, the SGEI and non-SGEI activates did not have to be valuated on market
value rented state. Some housing associations were already valuating their non-SGEI portfolio on
market value rented state, but not their SGEI portfolio. The new Housing Act obliges housing
associations to valuate all its property on market value rented state. This is one essential precondition
for being able to use asset management. The new Housing Act gives housing associations two ways of
valuating on market value rented state, a light-version and a full-version. All four respondents see
valuating on market value as an absolute precondition for the execution of asset management and all
respondents chose the full-version with a comparable argumentation. The full version forces housing
associations to actively think about what factors determine the value of a certain object and also forces
them to order and complement the data of all objects.
The new allocation policy and the separation of SGEI and non-SGEI activities limit the income
possibilities of housing associations. On top of the constriction in allocation policy and non-SGEI
activities, the rent setting is constrained by the introduction of the rent sum approach. The rent sum
approach sets the maximum rent increase for different kinds of target groups of housing associations.
This means that the rent sum approach influences the rental policy of housing associations. The rent
sum approach had to be used in the year 2017, when the interviews were taken, for the first time.
Because of this, the knowledge regarding the rent sum approach and possible consequences is limited.
As a result the knowledge regarding the influence on the rental policy and its effect on the rental
income is minimal.
Groenwest and Standvast Wonen both think that the rent sum approach offers housing associations a
more tailored approach for rent setting, which is seen as a positive effect. For example, households
with too high incomes in relation with the house they rent can be given a higher rent increase, and the
rent of households with a low income, the primary target group, can be subdued. Groenwest also
argues that housing associations choose a similar rental policy when they are not restricted by the
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rules and regulations of the rent sum approach. Despite the limited knowledge regarding the rent sum
approach, its prospected influence on the rental income will be marginal according to the respondents.
The rules and regulations of the new Housing Act limit the policy freedom and thereby the financial
leeway of housing associations. The respondents experience marginal to moderate effects on their
policy freedom and financial leeway, because the chosen policy of their housing association was,
broadly speaking, in line with the newly introduced policy before it was introduced. However, they all
agree that substantial risks are linked to the regulations of the new Housing Act, if those new rules and
regulations are not processed properly or if the policy of housing associations deviated too much from
the newly introduced policy, like asking a high percentage of reasonable rent or allocating to a large
target group.
7.2.3 Housing market region and the role of municipalities and tenants organisations
The new Housing Act not only changes the rules and regulations regarding allocation, SGEI and nonSGEI property and rent setting, but also changes the operating area of housing associations. The new
Housing Act divides the Netherlands into 19 housing market regions in the subject called
regionalisation. Each housing association is allowed to be active in only one housing market region.
This regulation is created to stimulate housing associations to become more regionally focused
organisations.
All respondents are active in one single housing market region, therefore the operating area of the
interviewed housing associations did not reduce. However, the interviewed parties did share their
knowledge regarding other, larger housing associations which are active in more than one housing
market region. There is stated that these housing associations did feel the consequences of the
regionalisation. The regionalisation made things more difficult for larger housing associations because
performance agreements have to be made with every individual municipality. However, housing
associations that are active in more than one housing market region, like Portaal or Alliantie, did get
exemptions from the ministry. The goal of creating the housing market region was to tempt large
housing associations to divide itself in smaller, more regionally active housing associations. However,
the example of Portaal and Alliantie shows that it is still possible to be active in multiple housing market
regions.
When the respondents are asked if housing associations are taking more risks when they are active in
only one single housing market region, they all respond that housing associations are taking more risks
when they do. Risks can be that the total housing stock is located in a shrinking rural region or that the
housing association does not get along with the municipality in their particular housing market region.
According to one respondent, there are a few more risks that are caused by the regionalisation. The
first risk is that local housing associations often lack the financial means to build sufficient new houses.
With the regionalisation there are less housing associations that can help other housing associations
to build sufficient new houses. The second risk is that there can be seen that housing associations,
which are active in more than one housing market region, are project-based selling in certain
municipalities. This can create social housing gaps in certain municipalities. There is one respondent
that disagrees with the statement that housing associations are taking more risks. They state that when
a housing association is active in only one housing market region, they know the area inside out.
However, they do state that it is sensible to spread the risk over multiple housing associations in certain
vulnerable housing market regions, like the so-called shrinking rural regions, like Zuid-Limburg. The
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risk that housing associations take in, for example, these rural shrinking areas, fits well with a remark
made by Zayaz which stated that housing associations should be an affiliate of the government. In this
way the risk of being active in only one housing market region is covered nationally instead of locally
by a single housing association.
Housing associations have to make performance agreements with all municipalities and tenants
organisations in which they are active, according to the new Housing Act. The tenants organisation got
a heavier role in the performance agreements because of the new legislation. Something similar to
performance agreements with the municipality was already in use in the previous Housing Act, but the
introduction of performance agreements in the new Housing Act made it more official. Because of
these performance agreements, housing associations have to predetermine the activities for the
coming year. This can potentially influence the policy freedom of housing associations.
The performance agreements have a marginal to moderate influence on the policy freedom of the
respondents. The views of the different respondents vary slightly. Two respondents recognise that the
role of tenant organisations marginally changed, they got a more important role and a heavier vote in
the performance agreements. However, the execution of these performance agreements is essentially
the same as before the introduction of the new Housing Act according to one respondent. Another
respondent states that every offer made to the municipalities and tenants organisation has to be
calculated properly. They observe that some housing associations make an offer which is too ambitious
and cannot be realised. However, there is also stressed that, with the heavier role of the tenants
organisation, an additional supervisor is developing for housing associations. Integrally executed
supervision by a central government is preferred by one respondent, instead of more local supervision.
The aspects that are influenced by the performance agreements have a wide variety, from no aspects
to all aspects. So there are not any specific aspects that are affecting all housing associations. However,
there are certain aspects that correspond with each other, which are aspects that are important for
municipalities. These are aspects like sustainability, the availability of affordable houses, life-proof
homes and the transformation of existing complexes.
The judgment on the influence of the performance agreements on potential income also varies widely
from no influence to a strong influence. The main view of all parties is that performance agreements
are made in close consultation with the other parties, so housing associations can influence the
agreements in a way where it has a marginal influence on their potential income. However, one
respondent states that all matters that are determined in the performance agreements are forming a
framework that puts pressure on the financial leeway of housing associations. Two respondents also
state that the new rules and regulations regarding performance agreements can be seen positively.
7.2.4 The real estate management pyramid and the strategic level
The research into commercial real estate management, conducted in chapter four of this research,
showed that hierarchy is important in the real estate management process of commercial real estate
investors, and therefore, important for the execution of asset management. Hierarchy is essential in
the real estate management process because it is necessary for the controlling and steering of the real
estate management process.
Two respondents completely agree with the statement that hierarchy is essential. They both stress
that hierarchy is necessary and that the owner role of the real estate has to be clear so responsibility
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is taken by someone. It is impossible to be the owner of something with three departments. Although
hierarchy is necessary according to the two respondents, this does not mean that information from
property management, the so-called bottom-up information, is not important for asset management.
This information is needed in order to make substantiated decisions. The process of real estate
management is described by one respondent as a permanent eight-track, just like the model of Van Os
(2007), in which all three management layers are involved and important.
Housing associations are traditionally non-hierarchical organisations, so it takes time for certain people
in the organisation to let the newly introduced hierarchy settle down. The other respondent states,
despite the fact that they think hierarchy is necessary, that the organisation is currently not adequately
organised for hierarchy. This is largely due to the fact that the knowledge regarding asset management
is only present in a couple of employees. It is also due to missing basic preconditional elements inside
the organisation, elements like data knowledge, reporting structures and that the financial department
has to facilitate asset management. The respondent wants to create a core team with clear owner
roles, as discussed in 7.2.1, which substantiates the judgement of the respondent that hierarchy in the
organisation is important.
Another respondent states that there is some extent of hierarchy in its organisation, but it is more like
a one-two between the portfolio manager and asset manager. Hierarchy is only present minimally.
They do state that housing associations which have more hierarchy in its organisation are likely to have
more asset managers in their organisation, instead of one asset manager for around 12.000 units,
which is the case in the respondents housing association. However, one asset manager on 12.000 units
is too much for one asset manager according to the respondent. There was one respondent that
disagrees with the finding that hierarchy is essential in the real estate management process. However,
they do stress that asset management has to be structured and given a full place in the organisation.
The three-way split in the real estate management pyramid is not set in specific functions in the
organisation, but it practically works that way in the organisation of the respondent. So indirectly the
respondent thinks that hierarchy is necessary, but not as tight as the findings from literature and
statement might suggest.
Hierarchy means that the real estate policy is made from the top-down, according to the real estate
management pyramid. According to the literature, housing associations tend to start their real estate
management process from the middle level. They often start their policy from a neighbourhood level,
which can be seen as the tactical level. The literature research into investors shows that policy making
has to start from the top level in order to be successful.
Policy making in the real estate management process has to start from the top level according to two
respondents. They both stress that a vision for the portfolio and accompanying financial preconditions
have to be presented to the tactical level in order to successfully execute asset management. One
respondent has a more nuanced view on the statement that policy making has to start from the top
level, it emphasises the importance of information gained from the lower management levels. They
state that if plans are developed at a large distance from the particular level that has to execute it,
then there is a high chance that the plans do not land in that particular part of the organisation.
However, the respondent does value that a vision is presented somewhere, but only after the
necessary question are laid down in the particular level of the organisation where the vision is made
for. Another respondent agrees with the latter and states that it is not always necessary to start policy
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making on a portfolio level. They also stress that information from the lower levels is important. As
discussed, this is also the case in the methodology of real estate management of investors.
The overall view of the respondents is that policy making has to start at the top level with a clear plan
for the lower levels, but that bottom-up information is also of importance. Factually, the elaboration
of the real estate management process is and has to be top-down, but bottom-up information is vital
too. Information coming from the neighbourhood level has to be transferred to the strategic level, so
the strategic level can include it in its overarching portfolio plan. If plans are made on a neighbourhood
level instead of on a portfolio level, then housing associations are taking risks in the fulfilment of their
strategic policy.
7.2.5 The tactical level
In order to make asset management function, goals have to be given from the strategical level to the
tactical level. The tactical level, asset management, has to achieve the goals set by the strategical level.
By setting goals, the performance of the tactical level can be controlled and modified if necessary.
In general, strategic goals are given to the tactical management by the respondents. These goals mainly
consist of a desired portfolio in combination with financial preconditions, which are aimed to keep the
finances above minimum standards. One respondent rightly notes that a strategic policy made on basis
of rules and regulations is not a sufficient strategic policy. A sufficient strategic policy is when housing
associations develop a desired portfolio, which the tactical management can translate into actions on
a complex level.
One important goal given by the strategic level to the tactical level is financial return. Financial return
is a critical precondition in order to conduct asset management. Financial return goals are set in all
interviewed housing associations, but the scale level on which they are set varies widely. One
respondent, Standvast Wonen, is the frontrunner. They currently set area-based return goals, so inbetween the strategic and tactical level. They are most advanced when it comes to setting financial
return goals, which is in line with the implementation phase of Standvast Wonen, they are in the most
advanced stage as discussed in section 7.2.1. They are currently translating the financial return goal
from an area-based level to a complex level. The other three respondents have different scale levels
in which they set a financial return goal. One respondent sets financial return goals for their SGEI, nonSGEI and commercial real estate on a strategic level. They are currently working on a project based
financial return. The two other respondent only set financial return goals for newly-built projects. All
respondents are working towards setting financial return goals on a project or complex level. This
substantiates the importance of financial return goals for the successful execution of asset
management.
In order to steer on financial return on a complex level, insight in the financial performance on a
complex level is needed. This is a fundamental precondition for the execution of asset management.
All respondents agreed to the statement that insight in financial performance on a complex level is
necessary. A remark was made that steering on financial return is not the only matter of importance
when asset management is executed, they state that social matters are also of importance. Not one
respondent has insight in the financial performance of complexes, which explains that not one housing
association is setting financial return goals on a complex level. The main bottleneck of the lack of
insight of the financial performance on a complex level is insufficient data or the lack of data on a
complex level. The respondents are currently working on completing the data, which is a time-
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consuming activity. When the data is on a respectable level, then housing associations start setting
financial return goals on a complex level.
The lack of data to steer on financial return on a complex level is one of the two main reasons why the
respondents do not participate in a benchmark to compare the financial return with other housing
associations. The other reason why they do not participate is that the existing benchmark, the
IPD/AEDEX benchmark, lacks a certain quality. There is not a standard format in submitting the data
by housing associations, this means the benchmark data is not uniform, so apples are being compared
with oranges. This currently makes the benchmark unreliable. One respondent suggests that the VEXnorm, a norm that classifies real estate in types and building year, can be used to compare apples with
apples in the benchmark. When the VEX-norm is used, similar types of real estate is compared with
each other, which makes the benchmark more accurate and thereby useful for housing associations.
All respondents state that they want to participate in a benchmark in the future when their data quality
is on an acceptable level.
In contrast to commercial real estate investors, housing associations put more effort in social return.
Social return is as important as financial return for housing associations. Social return is the search of
all housing associations at this moment, especially for housing associations that are implementing
asset management. The question is, how does a housing association weigh or value social return. Social
return can be when a housing association gives a rental discount on the market rent in a certain
complex. This is seen as a social performance, but what value can be given to this performance. For
most housing associations the financial return is preconditional, because the social effect is most
important according to a respondent. Social return can be matters like the aforementioned rental
discount, or matters like the energy label, supply for a special target group or adding supply in areas
where there is a high demand. Another respondent explains the way in which they determine social
return. The respondent is labelling investments and all costs that have a social nature, these two
combined are then the social investment. This social investment is compared to the total investment
in an equation. The outcome of this equation lowers the financial return to a certain extent, which can
be seen as the social return or social dividend.
When the policy per complex is developed, commercial real estate investors use different kind of
scenarios to help formulate the best possible policy. Housing associations are non-profit organisations
with a social goal, so housing associations do not only take financial aspects into account, but also take
social aspects into account as mentioned in the previous paragraph. Every interviewed housing
association uses financial and social factors in the scenario to develop the complex policy. The general
view on the scenarios is that complexes or neighbourhoods are scored on financial factors as well as
social factors. These scores are combined and from there policy is made.
Housing associations use comparable systematics to score complexes on financial and social aspects.
One respondent uses a quadrant to visualise the financial and social return of different complexes. The
financial and social returns are rated and filled in the quadrant, which then shows if some complexes
stand out because of a negative or positive combined performance. When, for example, a complex is
underperforming in both social and financial return, action is required in that particular complex.
Another respondent implies five constrictions per complex, like affordability, liveability, continuity and
revenue. With the help of these five constrictions, bar charts are made to see the difference in market
and social value. In this way, the social value can be presented in percentages and also in money.
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Another type of systematic is giving scores to complexes in which a complex can score between minus
five and plus five, from a negative to a positive effect on the portfolio strategy. The complexes are
given scores on aspects like building year, the presence of an elevator, energetic performance et
cetera. All respondents use systematics to score their portfolio, all systematics that show a lot of
similarities.
One of the outcomes of the tactical scenarios can be that complexes need to be sold. The interviewed
housing associations all use the tactical scenarios as a substantiation to sell houses. One respondent
states that when complexes have a high financial return or strategically fit in the portfolio, it will not
be sold. The other respondents have a similar explanation on their sales policy. The decision to sell is
made on basis of a hold-sell analysis, with a combination of financial and social factors as previously
discussed in this section. Property is sold when for example a complex has high exploitation costs or
the housing association wants to stimulate home-ownership. One respondent states that they ideally
want to make decisions on selling property by comparing different motives, but because of scarcity
and the availability of adequate housing, the decision to not sell is often made mandatory.
The greater extent of elements used in the tactical management level, derived in chapter five of this
research, are already being used by the respondents. However, two crucial element of asset
management are not present in the tactical management of the respondents, which is insight in the
financial performance on a complex level and the setting of financial return goals on a complex level.
The absence of both crucial elements of asset management can be explained by a lack of data, which
is not sufficient or is not available on a complex level.
7.2.6 Operational management
The operational management of housing associations is mostly executed in-house, in contrast to
commercial real estate investors, where the greater extent outsources the operational management.
Commercial real estate investors are able to outsource the operational management because the real
estate management process is executed more systematically. When the real estate management
process of housing associations is improved and is made more systematically, more operational
matters could be outsourced. This could lead to a higher quality operational management against
lower costs, because organisations that are specialised in operational management could be deployed.
Three of the four respondents are currently outsourcing aspects of the operational management.
These three are currently outsourcing the housing distribution system and certain parts of the
maintenance. According to two respondents, financial advantages are in particular possible in housing
associations that have smaller organisations. When a couple of smaller housing associations are active
in one region and all have their own rental department. It is more effective to organise one rental
department for all housing associations in that certain region. One respondent sees opportunities in
outsourcing for all housing associations, but states that it is a painful subject for housing association,
because they like to keep most activities in-house with the argument that it serves their social goals.
One respondent thinks that all options for outsourcing have to be researched. The main argument for
keeping the operational management in house is because it is socially according to housing
associations. With more socially meaning, for example, that employees of housing associations take
more time for tenants. This argument is contradicted by the respondent. Agreements with contractors
can be made regarding time and attention for tenants. There are practical examples that prove that
outsourcing can lower the costs and create a higher customer satisfaction. Practical examples can be
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found in housing associations Zo Wonen and Parteon. The argument used by housing associations, that
in-house execution of operational management is socially, is not a valid argument against outsourcing.
All respondents are convinced that outsourcing can decrease the costs and increase the quality of
certain services if proper agreements are made with the contractor. The added value has to be found
in better quality or higher customer satisfaction at the same or lower costs. The examples of
outsourcing of Zo Wonen and Parteon shows that outsourcing can increase customer satisfaction and
lower costs, while keeping their service social.
7.2.7 General picture of the influence of the new Housing Act
After all questions are addressed the respondents are asked if they can indicate to what extent the
new Housing Act influences the execution of asset management in housing associations. Three
respondents state that asset management is a result of the introduction of the new Housing Act. The
Housing Act requires housing associations to account for a lot of activities, more than was the case
before the new Housing Act. Asset management can help substantiate and clarify why and how
housing associations make certain choices regarding their real estate. The housing Act forces housing
associations to look at their real estate with a more conscious view according to two respondents, it
forces housing associations to improve its real estate management. Another respondent states that
the new Housing Act puts more emphasis on the accountability of housing associations, on looking at
the costs and benefits. Because of this, there is a tendency in housing associations to give more
attention to financial return, which housing associations call asset management. The policy freedom
and thereby the possibilities to earn money are decreased according to the respondent.
One respondent has a slightly different view on the influence of the Housing Act on asset management,
it sees it as negative and positive at the same time. It is negative because it limits the policy freedom
and thereby the financial leeway, because housing associations are bound to SGEI activities, social
houses. But this also has a positive influence on asset management, because the possibilities of
housing associations are limited, thereby making the implementation of asset management more
manageable for housing associations.
The general view of the respondents is that asset management is a response to the introduction of the
new Housing Act. They see it as a tool that can help answer the requirements, that housing associations
have more accountability and have to substantiate their choices, of the new Housing Act. The new
Housing Act limits the possibilities of housing associations and thereby makes it easier to implement
asset management. However, most respondents state that the decreased policy freedom influences
the financial leeway negatively.
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7.3

Applicability of preconditions

The results from the previous section are connected to the preconditions and model, both derived in
chapter five, in this section. The influence of the results on each precondition is discussed first in
subsection 7.3.1. After that, the consequences for the preconditions are summarised briefly and
presented in a table in subsection 7.3.2. The consequences for the model are elaborated and the model
is adjusted to the results if necessary in subsection 7.3.3.
7.3.1 Influence of the results on the preconditions
This section discusses all preconditions. The results of the interview are summarised shortly by showing
the accompanying questions and responses. Thereafter, the applicability of the preconditions are
discussed.
Engage in letting houses above the liberalisation limit
The applicability of the precondition is marginally to moderately influenced by the new Housing Act
according to the respondents. The effect on the policy of non-SGEI activities is substantial which in
practice translates to housing associations that are fixating or decreasing the size of its SGEI portfolio.
When this is projected on the effect on the income opportunities of housing associations, a marginal
effect can be seen. The answers of the respondents show minimal distribution as can be seen in table
11, which suggests that comparable housing associations could experience the same effects. Despite
the marginal effect on the income opportunities of the respondents, they do stress that there are
certain risks caused by the separation which can lead to more comprehensive financial consequences.
The influence of the new Housing Act is thorough, not one housing association wants to expand its
non-SGEI portfolio because of the new Housing Act. This combined with the marginal to moderate
effects on the income opportunities, suggests that the applicability of the precondition is limited to
some extent.
Separation of SGEI and non-SGEI
activities
The separation of SGEI and non-SGEI
activities has influence on the size of the
non-SGEI portfolio of the housing
association.
(no effect 0 0 0 0 0 strong effect)
Are there financial consequences for
housing associations caused by the
separation of SGEI and non-SGEI
activities? (no effect 0 0 0 0 0 strong effect)

Casade
000X0

Groenwest
00X00

Zayaz
00X00

Standvast
00X00

0X000

0X000

0X000

00X00

Result
Moderate to
substantial
effect 3.25/5

Applicability after
new Housing Act
Limited applicable,
opportunities in the
non-SGEI sector
significantly limited.

Marginal to
moderate
effect 2.25/5

T ABLE 11: S EPARATION OF SGEI AND NON -SGEI ACTIVITIES
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Allocate to the largest possible target group
The precondition to allocate to the largest possible target group is also constricted by the new Housing
Act. The 95% rule and the 80-10-10 rule in the new Housing Act have a moderate effect on the
allocation policy of housing associations. Two respondents experience marginal influences because
their allocation policy was similar to the allocation policy prescribed by the new Housing Act. The two
other housing associations experience moderate effects. The effect on income opportunities are also
marginal to moderate as can be seen in table 12, just as the effect on the allocation policy. All housing
associations do however stress that that the income opportunities for housing associations in general
are significantly limited because of the new allocation policy, the bandwidth in which could be
allocated is narrowed. The allocation of houses was something that could be tweaked with, but this
has been decreased, which means that the precondition is still applicable, but the positive effect on
income is limited.
Allocation policy
The new Housing Act, specifically the 95%
rule and the 80-10-10 rule, changed the
allocation policy of the housing
association.
(no effect 0 0 0 0 0 strong effect)

Casade
00X00

Groenwest
000X0

Zayaz
0X000

Standvast
0X000

Does the changes in allocation policy
influence the income opportunities of the
housing association? (no effect 0 0 0 0 0
strong effect)

00X00

00X00

0X000

0X000

Result
Marginal to
substantial
2.75/5

Applicability after
new Housing Act
Applicable, but with
significant lessened
financial leeway.

Marginal to
moderate
2.5/5

T ABLE 12: A LLOCATION POLICY

Optimise the rent setting policy
The effect of the rent sum approach on the rent setting policy is marginal for one half of the
respondents and unknown for the other half. When this effect is translated to the effect on income
opportunities, the two respondents experience moderate effects. However, all respondents state that
the measure is still new for them and therefore knowledge is limited, so the judgement has a high
uncertainty, which can be seen in table 13. With the answers of the respondents that have some
knowledge regarding the rent sum approach, there can be stated that the precondition is applicable,
but with some decreased financial leeway. Only some respondents answered the questions, so no
valuable conclusions can be drawn.
Rent sum approach
The introduction of the rent sum
approach influences the rental policy of
the housing association. (no influence 0 0
0 0 0 strong influence)

Casade
Unknown

Groenwest
0X000

Zayaz
0X000

Standvast
0X000

Which adjustments where introduced in
response to the rent sum approach?

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Does the rent sum approach change the
rental income?
(strongly negative 0 0 0 0 0 strongly
positive)

Unknown

00X00

Unknown

00X00

Moderate 3/5

Result
Marginal
effect
2/5

Applicability after
new Housing Act
Applicable, but
with significant
lessened financial
leeway.

T ABLE 13: R ENT SUM APPROACH
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Valuating on market value rented state
A precondition which is essential for asset management is the valuation on market value of the
portfolio. All respondents completely agree that it is a crucial precondition for the execution of asset
management. This can be seen in table 14, there is no spread in the answers of the respondents. The
new Housing Act made it mandatory to valuate on market value, but gives two options to calculate the
market value, the light- and the full-version. All respondents chose for the full-version, which is the
best option if they want to implement asset management. This also underlines that it is an essential
precondition. The new Housing Act has a positive influence on this precondition by obliging housing
associations to valuate on market value.
Market valuation
The valuation on market value is an
important precondition if housing
associations want to steer on financial
return. (completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0
completely agree)

Casade
0000X

Groenwest
0000X

Zayaz
0000X

Standvast
0000X

Result
Completely
agree
(5/5)

Applicability after
new Housing Act
Already applied, the
new Housing Act
obliges the market
value rented state.

T ABLE 14: M ARKET VALUATION

Put more weight on the location choice of the houses in the acquisition process
The regionalisation measure in the new Housing Act influences the working area of housing
associations. All respondents are active in one single housing market region, so the new measure had
no direct effect on their operating area as can be seen in table 15. However, the respondents stated
that larger housing associations that are active in more than one housing market region did feel the
consequences of the regionalisation. Three of the four respondents also stated that housing
associations are taking risks by being active in only one single housing market region. The main
example and the largest risk seen by the respondents are housing associations that are active in
shrinking rural areas. Housing associations in these shrinking rural area bear the risks of the negative
developing housing market by itself, because housing associations outside these housing market
regions are not able to help because they cannot act outside their own housing market region. So the
measure of the new Housing Act has effect on the possibilities of housing associations to expand and
spread risks. The precondition is still applicable, but only to a certain extent.
Regionalisation
The operating area of housing
associations is reduced by the
regionalisation (the introduction of
housing market regions).
(not reduced 0 0 0 0 0 strongly reduced)

Casade
X0000

Groenwest
X0000

Zayaz
X0000

Standvast
X0000

Are housing associations taking more
risks when they are active in one housing
market region instead of multiple housing
market regions? (yes/no)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Result
No effect
(1/5)

Yes

Applicability after new
Housing Act
Applicable, but location
limited to the housing
market region in which
they are active and has
influence on other
housing associations
according to the
respondents.

T ABLE 15: R EGIONALISATION
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Minimise the effect of external influence
The precondition ‘minimise the effect of external influence’ is influenced by the new Housing Act
through the newly introduced performance agreements. The main view of the respondents is that the
agreements are made in close consultation with the other parties, so housing associations adjust the
agreements to the already developed portfolio policy. The views of the respondents on this subject
vary widely as can be seen in table 16, from no influence to a strong influence. Some respondents state
that not one aspect of real estate policy is influenced while another respondent states that all aspects
are influenced. The external influence has grown in strength, but housing associations can consult with
the influencing parties. The precondition is still applicable, but it became a bit more difficult after the
introduction of the new Housing Act.

Performance agreements
The performance agreements made with
the municipalities and tenants
associations have influence on the policy
freedom of housing associations.
(completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0 completely
agree)

Casade
00X00

Which aspects of real estate policy are
influenced
by
the
performance
agreements?

No
aspects

Do the predetermined performance
agreements influence the potential
income of housing associations? (no
influence 0 0 0 0 0 strong influence)

0X000

Groenwest
0X000

Key aspects
of
municipal
policy
X0000

Zayaz
0X000

All
aspects

0000X

Standvast
Wonen
00X00

Key aspects
of
municipal
policy
0X000

Result
Marginal to
moderate 2.5/5

Applicability
after new
Housing Act
Applicable,
when there is
properly
consulted with
stakeholders.

No aspects to
all aspects

No effect to
strong effect
2.5/5

T ABLE 16: P ERFORMANCE AGREEMENT S

Implement more hierarchy in the real estate management process
An essential element of asset management is the presence of hierarchy in the real estate management
process. Housing associations should implement hierarchy in the organisation of the real estate
management process. Most respondents agree with this precondition. Two respondents state that
hierarchy is necessary, as well as the owner role of the real estate. The other two respondents also
think that hierarchy is necessary, but do not think that it has to be as tight as the other two respondents
think it should be. All four respondents stress that bottom-up information is crucial, just like top-down
steering. So all respondents do agree with the fact that hierarchy is necessary, however, the extent of
hierarchy differs. Currently, two of the four respondents already have some extent of hierarchy
implemented in the organisation. The precondition is not unitarily accepted, but most of the
respondents agreed to the fact that hierarchy is necessary as can be seen in table 17.
Hierarchy
Hierarchy in the organisation of real
estate management process is necessary
to successfully implement asset
management.
(completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0 completely
agree)

Casade
0X000

Groenwest
000X0

Zayaz
0000X

Standvast
0000X

Result
Agree
(4/5)

Precondition of asset
management
Yes, partly in operation

T ABLE 17: H IERARCHY
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Start the policy making process in the strategic level
In order for asset management to be successful, real estate policy making should start from the top
level, the portfolio level. Two respondents completely agree with the precondition. They both stress
that a vision for the portfolio and accompanying financial preconditions have to be presented to the
tactical level in order to be successful. Two other respondents give more weight to the fact that
information from the lower levels is important. However, in the real estate management of investors
bottom-up information is also of importance, but the actual strategy making and plans are made in the
top level, with the help of the bottom-up information. The overall view of the respondents is that policy
making has to start at the top level with clear plans for the lower levels to execute. But, just like the
precondition hierarchy, most respondents stress bottom-up information is crucial. So the precondition
is validated by the respondents, with the remark that bottom-up information plays a crucial role. Like
the precondition ‘implement more hierarchy’, this precondition is already partly in use by some
respondents.
Start the policy making process in the
strategic level
An unequivocal real estate
management is needed in order to
execute asset management, thereby
the real estate management process
must start from the portfolio level.
(completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0
completely agree)

Casade
0X000

Groenwest
0000X

Zayaz
00X00

Standvast
0000X

Result
Agree
(3,75/5)

Precondition of asset
management
Yes, partly in
operation

T ABLE 18: S TART THE POLICY MAKI NG PROCESS IN THE STRATEGIC LEVEL

Set tangible goals for the tactical level
Strategic goals have to be set for the tactical level of housing associations in order to monitor and
improve the performance of the tactical level. Two housing associations are currently setting sufficient
goals for the strategic level. One housing association agrees with the fact that tactical goals have to be
set, but states that sufficient goals are currently not set. One respondent stresses that a strategic policy
made on basis of rules and regulations is not a sufficient strategic policy. A sufficient strategic policy is
a detailed desired portfolio, where the tactical level can work towards. So, the respondents agree that
clear objectives have to be set for the tactical level, but not all respondents currently set sufficient
goals. The precondition is accepted by the respondents.
Tactical goals
Goals are given from the strategical
level to the tactical level. (yes/no)

Casade
Yes

Groenwest
Unknown

Zayaz
No

Standvast
Yes

Result
Yes and no

Precondition of asset
management
Yes, partly in operation

T ABLE 19: T ACTICAL GOALS
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Set financial goals in the strategic management level
An essential precondition for the execution of asset management is the setting of financial return goals
according to literature. All respondents are working towards financial return goals on a complex level,
which substantiates the finding from literature. However, not one housing associations is currently
setting financial return goals on a complex level. The frontrunner is setting return goals on an areabased level. One of the main reasons for the lack of financial return goals on a complex level is the lack
of data on a complex level. All interviewed respondents substantiate that financial return goals have
to be set on a tactical level in order to successfully use asset management.
Financial return
Financial return goals are set on a
strategical level. (yes/no)

Casade
Yes

Groenwest
Yes

Zayaz
No

Standvast
yes

Result
Yes

Financial return goals are set on a
tactical level. (yes/no)

No

No

No

No

No

Precondition of asset
management
Yes, partly in operation

T ABLE 20: F INANCIAL RETURN

Use more scenarios with financial and social aspects in the tactical level
Every interviewed housing association uses financial and social factors in their scenarios to develop
the complex policy as can be seen in table 21. They all use comparable systematics to score complexes
on social and financial aspects. However, a remark has to be made. Housing associations currently do
not have insight in the financial performance on a complex level, so the financial scenarios are currently
made with data from a neighbourhood level or higher. This makes the current complex scenarios
inaccurate. So there is room for improvement in the scenario making of housing associations when it
comes to the financial elements in the scenarios.
Scenarios on a tactical level
Both social and financial scenarios are
used to develop the policy per complex.
(completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0 completely
agree)

Casade
0000X

Groenwest
000X0

Zayaz
0000X

Standvast
0000X

Result
Completely
agree
(4,75/5)

Precondition of
asset management
Yes, partly in
operation

T ABLE 21: S CENARIOS ON A TACTIC AL LEVEL

Properly substantiate the decision of which houses could be sold
In the execution of asset management, selling houses should be done on basis of scenarios using holdsell analyses. All interviewed housing associations use tactical scenarios to substantiate why they sell
houses as can be seen in table 22. The selling of houses is one of the outcomes of the scenarios made
in the tactical level. So the respondents are already executing the precondition, which also validates
the precondition. One respondent made a remark that the decision to sell is often not made, even
when it is financially attractive. The reason for this is scarcity and the availability of adequate housing.
This precondition is already in operation, but is influenced by the availability of social housing and the
housing market.
Sales policy
The sales of houses is determined by
comparing different scenarios.
(yes/no)

Casade
Yes

Groenwest
Yes

Zayaz
Yes

Standvast
Yes

Result
Yes

Precondition of asset
management
Yes, in operation

T ABLE 22: S ALES POLICY
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Have insight in the current financial and social performance of the complexes
Asset management can be seen as steering on financial return. In order to steer on financial return,
insight in the financial performance on a complex level is needed. Currently, not one housing
association has insight in the financial performance on a complex level. However, all respondents are
working towards it. The cause of this is the same as the cause for not setting financial return objective,
which is a lack of data on a complex level. The fact that all respondents are working towards insight in
the financial performance on a complex level, substantiates the precondition.
Insight in the financial performance
Insight in the financial performance on
a complex level is required to steer on
financial return. (completely disagree 0
0 0 0 0 completely agree)

Casade
0000X

Groenwest
0000X

Zayaz
0000X

Standvast Wonen
0000X

Result
Completely
agree
(5/5)

Precondition of
asset management
Yes

T ABLE 23: I NSIGHT IN THE FINANC IAL PERFORMANCE

Compare the results to other housing associations by using benchmarks
To optimise the financial result of the portfolio, the performance of complexes could be compared to
the results of other housing associations through a benchmark. Currently, not one housing association
is using a benchmark to compare the financial performance of complexes as can be seen in table 24
below. This has two reasons. The first reason is that not one housing association has insight in the
financial performance on a complex level, so it is impossible to compare. The second reason is that the
current benchmarks are not accurate because of a lack of control on the supplied data. All respondents
want to participate in a benchmark when these two causes are eliminated, which substantiates that
benchmarking potentially is a useful tool in asset management of housing associations.
Benchmark
The financial return goals are compared
to a benchmark. (yes/no)

Casade
No

Groenwest
No

Zayaz
No

Standvast
No

Result
No

Precondition of asset
management
Yes

T ABLE 24: B ENCHMARK

Outsource the operational management
Three respondents are currently outsourcing aspects of operational management, namely the housing
distribution system and certain aspects of maintenance. One respondent states that the outsourcing
of all aspects of operational management should be explored. There are examples from practice from
other housing associations which prove that aspects of operational management can be outsourced
while still keeping a certain social quality in the services. This example proves that customer
satisfaction can be increased, while lowering cost and keeping the service social. All respondents are
convinced that outsourcing can increase the quality of certain services while lowering the costs.
Operational management
Financial advantages are possible when
operational activities are outsourced.
(completely disagree 0 0 0 0 0 completely
agree)

Casade
00X00

Groenwest
000X0

Zayaz
0000X

Standvast
000X0

Is the operational management currently
executed in-house? Will the operational
management be outsourced in the
future? (yes/no)

Yes

No, partly

No, partly

No, partly

Result
Agree
(4/5)

Precondition of
asset management
Yes, partly in
operation

No

T ABLE 25: O PERATIONAL MANAGEMENT
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7.3.2 Overview of the preconditions
This section forms an overview of how the results influences the preconditions and shows if, and how,
the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0, derived in chapter five of this
research, is altered by these preconditions.
Overview of preconditions
All preconditions have been discussed in the previous paragraph. The results of the aforementioned
are summarised in table 26.
Precondition
Engage in letting houses
above the liberalisation limit

Judgment of housing associations
Moderate to substantial effect on policy freedom
3.25/5
Marginal to moderate effect on income 2.25/5
Marginal to substantial effect on policy freedom
2.75/5
Marginal to moderate effect on income 2.5/5
Three of four respondents agree that the decision
making needs to start from the top. Main remark
made is that bottom-up information is essential.

Applicability
Limited applicability,
opportunities in the non-SGEI
sector are significantly limited
Applicable, but with significant
lessened financial leeway

Yes, already partly in operation

Minimise the effect of
external influence

Three of four respondents agree that hierarchy is
required for successful asset management. The
owner role has to be clear. Main remark made is that
bottom-up information is essential.
Marginal to moderate effect on policy freedom 2.5/5
No effect to strong effect on income 2.5/5

Set financial goals in the
strategic management level

Financial return goals are set for the portfolio as a
whole, but not for complexes.

Set tangible goals for the
tactical level
Compare the results to other
housing associations by
using benchmarks

Three of four respondents agree. Only two
respondents currently set sufficient objectives.
Not at the moment, but all respondents want to use
one in the future.

Yes

Put more weight on the
location choice of the houses
in the acquisition process

No effect 1/5 on policy freedom and income
(respondents state a potential significant effect for
other housing associations)

Applicable, but location limited
to the housing market region in
which they are active.

Use more scenarios with
financial and social aspects
in the tactical level in the
tactical level

All respondents completely agree.

Yes, already in operation

Properly substantiate the
decision of which houses
could be sold

All respondents use scenarios in which social and
financial aspects are compared.

Yes, already in operation

Have insight in the current
financial and social
performance of the
complexes
Optimise the rent setting
policy
Valuating on market value
rented state

Not at the moment, but all respondents are working
towards it.

Yes

Marginal effect on policy freedom 2/5
Moderate effect on income 3/5
All housing associations use the full-version from the
new Housing Act to valuate their real estate.

Outsource the operational
management

All respondents agree that outsourcing can bring
financial advantages and can create higher customer
satisfaction.

Applicable, but with significant
lessened financial leeway
Applicable, the new Housing
Act obliges the market value
rented state
Yes, already partly in operation

Allocate to the largest
possible target group
Start the policy making
process in the strategic level
Implement more hierarchy
in the real estate
management process

Yes, already partly in operation

Applicable, when there is
properly consulted with the
stakeholders
Yes

Yes

T ABLE 26: O VERVIEW OF THE APPLICABILITY OF THE PREC ONDITIONS
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The applicability of the preconditions that are affected by the new Housing Act is limited. Three of the
six precondition are influenced by the new Housing Act. However, they can still be applied to the real
estate management of housing associations, but the effect is more limited because of the introduction
of the new Housing Act. Two preconditions that are affected by the act are still applicable for the
respondents, but the extent to which they can be applied has lessened. One precondition is obliged in
the new Housing Act, so is already applied. The preconditions affected by the new Housing Act are
limited by the rules and regulations of the Act. The respondents state that the policy freedom is
lessened because of the strict rules and regulations, which also means that the financial leeway in
which could be tweaked is decreased. However, the respondents do state that because of more strict
rules and regulations, it has become easier for housing associations to implement asset management.
The preconditions that are not affected by the new Housing Act are all accepted as preconditions of
asset management by the respondents. Four preconditions are currently partly in operation, but are
not fully implemented. Three preconditions are important aspects of asset management, but are not
yet implemented in the asset management of the respondents. These preconditions are all focused on
the financial insight on a complex level. A lack of data and lack of data quality are the main causes that
these preconditions are not yet implemented. Two preconditions are already in operation. These
preconditions have a lot in common with aspects of the existing real estate management of housing
associations, the so-called strategic housing stock management.
7.3.3 Overview of influence on the real estate management model
Six preconditions influence the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 derived
in chapter five of this research. Which preconditions have influence, and how they influence the model,
is elaborated below.
Policy making on a portfolio level and hierarchy
The precondition ‘start policy making on a portfolio level’ is a precondition accepted by three of the
four interviewed housing associations. To successfully execute asset management, the real estate
management process should start from the top level, the strategic level.
The Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 suggests that the real estate
management cycle can starts at the top level as well as the tactical level. The literature research into
the real estate management of housing associations showed that the real estate management cycle
often starts at a neighbourhood level, in box four of the model. To correctly show the real estate
management process of housing associations, the Real estate management model of Housing
Associations 1.0 should show that the real estate management cycle starts at the strategic level in box
two and in tactical level in box four.
Seeing that three of the four respondents agreed with the precondition, the Real estate management
model of Housing Associations 1.0 should be adjusted to its original form when it comes to the starting
point of the real estate management process. The starting point in the tactical level, in box four, has
to be removed and the starting point at the strategic level, in box two, should be maintained and
emphasised. The emphasised starting point could suggest that the top-down approach is the only right
approach. To counteract this, the also important bottom-up information according to the respondents,
should be visualised in a way that it is a crucial aspect of the real estate management process. The
crucial bottom-up information largely consists of neighbourhood strategies, showed in box four of the
model. The neighbourhood strategies should be showed as a new box, in box eight a, which is input
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for box eight, so it is integrated in the making of the portfolio strategy. Box four should be removed,
because the neighbourhood plans are inserted in the strategic level, instead of being inserted in the
tactical level.
Performance agreements, rent sum approach and allocation policy
‘Performance agreements’, ‘rent sum approach’ and ‘allocation policy’ all influence the policy making
of housing associations in the strategic level or the strategic-tactical level. Performance agreements
affects ‘keep the external influence as low as possible’; rent sum approach affects ‘optimise rent
increase’; and allocation policy affects ‘allocate to the largest possible target group’.
The allocation policy and rent sum approach are both setting boundaries for the allocation of houses
and the rent increase. These two subjects have to be processed in the strategic level before the
portfolio policy is made, in the making of the portfolio plan. So it has to be inserted in the content of
box one of the model.
The performance agreements should be made with the municipalities and tenants organisation after
a housing association has developed their portfolio objectives and before the portfolio plan is drafted.
The performance agreements form a policy framework in which housing associations have to work.
This counts for all agreements made with the stakeholders. This means that all agreements with
stakeholders have to be inserted in the model as a new box between step two and three.
Social and financial scenarios
The optimal complex policy should be developed by comparing social and financial scenarios. This is a
crucial aspect of asset management. That social and financial scenarios are compared should be shown
in the model in the development of the complex policy. More specific, it is inserted as box six a of the
model. In this way it is visualised that a complex policy is made after social and financial aspects are
weighted.
Real estate management model for housing associations 2.0
The alterations discussed in section 7.3.3 are inserted in the existing Real estate management model
for Housing Associations 1.0. The adjusted model, called the Real estate management model of
Housing Associations 2.0, can be seen in figure 16.
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F IGURE 16: R EAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR H OUSING 2.0
A 22.2.0A SSOCIATIONS 2.0

7.4

Conclusion

The new Housing Act does not decrease the possibilities for asset management, but it has far-reaching
effects on the result of asset management. The respondents state that the policy freedom, and
thereby, the financial leeway is significantly limited. This means that the preconditions focussed on
optimising the activities of housing associations are still applicable. However, the effect of these
preconditions is negatively influenced by the new Housing Act.
The preconditions that are not affected by the Act can be categorised in three groups regarding too
which extent they are operational. The first group are the preconditions that are already in operation.
The respondents already use scenarios in the tactical level to determine the complex policy.
The preconditions that are partly in operation, meaning that respondents are working towards it or
that some respondents disagreed with, are: policy making on a portfolio level; hierarchy; and
outsource the operational management. Making policy on a portfolio level and hierarchy are
intertwined and is in full operation in the organisation of one respondent, the respondents that is most
advanced in the implementation of asset management. The other respondents are working towards it
or have some doubts regarding a strict hierarchy. This is caused by the importance of bottom-up
information in housing associations. However, strict hierarchy does not mean that bottom-up
information becomes less important. Outsourcing operational management is partly in operation in
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the organisation of three of the four respondents. Research states that there are many more aspects
of the operational management that can be outsourced. This is acknowledged by the respondents.
The third and last group of preconditions have financial aspects in the tactical level in common. The
setting of financial goals is currently only done on a neighbourhood level or higher in every interviewed
housing association. The main reason for this is a lack of insight in the performance on a tactical level,
which is caused by a lack of data and a lack of data quality. When the data of the respondents is
organised than the essential element of asset management can be implemented. All respondents are
implementing asset management but still lack this crucial element of asset management. The lack of
insight in the performance on a tactical level is also one of the main reasons why the respondents
currently are not using a benchmark.
The Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 is adjusted to better anchor the
process of asset management in the process. The model explicitly has to show that the real estate
management process starts at the portfolio level. In order to show this, two alterations are made. The
first is that the model has to show that the policy cycle starts at the top level of the model. The second
alteration is that neighbourhood policies are inserted in another step of the policy cycle, in the strategic
level as input for the portfolio policy, instead of being input in the complex policy on a tactical level.
The newly developed model is called the Real estate management model for Housing Associations 2.0.
The respondents state that the policy freedom, and thereby, the financial leeway is significantly
limited. However, this limitation of policy freedom is not seen as a negative development. The
limitation of policy freedom is seen by the respondents as guidance that make the implementation of
asset management more manageable. The limitation of opportunities for housing associations makes
it easier for housing associations to implement asset management, according to the respondents.
Despite the significantly contained policy freedom and financial leeway, the preconditions affected by
the new Housing Act are still applicable. However, their effect significantly decreased because of the
new Housing Act.
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8. Conclusions and recommendations
The conclusions and recommendations of this research are discussed in this chapter. Firstly the main
research question is answered. Thereafter recommendations with respect to the research theme and
follow-up research are given.

8.1

Conclusion

This research has been executed to determine which aspects of asset management of commercial real
estate management are applicable in the real estate management of housing associations in the legal
framework of the new Housing Act in order to optimise the financial result of the housing stock. The
research resulted in fifteen preconditions and an adjusted model that both contribute to the
strengthening of asset management in the real estate management of housing associations. These
fifteen preconditions can be split into two groups; six preconditions that are influenced by the new
Housing Act and nine preconditions that are not influenced by the new Housing Act. The model created
is an altered version of the model of Van Os (2007), which was chosen because it represents the real
estate management process of housing associations in the best possible way. The adjusted model,
called the Real estate management of Housing Associations 2.0, has been made to show and anchor
asset management in the real estate management process of housing associations.
Housing associations have a number of policy instruments which can be tweaked with to change the
income, like for example: the allocation policy, sales policy, rent setting policy and newly built policy.
Ideally a housing association wants the maximum space to tweak with these policy instruments in
order to gain a maximum desired result. The new Housing Act constricts almost all policy instruments
that can create income, which means that the space in which can be tweaked is decreased. This means
that the six preconditions affected by the new Housing Act are negatively affected by the Act. Asset
management as an instrument is still as applicable as it was before the introduction of the new Housing
Act, however, the result of the instrument asset management has decreased. How much the result of
asset management has been decreased cannot be expressed numerically. The respondents stated that
the effect of the new Housing Act on the result of asset management was two and three out of a scale
of five, marginal to substantial. To research the precise effects, every subject of the new Housing Act
has to be researched individually. Optimising the financial result is still possible, but the effect is less
because of the decreased financial leeway caused by the new Housing Act.
The nine preconditions that are not affected by the new Housing Act are all applicable in the
organisation of housing associations. These nine preconditions do not directly contribute to the
optimisation of the financial result, but are important as a basis to execute asset management and
thereby, indirectly, optimise the financial result.
Hierarchy and having insight in the financial performance on a complex level are two preconditions of
asset management which are crucial in order to successfully implement asset management. However,
these preconditions are partly or not applied in the real estate management of the respondents.
Hierarchy is spread across two of the nine preconditions not affected by the new Housing Act. Two of
the four respondents which are most advanced with the implementation of asset management are
also most advanced with the implementation of hierarchy. Of the two other respondents one
disagreed with a clear hierarchy and one agreed with hierarchy but stated that the organisation is
currently not equipped for hierarchy. This suggest a relation between asset management and
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hierarchy, but further research is needed to confirm this. The other crucial precondition of having
insight in the financial performance on a complex level is currently not present in any of the
interviewed housing associations. The main reason for this absence is a lack of data and a lack of data
quality. This is remarkable because financial steering on a complex level is the heart of asset
management. So there can be concluded that not one respondent currently has fully implemented
asset management.
The Real estate management model for Housing Associations 1.0 was an accurate representation of
the real estate management process of housing associations. There are no major alterations made in
the model, one step moved to another moment in the process, one sub step was added and the
content of one step slightly changed. The model is adapted to visualise three preconditions, namely
hierarchy, using financial and social aspects in the development of the complex policy and developing
performance agreements after developing the portfolio policy. This created the Real estate
management model for Housing Associations 2.0. In the model asset management is visualised and
anchored within the process which can help housing associations with the implementation.
The introduction of the new Housing Act does not make asset management less applicable, but does
constrict the optimisation of the financial result. However, the decrease in policy freedom and financial
leeway is not seen as a negative development by the respondents, when looking at asset management.
The decrease of policy freedom is seen by the housing associations as a development that makes it
easier to implement asset management. It makes the implementation more manageable because the
range of the policy instruments in which can be tweaked is decreased. Housing associations can still
use the available financial leeway to optimise the financial result, but the effect of this optimisation is
decreased because of the new Housing Act.
If the history of the social housing sector is taken into consideration, there can be concluded that if the
rules and regulations are adjusted, they are adjusted because of a changed financial or political state
of the sector. The rules and regulations are currently strict, because of the poor condition in which the
social housing sector was a couple of years ago. These strict rules and regulations makes it more
comprehensible to implement asset management. When the state of the social housing sector keeps
improving as it is doing now, the rules and regulations can become less strict in the future. When that
time comes, and housing associations have implemented asset management to a certain extent, these
housing associations can then use the implemented aspects of asset management to utilise the
potential increased financial leeway in a possibly less strict Housing Act in the future.
Asset management is not only seen as optimising the financial return by housing associations, it serves
another motive for housing associations which is as important as optimising the financial result. It
serves as an instrument to make more comprehensively substantiate decisions in the real estate
management process. By using asset management, social and financial aspects are being weighed so
transparent choices can be made by using real numbers instead of using gut feeling. Asset
management for housing associations can be described as: ‘think like an investor, act like a housing
association’. All the same processes and analyses are done like investors do, but decisions are made
like a housing associations. This means that the financial aspects are not leading and social aspects
have a similar or higher importance. Asset management can also be seen as strategic housing stock
management 2.0. Asset management adds more financial elements in the existing housing stock
management, so choices regarding real estate can be made with a higher quality substantiation.
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8.2

Recommendations

Recommendations are given for housing associations, the social housing sector and for future
research, and are elaborated in this section.
8.2.1 Recommendations for housing associations
Hierarchy is important in the process of asset management. The portfolio policy should start in the
strategic level in order to be successful. The strategic level should give assignments to the tactical level,
in which one or more managers are responsible for a certain part of the portfolio. These managers are
owner of a part of the real estate. When assignments are given and managers in the tactical level are
responsible for realising these assignments, there can be steered.
Neighbourhood plans are an important part of the policy of housing associations. Currently, these
plans are often inserted in the tactical level of the process, after the portfolio plan is developed.
Neighbourhood plans should be inserted in the strategic level, as input for the development of the
portfolio plan. In this way the portfolio plan has more chance of being achieved. This recommendation
supplements the aforementioned recommendation that the development of the portfolio policy
should start in the strategic level.
When the performance agreements are made, housing associations should already have developed
their portfolio plan for the coming year. In this way the performance agreements are set on the basis
of plans of the housing associations, instead of on the basis of the plans of the stakeholders. By doing
this, the developed portfolio plan has the highest chance of succeeding.
Insight in the financial performance on a complex level is not present in any of the interviewed housing
associations. The main reason for this is a lack of data on a complex level and an insufficient data
quality. Housing associations should start to complete and improve their data as soon as possible in
the process of implementing asset management. Higher quality input in the calculations, means higher
quality output. When financial insight on a complex level is achieved, then housing associations can
start comparing performances with each other.
Housing associations that are going to implement or are implementing asset management should
choose the full version of the market valuation instead of the light-version. The full-version is more
tailored to the situation of an individual housing association, so higher quality valuations are
developed. There are two additional advantages when choosing the full-version. The data of the real
estate has to be improved for the market value calculations and by actively thinking about the market
valuation and all its aspects a housing associations learns what adds value to a house.
The possibility and effect of outsourcing the operational activities should be researched by housing
associations. Some housing associations already proved that it can improve the quality of operational
services with lower costs without losing the social quality in the services.
8.2.2 Recommendations for the social housing sector
The current benchmark, to compare the financial return of the real estate of housing associations, is
barely used because apples are being compared with oranges. The sector should organise that data is
being delivered to the benchmark in a uniform way to ensure that the same matters are being
compared. All respondents stated that they wanted to use the benchmark if the quality of it is
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improved. By developing a higher quality benchmark, housing associations can be stimulated to
optimise their performance which is positive for the sector as a whole.
The introduction and development of asset management in the social housing sector is a
professionalisation of the real estate management of housing associations. This is a positive
development because decisions are being substantiated more which improves the quality of the
decision-making. The respondents in this research did search help by visiting certain organisations
active with asset management, investors or larger housing associations in which asset management is
in a more advanced stage. Despite visiting these organisations, housing associations are all trying to
invent asset management themselves. More cooperation could help many housing associations with
the implementation of asset management. A general platform for asset management, or for real estate
management in general, should be created, by the sector, to collect knowledge and experience
regarding asset management. In this way the development of asset management and thereby the
professionalisation of real estate management can be accelerated.
8.2.3 Recommendations for future research
The first recommendation for follow-up research is taking more interviews. Taking more interviews
improves the reliability of the results of the research. By doing this, the results could be validated and
generalised. Another recommendation is interviewing different types of housing associations. This
research interviewed housing associations with a portfolio size of 7.500 to 15.000 units. The
respondents agreed to the chosen research scope in this research. For housing associations with
portfolios larger than 15.000 units, asset management can always add value to the real estate
management. It is interesting to research if asset management is further developed in larger housing
associations and how it is formed to learn from that. For housing associations with portfolios less than
7.500 it is interesting to research what asset management can add to the real estate management.
There are not much housing associations with such small portfolio’s that are active with asset
management. It is interesting to research what the motive is for this.
Benchmarking is a tool to compare the performance of one organisation with another. This stimulates
housing associations to improve their performance. The current benchmark that contains financial
return is insufficient because data is delivered in all kinds of forms. It is interesting to research the
current benchmark of the commercial real estate sector and adapt it so it can be implemented in the
social housing sector in order to stimulate housing associations to optimise their performance.
Some respondents stated that there already are a number of housing associations which are
outsourcing the larger part of their operational management. They achieved to outsource their
operational management at lower costs while getting a higher customer valuation. When there can be
proved that outsourcing can improve the customer valuation and lower the cost, more housing
associations will outsource which can improve the quality of the services social housing sector at lower
costs.
Several subjects in the new Housing Act induce a shortage of rental housing for middle income. The
separation of SGEI and non-SGEI activities and the market test result in less supply for middle income
households. All respondents acknowledge that this is a developing problem in the rental housing
sector. Research into the supply and demand in the middle housing sector is necessary to determine
the gravity of the problem and how a future problem, in the form of a major shortage, can be avoided.
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8. Conclusions and recommendations

This research has been executed to support the development of asset management in the social
housing sector and support housing associations with the implementation of asset management. The
results give housing associations preconditions and a model that can help with the implementation of
asset management. The research has an explorative nature because asset management is a relatively
new phenomenon which means there is limited research available. This research serves as an
expansion of the knowledge regarding asset management and can serve as a basis for further research
into asset management.
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Glossary

Glossary
English
Authority of Housing Associations

Dutch
Autoriteit woningcorporaties

Capping limit

Aftoppingsgrens

Central Fund Social Housing

Centraal Fonds Volkshuisvesting

Consultation Act

Overlegwet

Decree Authorized Institutions Social Housing

Besluit Toegelaten Instellingen Volkshuisvesting

Grossing and Balancing Operation

Bruteringsoperatie

Housing allowance

Huurtoeslag

Housing Valuation System

Woningwaarderingsstelsel

Inspectorate for Environment and Transport

Inspectie voor Leefomgeving en Transport

Landlord Levy

Verhuurdersheffing

Liberalisation limit

Liberalisatiegrens

Ministerial regulations

Ministeriële regeling

Owner's Association

Vereniging van Eigenaren

Policy eight-track

Beleidsachtbaan

Project-based sales

Uitponden

Services of general economic interest (SGEI)

Diensten van algemeen economisch belang (DAEB)

Social Housing Guarantee Fund

Waarborgfonds sociale woningbouw

Social Housing Management Decree

Besluit Beheer Sociale Huurwoningen

Unprofitable top

Onrendabele top
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Appendix I – Interview document

Appendix I – Interview document
I.

Algemene vragen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Naam corporatie
Werkgebied corporatie
Naam correspondent
Functie correspondent
Aantal woningen corporatie
Asset management wordt gedefinieerd als het optimaliseren van het financieel
rendement van de woningvoorraad.
i. Eens / oneens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
7. In welk stadium van implementatie van asset management is uw wooncorporatie?
i. Opstartfase 0 0 0 0 0 Volledig geïmplementeerd, leg uit:
_____________________________________________________________
8. Wat vind u van de mate van overheidsbemoeienis in de sociale woningsector?
i. Zeer negatief 0 0 0 0 0 positief, leg uit:
________________________________________________________

II.

Stellingen en vragen 15 thema’s
1. Toewijzingsbeleid
i. De nieuwe Woningwet, specifiek de 95% regel en de 80-10-10 regel, heeft het
toewijzingsbeleid van de woningcorporatie sterk veranderd.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
______________________________________________________________
1i ja, dan 1ii beantwoorden
ii. Heeft het veranderde toewijzingsbeleid invloed op de verdienmogelijkheden
van de woningcorporatie?
Geen invloed 0 0 0 0 0 Sterke invloed, leg uit:
______________________________________________________________
2. Scheiding DAEB/niet-DAEB
i. De scheiding van de DAEB en niet-DAEB activiteiten heeft invloed op de grootte
van de niet-DAEB portefeuille van de woningcorporatie.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
______________________________________________________________
2i ja, dan 2ii beantwoorden
ii. Zijn er financiële gevolgen voor de woningcorporaties door de scheiding
DAEB/niet-DAEB?
Geen financiële gevolgen 0 0 0 0 0 Sterke financiële gevolgen, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
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3. Prestatieafspraken
i. De prestatieafspraken met de gemeentes en huurdersverenigingen hebben
een negatieve invloed op de beleidsvrijheid van de woningcorporatie.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
ii. Welke aspecten van het vastgoedbeleid worden beïnvloed door de
prestatieafspraken? Denk aan het verkoopbeleid, huurprijsbeleid,
toewijzingsbeleid, nieuwbouw, et cetera.
_______________________________________________________________
iii. Hebben de vooraf vastgestelde prestatie afspraken invloed op de potentiële
inkomsten van de woningcorporatie?
Sterk negatieve invloed 0 0 0 0 0 Sterk positieve invloed, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
4. Huursombeleid
i. De invoering van het huursombeleid heeft een sterke invloed gehad op het
huurbeleid van de woningcorporatie.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_____________________________________________________________
4i invloed, dan 4ii beantwoorden
ii. Welke veranderingen in het huurbeleid zijn er doorgevoerd door de invoering
van het huursombeleid? (Minder huurstijging, meer huurstijging, huurstijging
meer gerelateerd aan de kwaliteit van een woning, et cetera)
_______________________________________________________________
iii. Zijn door het huursombeleid de inkomsten uit huur veranderd?
Sterk negatief 0 0 0 0 0 Sterk positief, leg uit:
____________________________________________________________________________

5. Locatiekeuze (werkgebied)
i. Het werkgebied van de woningcorporatie wordt sterk ingeperkt door de
regionalisatie.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
ii. Lopen woningcorporaties meer risico’s als ze in één regionale woningmarkt
actief zijn in plaats van verschillende regionale woningmarkten? (In 2014
stelde het WSW (waarborgfonds sociale woningbouw) nog dat
woningcorporaties actief moesten zijn in verschillende provincies om zo
minder risico te lopen)
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
iii. Speelt de locatie van de woningen een significante rol in de keuze voor het
bouwen of aankopen van nieuwe woningen?
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
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6. Waardering op marktwaarde
i. Het waarderen op marktwaarde is een belangrijke voorwaarde als
woningcorporaties op financieel rendement willen gaan sturen.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
6i ja, dan 6ii
ii. Is de waardering op marktwaarde al ingevoerd bij uw woningcorporatie
voordat de nieuwe Woningwet dit verplichtte? (om asset management
mogelijk te maken)
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
7. Hiërarchie
i. Een hiërarchie in de organisatie wat betreft het vastgoedbeleid is nodig om
succesvol asset management te implementeren.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 x 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
8. Financieel rendementsdoel
i. Er worden financiële rendementsdoelen vastgesteld op strategisch niveau.
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
9. Benchmarken
i. De rendementsdoelen worden vergeleken met een benchmark? (Bijvoorbeeld
de IPD/aeDex)
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
10. Tactische doelen
i. Er worden vanuit het strategisch niveau doelen en/of kaders meegegeven aan
het tactisch management (zo ja, wat voor doelen en/of kaders).
Ja / nee, leg uit:
___________________________________________________________
11. Beleid maken op portfolio niveau
i. Om asset management uit te voeren is een eenduidige vastgoedsturing nodig
en daarom moet het vastgoedproces starten vanuit het portefeuilleniveau.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
__________________________________________________________
12. Inzicht in financiële performance op complexniveau
i. Inzicht in de financiële performance op complex niveau is nodig om te sturen
op financieel rendement.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
13. Scenario’s op tactisch niveau
i. Om het beleid per complex te formuleren wordt er gebruik gemaakt van zowel
maatschappelijke als financiële scenario’s.
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
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14. Verkoopbeleid
i. Het verkopen van woningen wordt bepaald door verschillende motieven met
elkaar te vergelijken. (Denk aan maatschappelijk (stimuleren eigen woning
bezit), financiële nood, welke woningen het meeste opleveren bij verkoop, et
cetera)
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
15. Operationeel management
i. Er zijn financiële voordelen te halen bij het uitbesteden van de operationele
activiteiten (denk aan onderhoud, opzichters, wooncoaches, et cetera).
Helemaal oneens 0 0 0 0 0 helemaal eens, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________
ii. Wordt het operationeel management momenteel in eigen huis uitgevoerd? Zo
ja, zie je het operationeel management in de toekomst uitbesteed worden?
Ja / nee, leg uit:
_______________________________________________________________

III.

Afsluiting

Nu alle punten besproken zijn, kunt u nu aangeven in hoeverre de nieuwe Woningwet invloed heeft
op het uitvoeren van asset management bij woningcorporaties?
Sterke negatieve invloed 0 0 0 0 0 sterke positieve invloed, leg uit:
__________________________________________________________________________________
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